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ABOUT THIS REPORT
Report Overview
Ulsan Port Authority has been publishing a sustainability management report every two years since 2012 to share its vision, activities, and 
achievements with stakeholders. This report is the fifth report following the UPA Sustainability Report 2018. From this report, however, 
the last two years are stated simultaneously to emphasize that it is the most recently published report while identifying the exact period 
of reporting. Also, the name has been updated to a sustainability management report so that it can be recognized most commonly as a 
representative report related to social responsibility.

Report Preparation Standards
This report is intended to conform to the Core Option of Global Reporting Initiative(GRI) Standards. It also includes the ISO 26000 
standard, an international standard for social responsibility, and reflects the UN Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs).

Reporting Period, Scope and Boundary
This report contains activities and achievements from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2019, and includes the first half of 2020 for some 
important achievements. Quantitative performances are based on data from the last three years(2017-2019) to identify trends in decrease 
or increase. The reporting scope includes all the sectors in which Ulsan Port Authority operates the project, and the reporting boundary 
for each critical issue is set by identifying the impact across the value chain.
※ Subsidiary(Ulsan Port Management Co., Ltd.) is excluded from the reporting scope.

Verification of Report  
To secure objectivity and reliability of the report, we received a third-party verification from the Korea 
Productivity Center. You can check the results through the appendix.

Additional Information
The report is published in Korean and English, and you can download it on the Ulsan Port Authority 
website(www.upa.or.kr). If you have any questions about the content of the report, please contact us 
via contact information below.

Ulsan Port Authority
Address 	 (44780) 271 Jangsaengpogorae-ro, Nam-gu, Ulsan, Republic of Korea
Department 	 Management Division, Planning and Coordination Office
Email	 luna0516@upa.or.kr 
Phone	 052-228-5346
Fax	 052-228-5349

Cover Story
By the title of ‘Port Connects the World’ and 
the image of ships sailing freely around the 
earth, we expressed our corporate leading to 
sustainable management by communicating 
with stakeholders through the port and our 
willingness to share the value of sustainable 
management with the world, respectively.
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Dear all honored Interested parties

We sincerely appreciate you for your consistent interest and support for Ulsan Port Authority.

A few years ago, I came across to see a banner posted at the entrance to the office of the world-class tank terminal company ‘Vopak Terminal’ 
during a business trip to Singapore. And it was commemorating the “400th anniversary” of the company, and this got me thinking “It's never easy 
running a corporate company for 100 years, so 400 years is an amazing achievement” The banner showed a very contrasting reality with ours. 
According to government statistics, more than 900,000 companies are starting up a year, of which 72% of them disappear within 5 years, and 
among living companies, 35 marginal companies that cannot repay interest with operating profits. It seems difficult for companies to survive for a 
long time.

In order for a company to grow sustainably, it must have the basic elements, and one of the things that determines it will be profitable. Even 
public corporations that value public interest cannot survive without profitability. In recent years, safety and environment, and contributions to the 
public interest, such as job creation, which previously did not belong to the category of corporate management, are recently being emphasized. In 
addition to the value of increasing profits, management transparency and ethical management are also being emphasized.

Thirteen years have passed since Ulsan Port Authority was established as a public company. Over the years, there have been external growth, 
such as an increase in the volume of goods and sales, but there has been a substantial growth of surplus management for the past 13 consecutive 
years and in continuing to grow. At the same time, we have been trying our best not to miss the core elements of sustainability management. In 
particular, the Sustainability Report, which has been published since 2012, is thought to have been an opportunity for us to systematically inspect 
and supplement key factors.

Last year, there have been significant achievements for the construction of electricity in Ulsan Port, which reached its spatial limit. We developed 
the Around View System for Ship using artificial intelligence(AI), leading the safety and innovative growth of ports. In addition, we undertook a 
project to create new products by recycling and using plastics or incinerated waste from the sea which can help reduce marine plastic pollution. It 
was a new approach in terms of becoming environmentally friendly.

In addition, the idea of hiring the unemployed due to the recession of the shipbuilding industry as an employee of a foreign port was selected 
as an excellent case for public sector innovation. At a time when public interest in safety was higher than ever, we also built a tight safety system 
through Complex Emergencies training program(PHCE). 

It was a great year that laid the foundation for future growth by developing the oil hub business, which had been in stagnation for nearly 10 
years, into an energy hub business in connection with the hinterland complex. Also, we settled Pier 6 in the main port including a pier for vehicle 
transshipment, reducing vehicle logistics costs and creating jobs for 120 people. I would like to tell you that we have always been focusing on 
internalizing transparent management and ethical management, which are other elements for creating sustainable management.

Going forward, UPA will continue to grow as a public corporate that contributes more to the local community by creating future and innovative 
growth businesses based on safety as the top priority. 

Your consistent interest and support will be appreciated.

August, 2020
CEO of Ulsan Port Authority  Ko Sang-hwan 

The hub of liquid logistics in Northeast Asia
‘Ulsan Port’ leads the future.
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Inauguration ceremony of UPA

Jangsaengpo Whale Festival

Signed MOU to promote logistics
cooperation

Signed MOU for oil hub business 
in Northeast Asia

Received	Presidential	Citations	
at	the	National	Quality	Management	Contest

Groundbreaking ceremony for Northeast Asia Oil Hub Ulsan Port Marine Safety Belt launched

Awarded Korea Management 
Innovation Grand Prize

Opening ceremony of Yongyeon Pier and
the harbor hinterland in Ulsan New Port

Opening ceremony of Supporting Center 
for Smart Port Logistics

Received Presidential citation at the 44th 
National Quality Management Conference

Opening ceremony of South Cargo Dock

ISO 14001 Certification

2007
07	 UPA Founded
	 	Inauguration of the first president Kim Jong-un 
	 	Port Committee(Board of Directors) established
08	 	Opening	of	new	container	route:		

Ulsan	Port-India	Chennai	Port

2008
01	 Designated as other public institution
	 Officially joined the International Port Association(IAPH)
03	 	Dredging construction of 17 piers in Ulsan Port Officially 

joined the International Port Association(IAPH)
05	 	Implemented the construction of the hinterland of 	

Ulsan New Port
12	 Inauguration of the 2nd President Chae-ik Lee

2009
01	 Signed an MOU to promote logistics cooperation
05	 		Implemented the Ulsan Port Ship/	

Comprehensive Information System for Construction Project
07	 Opened the container terminal at Ulsan New Port
09	 	Held an international seminar on tasks in 	

Ulsan Port to promote the central port of liquid logistics
12	 	Started operation of liquid cargo transshipment pier 	

at the breakwater of Ulsan New Port

2010
01	 	Introduced work automation system 	

for Ulsan New Port container terminal and container
02	 	Opened Yeompo Pier
05	 	Started construction of Ulsan New Port Port hinterland(section 1)
08	 	Signed a business agreement with Korea National Oil Corporation 	

for the Northeast Asian oil hub Ulsan project
08	 	Ulsan New Port Southern Breakwater open to citizens
12	 	Published a book ‘The History Book of Ulsan Port Reading with Citizens’

2011
07	 	Declared the vision of ‘a first class port focused on 

liquid logistics’
07	 	Implementation of the Integrity 	

Ombudsman System
08	 	Fully permitted night departure for ships 	

on Onsan Port
11	 	Launch of CS Promotion Council 12 Inauguration 	

of the 3rd President Jong-Rok Park
12	 Certified for Environmental system ISO 14001

2012
01	 Completed Jangsaengpo small ship mooring site
01	 	Completed the new building of Ulsan Port Corporation
06	 	Computerized port facility management and 	

berth allocation for the first time in a nationwide port
10	 	Completed new construction of 	

Onsan Port Seafarer Service Area
11	 	Received the Presidential Citation 	

at the National Quality Management Competition
12	 Completed Operation Center for Ulsan Port Piers

2013
01	 	Designated as a semi-market type public company
02	 	Ulsan Port Clean Belt Construction	

(23 organizations)
07	 	Awarded the 1st Grand Prize for Korean 

Management and Sustainability Management
09	 	The 50th anniversary of the opening of Ulsan Port; 

Construction of safety management network 
11	 	Certified as an excellent human resource 

development organization; Groundbreaking 
ceremony for Northeast Asia Oil Hub

2014
02	 	Ulsan Port Forum officially launched
05	 	Ulsan port marine safety belt agreement 

establishment
06	 	Hosted Northeast Asia Oil Hub Symposium
07	 	Completed Ulsan Port Marine Center 	

solar power plant installation work Completed 	
Ulsan New Port hinterland section 1

08	 	Succeeded in research and development 	
of eco-friendly hopper

10	 	Inauguration of the 4th President Jong-Yeol Kang
2015
02	 	LACP 2013/2014: Gold Prize 	

for Sustainability Management
06	 	Selected as one of the world's 	

five best seafarer welfare ports 
06	 	Awarded the grand prize 	

for 2015 Korea Management Innovation
07	 	Launched the first marine meteorological local 

information broadcasting service in a national port
11	 	Certified as a family-friendly company 	

by the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family
12	 		Grand Prize for the 4th Educational Donation; 

Awarded the grand prize in the domestic shipping 
and port logistics sector   

2016
02 	 Opened docks for the Ulsan Port cargo
03	 	Introduced 3 port 5S for the first time in Korea Port Corporation
06	 	Awarded Gold Prize at the 11th Korea Meteorological Industry Awards
09	 	Opened Ulsan Port Seafarer Welfare Center
10	 	Signed a memorandum of understanding for international 

cooperation in LNG bunkering(7 global ports, 9 organizations)
12	 	Acquired ISO 50001 certification for energy management system

2018
01	 	Inauguration of the 5th President Ko Sang-hwan
05	 	Grand prize in the public sector at the 21st Korea Logistics Awards 2018
08	 	4th Industrial Revolution Power Korea Awarded by the Minister of 

Oceans and Fisheries, Daejeon; Acquired ISO 37001 certification 
for anti-corruption management system

09	 	Awarded the grand prize in employment-friendly model 
management and regional specialization in Korea 

11	 	Awarded the grand prize in the ethical management section 	
of the 2018 Korea CEO Hall of Fame; Presidential citation 	
at the 44th National Quality Management Competition 

12	 	Received the Presidential Citation for Safe National Training for 
Disaster Response in 2018

2019
01	 	Selected	as	an	excellent	case	for	innovation	in	public	institutions	by	

the	Ministry	of	Strategy	and	Finance
02	 	Received	the	Minister	of	Employment	and	Labor	Award	for	social	contribution
06	 	Received	commendation	from	the	mayor	of	Ulsan	City;	Received	the	Minister	of	

Environment	Award	at	the	13th	National	Sustainability	Management	Competition
09	 	Selected	as	the	best	institution	in	the	comprehensive	information	disclosure	evaluation
11	 	Awarded	the	Presidential	Citation	in	the	public	sector	for	the	4th	

Active	Administration	Best	Practice
12	 	Selected	as	an	excellent	organization	for	disaster	management	evaluation;	

Received	a	citation	from	the	Minister	of	Public	Administration	and	Security;	
ASOCIO	ICT	Award	for	Smart	Port	Logistics;	the	Minister	of	HR	Innovation	
Award	at	the	2019	HR	Innovation	Best	Practices	Contest

2017
01	 	Commendation from the Minister of Public Safety and 

Security for the prevention of corruption
02	 	LACP 2015/2016: Sustainability Management Gold Award
04	 	Opening Ulsan New Port Yongyeon Pier and Port hinterland
05	 	Selected as the 5th Business Scholar, Korea Best Management Award
11	 	Grand Prize in the Port Operation Division 	

for the 2017 Korea Good Company Award
12	 	Awarded the Prime Minister's Citation at the 2017 Safety Culture Awards
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UPA at a Glance

The	UPA	forms	a	value	chain that	creates	profits	and	public	value	through	core	activities,	executing	business	
for	port	development,	port	construction,	port	facility	management,	port	facility	operation, and logistics 
service, and through this, one value affects the customers and interested parties.

Primary Activities

Port Facility OperationPort Construction Port Facility ManagementPort Development Activities for Customer Service

•	Rese	arching	port	market
•	New	port	development
•	Port	redevelopment
•	Dock	function	adjustment
•		Improvement	in	port	productivity

Design investigation
Order materials for port construction
Supervises construction
Inspection for defects
Consultation with the 
Port Authority of the Non- 
management administration

Facility maintenance
Port environment management
Secures port security
Safety management

Port-MIS	operation
Yard	operation	in	ports
TOC	pier	operation
Berth	management

Establish a marketing strategy
Attract transshipment cargo
IR activities
Provides customer services

Paym
ent and protection for labor

Operate UPA
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Profit sharing, business cooperation

Provide products and 
services for business cooperation

Coordinates	people's	opinion	and	Policy

Proposes policy that can help protect 

workers' rights and interests
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Provides	info	&	data	for	business	planning,

performance	report

Informs business policies

& budget
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Protects	port	hinterland,		

and	local	communication	Supports	

business	cooperation

Provides lab or force, participates

in the port economy

Interested Parties
Creating Value

Interested Parties
Delivering Value

Interested Parties
Consuming Value

Interested Parties
Sharing Value

Citizen
Turned	interests

Government-affiliated
organizations
Cooperation

Local government
Cooperation

Ministry of Government
and National Assembly

Cooperation

Union
Turned	interests

Shippers/Private 
enterprises

Preemptive	response

Community
Cooperation

Executives
Turned	interests

Partnering companies
Cooperation
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Corporate Overview

The Ulsan Port Authority is a corporation organized to enhance the expertise of work for its development, 
management and operation. It strives to contribute to the national economy by fostering Ulsan Port as 
a competitive shipping/logistics hub. UPA is carrying out following tasks in Ulsan Port: Development, 
management and operation of port facilities; creation, management and operation of logistics terminals 
and harbor hinterland complexes; Investigation, research, development and manpower training; Direct 
implementation, investment, or contribution of subsidiary projects.

Projects

The UPA constructs, manages, and operates the entire Ulsan Port including Ulsan Main Port, Onsan 
Port, Mipo Ship Yard Port, and Ulsan New Port. Major projects are for the port hinterlands, and direct 
implementation, investment, and contribution of subsidiary projects.

Features of Ulsan Port

Ulsan	Port	has	the	small	tidal	difference	which	is	about	60cm	with	a	fixed	temperature.	Also,	as	a	liquid	
logistics-focused	port,	it	supports	the	automobile,	shipbuilding,	and	petrochemical	industries,	located	in	the	
national	industrial	complex	in	the	hinterland.

Implements	construction	work	related	to	new	installation,	reconstruction,	maintenance	and	dredge	of	port	facility	&	Management	and	operation	of	ports

Operates	businesses	entrusted	from	Korean	Government	or	local	governments	municipality	related	to	port	facility	work,	management,	and	operation

Conducts	studies,	researches,	technology	development	and	fosters	manpower	for	port	management	and	operation

Constructs	and	operates	neighborhood	and	welfare	businesses	for	convenience	of	port	users

Operates	businesses	entrusted	from	Korean	Government	or	local	governments

Constructs,	manages	and	operates	overseas	ports

Key Roles

Organization[2 divisions, 3 departments, 7 teams]
(As of the End of December)

UPA's
CEO

Port Committee

Auditor

Audit	Department

UPA
Labor Union

Labor Union for public solidarity
Private Police Guards

Strategic	Planning
Department

Social	Value	
Team

Personnel	Labor
Team

Financial	
Management	Team

Logistics	Planning
Department

Port	Operation	
Team

Port	Construction
Team

Logistics	
Information	Team

Safety Environmental Department

Management Division Operation Division

Company Name
Ulsan	Port	Authority,	UPA

Type of Institution Public
Enterprise	Type	II

Competent Organization
Ministry	of	Maritime	Affairs	

and	Fisheries

Representative
Ko	Sang-hwan

Sales
KRW	92,198	million

Net Profit
KRW	29,821	million

Established on
July	5th,	2007

Basis of Establishment
•	Port	Authority	Act	Article	4	para.	2(Law	#06918)
•		Port	Authority	Act	enforcement	decree	Article	1-2	
(Presidential	Decree	#18147)

Location
Ulsan	port	Marine	Center,	271,	Jangsaengpogorae-ro,

Nam-gu,	Ulsan,	Republic	of	Korea

Number of Executives/
Employees

118(As	of	March	2020)

Port Facility Ulsan Port Operation Status

Quay Length

20,668 m
Total Transport Volume

202,383 thousand	tons

Berthing Capacity

116 vessels

Liquid Cargo

164,106 thousand	tons

Water Area

114 ㎢
Number of Vessel Entry

23,723 vessels

Mipo Port 
Supporting ports for shipbuilding industry

Quay Length 210m

Berthing Capacity 20,000DWT,	1	vessels

Handled Cargo Steel

Ulsan Main Port
Core port o f Ulsan

Quay Length 10,085m

Berthing Capacity 1,818,500DWT,	61	vessels

Handled Cargo Coal,	general	cargo,	automobiles,
liquid	chemicals,	and	more

Ulsan New Port 
Leading port of Northeast oil hubs

Quay Length 5,300m

Berthing Capacity 693,000DWT,	22	vessels

Handled Cargo Containers,	liquid	chemicals

Onsan Port 
High value Added Logistic Hub

Quay Length 5,073m

Berthing Capacity 1,482,000DWT,	32	vessels

Handled Cargo Other	miners,	containers,	oils,	
chemicals

Mipo	Port
Ulsan	Main	Port

Ulsan	North	New	Port

Ulsan	South	New	Port

Onsan	Port

As of the end of December 2019As of the end of December 2019
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UPA Highlights

Firstly Developed a Model  
to reduce marine plastic pollution

The	private,	public,	and	NGO	consultative	bodies	co-work	to	protect	
the	environment	through	the	development	of	new	products	from	
waste	plastics

Acheivement   -  Awarded the Grand Prize at theMinistry of 
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Government

  -  Achieved a social value of KRW 130 million

Received the Presidential Award for 
Development of Pier 6 for Vehicle Transshipment

Established	Pier	6	for	a	facility	where	cargo	containers	are	transshipped	
and	promoting	vehicle	transshipment	to	solve	the	shortage	of	
container	ports

Acheivement    -  Vehicle transshipment volume increased by 94.3%
  -  Reduction of 10 billion KRW in logistics costs; 

Created 120 jobs

Conducted training for multiple disasters;  
contributed to early suppression of actual ship fire

Received	President	Awards	for	‘2018	Korea's	Safety	Training’;	18	
private	sectors	and	363	organizations	participated	in	the	joint	training	
to	extinguish	fires.

Acheivement   -  Fire suppression within a short period of time 
with zero fatalities

 -  Received Award from Ministry of Oceans and 
Fisheries for quick accident response

Oil hub business: 1st stage, helped solve the 
current issues by expanding it to an energy hub

Recruited	investors	by	expanding	handling	items(oil/LNG)

Acheivement    -  Signed a joint venture for the upper part business
  -  7.7 million tons of cargo and KRW 11 billion 

created annuallyPut great effort into overcoming  
the Jobs Crisis in the shipbuilding industry

By	collaborating	with	the	organizations	and	shipping	companies,	
they	created	high	quality	jobs	through	intensive	matching

Acheivement   -   The job matching for 130 sailors to overcome  
the employment crisis

  -  Awarded for innovation in public institutions

Creativity

Secured a water area capable of anchoring  
super-large ships of 150,000 tons

Lifted	the	prohibited	area	for	oil	tanker	passage,	signed	on	an	
agreement	on	compensation	for	damage	to	fishing,	strengthening	
safety	measures

Acheivement    -  Large ships with over 50,000 tons increased by 357% 
(28 large ships in 2018 → 128 large ships in 2019) Selected as an excellent HR innovation institution 

in 2019; promoted fair HR Management

Improving	personnel	fairness	by	breaking	seniority,	enforcing	
recruitment	for	open	contract	workers

Acheivement    -  Awarded for HR innovation at the 2019 Personnel 
Innovation Contest

Selected as an excellent institution for Fairness 
and Integrity in 2019 Zero corruption 
for 5 consecutive years

Improved	overall	corruption	reporting	system,	reinforcement	of	
ethical	management	violation	prevention	system,	diversification	of	
human	rights	practice	programs

Acheivement    -  Acheivement 2nd grade for the excellent integrity 
by the 2019 National Rights Commission

Reliability

Innovative growth by developing
Around View System for Ship based on AI

Developing	a	navigation	assistance	system	that	artificial	intelligence	
analyzes	in	real	time;	installing	cameras	at	facilities	in	the	port,	and	
applying	to	the	field.

Acheivement    -  Received Certificates for New technology  
The introduction of Korea's representative ports, 
made ship control become safer

Specialty
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The	Sustainable	Development	Goals(SDGs)	announced	by	the	United	Nations	in	September	2015,	consist	
of	169	detailed	goals	and	17	goals	for	the	international	community	to	achieve,	meeting	the	needs	of	future	
generations	and	also	the	needs	of	today.	UPA	actively	supports	the	UN	SDGs	to	make	a	better	world,	
identifying	future	business	opportunities	by	responding	to	the	challenges	of	sustainable	development,	and	
reinforcing	the	value	of	sustainability,	aiming	to	contribute	to	the	realization	of	the	goals.

UN-SDGs's Performance
Objects UPA's Performances

• Flexible working system tailored to features of organizations
  - Reduction of 44.9% of annual working hours & selective working hours system
• Government's preemptive implementation for working hours reduction
			-		Achieved 89.5 points in the satisfaction survey for work and family balance

Good Health & Well-Being 
For sustainable development, it is essential to ensure healthy living 
and promote well-being for all ages.

• 	Established HRD strategy system, implemented direction based on 	
expertise, creativity, and win-win cooperation

• 	Provides Business and Performance-based Training Courses	
(S-OJT, logistics academy, and others)

• 	Acquired the third certificate for the best human resource development institution(Best-HRD)

Quality Education
To build a sustainable community, quality education must be 
guaranteed with more lifelong learning opportunities given to 
everyone.

• Achieved 18.2% employment rate of female executives
  - 	System improvement to foster female managers(Improving the personnel 

system, female recruitment, fostering female talent, promoting parental 	
leave and flexible work system)

Gender Equality
As women make up half of humanity, we aim to abolish discrimination, 	
ensuring equal participation in all sectors including politics, 
economy and the public.

• 	Replacing LED lighting in headquarters and Ulsan main port
• 	100% installation of low-voltage AMP(onshore power supply facility) for 
government ships and tugboats(at 34 locations)

• 	Establish a basis for measuring(observation/estimation) emissions in ports 	
and an inventory by measuring the emission of pollutants on land and sea

Affordable Clean Energy
For sustainability, it must be reliable, affordable, and the energy 
essential to modern times must be universally distributed.

• 	Created 2,519 jobs in the private sector of the port
• 	Created 76 public jobs by hiring new employees, improving working methods
• 	Achieved 100% conversion from non-regular workers to regular workers

Quality Work & Economic Growth 
To provide quality jobs, specific goals such as supporting small 
business startups, protecting workers' rights, and sustainable 
tourism must be met first.

• 	Built and activated the infrastructure for leading LNG propulsion ships and 
bunkering

• 	Increased the convenience of entering large ships
• 	Created added value through the development of the hinterland of Ulsan Port

Industry Innovation & Infrastructures
Investing in infrastructure is essential for achieving sustainable 
development as sustainable industrial development is a major 
source of income generation.

• 	Conducted regular human rights impact assessment every year/building a 
human rights management promotion system based on the needs of internal 
and external stakeholders

• 	Promoted activities to strengthen human rights through the operation of a 
human rights promotion council and establishment of the cooperation system

Reduce Inequality
Discrimination must be eliminated; opportunities must be provided 
equally; inequality of outcome must be alleviated.

• Enhanced local win-win promotion system by collecting opinions from locals
• 	130 quality jobs created for middle-aged people by overcoming the 
employment crisis

• 	Activated local festivals and tourism in underdeveloped areas through 	
opening of port facilities

Sustainable City & Communities 
The future city should be created where opportunities are given 
to everyone, providing basic social services, energy, housing, and 
transportation.

• 		SO2(0.011 → 0.01), NO2(0.025 → 0.023) through strengthening ecofriendly ship 
(ESI) incentive system

• 	Expanded eco-friendly infrastructure in logistics, port operation, 	
and construction in preparation for environmental regulations

Climate Action 
Climate change threatens the national economy, affecting human 
life and incurring enormous costs; it is expected to become worse 
in the future.

• 	Establishment of environmental conservation strategy system 	
to establish a leading eco-port

• 	Recycling 80,000 waste plastics discharged from ships, 	
reducing 4.83 tons of CO2

• 	Activities to preserve the marine environment

Life Below Water 
Careful management of global resources is key to a sustainable 
future, as temperatures, chemicals, ocean currents and organisms 
affect the global systems in which humanity lives.
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Mid/long-term Management Strategy

In	2019,	UPA	re-established	its	vision	to	move	forward	as	an	innovative	public	company	that	realizes	social	
values	and	actively	responds	to	rapidly	changing	internal	and	external	business	environments	such	as	
changes	in	shipping,	ports,	and	logistics	markets,	and	government	policy	changes.	We	have	established	a	
mid-	to	long-term	career	strategy,	including	our	management	goals.	Our	newly	proposed	vision	is	as	follows:	
‘Competitive	eco-smart	port	pursuing	social	value’.	To	achieve	this,	we	set	three	strategic	goals:	‘securing	
future	growth	engines’,	‘realizing	high	value-added	ports’	and	‘social	value-oriented	management’.	UPA	seeks	
to	foster	Ulsan	Port	as	a	competitive	shipping	and	logistics	hub	by	successfully	achieving	strategic	tasks	and	
realizing	management	goals,	and	to	become	a	public	shipping	and	port	company	that	contributes	to	the	
development	of	the	national	economy.

Social Responsibility Management Performance and Goals

Strategy Strategic task Performance indicator Unit
Result Goal

2018 2019 2020

Sales of new business Hundred 
million 7.6 28.6 85.0

Strategic Management
Index Points 84.0 87.6 85.0

Education satisfaction Points 82.0 89.0 82.0

Operation of superior oil
hub facilities

(Non-
measured)

Business 
consultation

JVA contract for
superior facilities

Completion of 
subfacility rental 

agreement

Start of
construction

Oil Hub Phase 2:
Feasibility Study

(Non-
measured) KDI analysis

Reflecting the basic
plan of the new port

(August 2019)

Analysis of business
environment and

identification of 
risk factors

Overseas port
development and
investment

(Non-
measured) -

Port inspection in 
Linggi, Malaysia

(September 2019)
Basic strategy

Dock productivity Ton/hour 543 552 577

Total volume Million tons 203 202 210

Customer satisfaction Grade 88.8 Excellent Excellent

Seeking after port
logistics startups. Companies - 7 10

Activation of the
hinterland complex

(Non-
measured)

Completed lease for
section 1·3

Achieved 100% rental 
rate of the entire 

hinterland complex

Support for management 
stabilization of 

tenant companies

Port adjustment
function and efficiency
improvement

(Non-
measured)

Optimized the function
of the main port pier

- Secured government 
budget of KRW 40 billion 

for New Port development
- Secured KRW 466 billion 

in private investment for 
New Port development in 
North area in South area

- Relocated to the new port 
of the main port coal pier

- Water-friendly facilities on 
the Jangsaengpo site

- Promote repurposed 
second stage of 

Namshin Port

B-class maintenance
rate for facility safety % 100 100 100

Eco-friendly ship entry
performancey Ships 345 424 497

Creation of private jobs Persons 824 2,519 1,744

Purchase rate of
products from SMEs % 66.4 96.4 85.0

Comprehensive Integrity Grade 3 2 2

Diagnosed the level of
personal information
management

Grade Normal
(80~90	points)

Normal
(Over	90	points)

Normal
(Over	90	points)

Efforts to expand public
participation

(Non-
measured)

Find and resolves
community issues

- Improvement of national 
proposal system system 

and operation method
- Improving the method 

of providing information, 
providing customized 

information

- Collaboration in 
decision making

- Delegation of 
authority and 

promotion of pilot 
projects

Vision & Management Strategies for Operation

We will contribute to the national economic development 
by fostering Ulsan Port as a competitive shipping and logistics base

Mission

Creativity Specialty ReliabilityCore	Value

New business sales

Over	10%	of	total	sales

Total cargo

230	million	tons

Social Value

Grade	A	in	Social	value	index

Management Goal 
(2024)

Securing future 
growth engines

Realization of 
high value-added ports

Management based on 
social value

Top 3 strategic directions

Top 11 Strategic Tasks Strengthening	safety,	environment,	
and	labor	valuesActivation	of	the	hinterland	complex

Build	energy	logistics	hub

Creation	of	sustainable	jobsIncrease	port	productivity

Discovery	of	new	growth	business

Realization	of	win-win	cooperationCustomer-oriented	port	operation

Strengthen	business	capabilities	for	
future	growth Customer-oriented	managementBuild	a	smart	port

A competitive eco-smart port pursuing social value
Vision

Strengthening safety,
environment, 

and labor values

Creation of 
sustainable jobs

Realization of
win-win cooperation

Public and customer
oriented management

Social value
oriented

management

Activation of the
hinterland complex

Improve port
productivity

Operates
customer-oriented port

Built a smart port

Realization 
of high
value -
added
ports

Building energy
logistics hub

Discovery of new
growth business

Strengthening business
capabilities for future

growth

Securing
future
growth
engines
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Establishment & Operation of the Board of Directors

Port Committee Composition and Roles

UPA's top decision-making body is the Port Committee established under the Port Construction Act. The 
Port Committee includes 7 non-executive directors in accordance with Article 11 of the Port Authority Act 
and Article 5 of the Enforcement Decree of the same Act. The committee performs the role of monitoring 
the management and serves as a management recommendation for each port member's specialty. The 
committee's resolutions and reports are specified in Article 7 of the Articles of Incorporation, and include 
management goals, budgets, funding plans, business plans and operation plans, and the use of reserve 
funds. In addition, the Committee shall carry out budget transfer, settlement, acquisition and disposal of 
basic assets, long-term borrowings and issuance of bonds and repayment plans, setting standards for rent 
and usage fees for port facilities, changes in articles of incorporation, and enactment and amendment of 
the by laws. Through activities such as management consulting using expertise, UPA makes great efforts to 
actively contribute to the creation of corporate value.

Operation Performance of BOD

The port committee's operation performance is evaluated based on the port committee attendance rate, 
prior agenda review rate, and the number of management proposals. The performance evaluation of port 
commissioners is conducted by the Minister of Strategy and Finance in accordance with the 「Act on the 
Operation of Public Organizations」. In order to help improve performance through efficient operation of the 
Port Committee, Ulsan Port Authority raises the understanding of the current status of construction by port 
committee members by regularly reporting construction issues and providing management information 
on a regular basis. In addition, UPA is striving to reinforce its expertise by expanding the opportunities for 
port committee members to participate by implementing a dedicated headquarters system for each port 
committee member and holding site briefing sessions.

Participation in Subcommittees and Internal/External Councils

A subcommittee was established to conduct a more in-depth preliminary review for the committee's resolutions 
and specific matters related to the development of the corporation, and it is actively operating to this day. 
Subcommittees include the Budget Deliberation Subcommittee and Investment Deliberation Subcommittee. 
In addition, we are establishing a system that allows port members to participate in various internal/external 
councils to utilize their expertise in order to revitalize the management suggestions of port members.

Division Contents of Promotion

Enhancement of port
committee expertise

•	Regular	report	on	the	current	status	of	the	agenda	project	by	the	Port	Committee
•		Regular	reporting	of	major	issues(Business	report	materials,	national	affairs	and	current	issues	and	others)
•		Enhancement	of	reinforcement	rate	of	agenda	deliberation	through	timely	provision	of	agenda
•		Providing	management	information	including	major	business	status,	major	business	performance,	and	press	releases

Field Management
Expansion

•	Holding	on-site	presentations	on	management	and	major	business
•	Conduct	advisory	activities	through	a	dedicated	system	of	headquarters

Activated Management
Proposal

•	Participate	in	various	internal	committees	as	external	members
•	Host	a	seminar	using	the	expertise	of	port	committee	members

Support Activities for Port Committee performance

Classification 2017 2018 2019

Number of Port 
Committee's Meetings 10 14 11

Resolved 
Agenda 26 30 31

Prior Review 
Rate 100% 100% 100%

Resolution
in Writing 1 2 0

Agenda
for Revision

6
(23%)

5
(16%)

6
(19%)

Reported 
Agenda 23 24 16

Attendance Rates of 
Port Commissioners 98.5% 92.9% 94.7%

Operation performance

Name of Commitee Members Key Roles & Work History Gender

Kim Jae-gyun
(Chairman)

•	Professor	of	Industrial	Management	Engineering,	University	of	Ulsan(current)
•		Judge	for	Green	Company	by	Environment	Agency	in	Nakdong	River	Basin	(current) Male

Han Hong-gyo •	Head	of	the	management	division	of	Korea	Shipping	Association
•	Ulsan	Regional	Maritime	Affairs	and	Port	Officer Male

Cho Jin-haeng Professor	of	Logistics/Distribution	&	Business	Administration,	Halla	University(current)
•	President	of	the	Korean	Port	Economic	Association Male

Ahn Sung-min •	Professor,	Department	of	Public	Administration,	University	of	Ulsan(current)
•	Member	of	Ulsan	Metropolitan	City	Local	Financial	Deliberation	Committee(current) Famale

Jeong Dae-ho •	Managing	Director	of	SK	Energy(current)
•	Vice	President	of	Ulsan	Port	Development	Council Male

Kim Hee-jung •	Attorney	at	Law	Firm	‘Taeyang’(current)
•	Member	of	the	Ulsan	City	Protest	Judging	Committee	(current) Famale

Kwak Sang-min •	Korea	Pilots	Association	pilot	(current)
•	Hyundai	Merchant	Marine	Navigator	&	Captain Male

Port Committee Member (As of the End of June)

Major Management Suggestions

Need	to	conduct	a	self-study	to	improve	integrity	
and	to	understand	its	current	status

Need to design an evaluation system to reflect 
social values/innovation, and to operate a fair 
system.

Thorough management to prevent issues occur in 
early budget execution.

Policy reflection

Conducting	self-study,	analysis,	and	feedback

Reflecting social values, expanding the scope of 
disclosure of results

Quarterly execution rate check for early budget 
progress & Management of execution reports of 
major slow-moving projects

Promotion achievement

Increased	overall	integrity	by	the	National	Human
Rights	and	Interest	Committee(3rd	grade	→	2nd	grade)

Increased satisfaction points for performance
management by enhancing fairness and transparency in 
performance evaluation(81 points → 85.3 points)

Strengthening budget executionmanagement

Port Operations Committee

Committees call regular and special meetings. Regular meetings are set to be held four times a year, in 
February, June, October and December, and special meetings may be called when the chairperson or 
president deems necessary, or at the request of more than one third of the members. To ensure fairness 
in decision-making, the exclusion rule has been thoroughly applied to prohibit the chairman or other 
committee members with special interests from participating in the resolution. And also to operate the 
board of directors transparently, the meeting minutes of the Port Committee are disclosed through the 
website of UPA and “Alio”(http://www.alio.go.kr), a management information disclosure system for public 
institutions of the government. The results of resolution and reporting agendas are immediately notified to 
KAC to be reflected in management activities.

Procedure for Appointing a Port Committee Member and Term of Office

The procedures for recommending and selecting the Port Commissioner are operated fairly and reasonably. 
In accordance with the Act on the Operation of Public Institutions and the Port Authority Act, it is stipulated 
that personnel recommended by the Executive Recommendation Committee be deliberated by the Public 
Institution Steering Committee and appointed by the Minister of Strategy and Finance. In order to secure 
the diversity, UPA has diversified candidate recommendation organizations such as the Ministry of Maritime 
Affairs and Fisheries, Ulsan City and others, expanding the objectivity and transparency of appointment. The 
term of office of the Port Commissioner is two years, and may be reappointed on a yearly basis based on 
the results of the evaluation of the performance of the duties of the relevant ministries.

Port Committee Operation Process

D-25

Submit agenda 
by department

D-10 D-7

Open board of 
directors

D-Day

Announcement of
results

D+7

Announcement of the meeting 
schedule of the board of directors

Agenda proposal and 
prior deliberation

Committee Name Roles Participants

Budget Deliberation Subcommittee Deliberation	on	Major	Projects	&	Budget 3	Port	Commissioners

Performance Management Committee Internal	Performance	&	Deliberation 1	Port	Commissioner

Ethics Management Committee Ethical	Management	&	Deliberation	on	Tasks 1	Port	Commissioner

Safety Management Committee Deliberation/advice	on	safety	management	in	the	workplace 1	Port	Commissioner
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SO1 Established a hub base for energy logistics

SO2 An eco-friendly LNG cluster has been established

SO3 Built	a	smart	port	in	response	to	the	4th	industrial	revolution

ST1 Increased productivity to secure competitiveness

ST2 The safety, environment and labor values of Ulsan Port have been improved

ST3 Risk management and financial capabilities have been strengthened

WO1 Activation of the hinterland complex and high value-added

WO2 Created sustainable jobs in the maritime industry

WO3 Realized win-win cooperation with local communities

WT1 Found a new sustainable growth business

WT2 Provided customer-oriented port operation service

WT3 Established a management system that empathizes with national customers

Recognizes Risk and Opportunity Factors & Responses to It

Ulsan Port Corporation maintains sustainable management activities of the Port Authority by analyzing changes 
in management conditions and government policy directions in a timely manner, responding early, and 
removing uncertainties about the future. The Port Authority comprehensively analyzes the internal and external 
business environment and the KTO's capabilities and reflects it in the mid-to long-term strategy so that Ulsan 
Port can become an energy hub port, and systematically and preemptively manages risks and opportunities.

Operational Risk Management

The Ulsan Port Authority manages risks that may occur in terms of operation using an internal audit system
through an e-audit system constant monitoring process. Data on monitoring items are analyzed on a daily 
basis, and risks are automatically extracted and resolved through an explanatory procedure. 126 risks are 
selected according to the likelihood and impact of each business process, developing a checklist for each 
risk factor on its own self-inspection system. The work is improved so that residual risk can be reduced 
through transition to a prevention-oriented audit system and periodic in spection.

Financial Risk Management

In order to connect the mid-to long-term business strategy and financial strategy, a process that analyzes 
and responds to the mid-to long-term fiscal balance for each scenario is created and implemented by 
reflecting changes such as the key drivers of cargo volume, ship entry and departure tonnage, producer 
price index, interest rate, and sales. Through financial risk monitoring, countermeasures for each recognized 
crisis stage are established and implemented.

Step-by-Step Response Direction for Financial Risk Monitoring
Countermeasures for Crisis Organization for Crisis Response

• 	Monthly sales and operating profit monitoring
• 	Cost reduction through continuous cost management

Supervision	of	Finance	
Management	Team	Leader

Maintain	cooperation	system	for	all	departments

Stage 1-2
Normal

• 	Share the status of the ‘caution’ stage for executives and all employees
• 	Check whether the target sales and operating profits are 
achieved by business department

• 	Set cost reduction goals and implement actions

Head of Planning & Coordination Office,
Head of Finance Management Team

Implementation of 
crisis response measures

Stage 3
Requires	
Attention

• 	Risk management TFT operation
• 	Check whether the target operating profit is achieved by 
business department

• 	Reinforcement of cost reduction goals and implementation of actions
• 	Provide aggressive marketing and incentives to achieve sales goal

Supervised by the head of the
management division

Funding and operation control

Stage 4
Possible	

Risk

• 	Continued operation of financial strategy meetings
• 	Operation of risk management TFT for related departments
• 	Countermeasures such as adjustment of priority for investment 
in core projects

Supervised by the president
Running a financial strategy

meeting

Stage 5
Serious

Tasks for Response Three strategic directions for mid/long 
term management strategies

11 Strategic Tasks for mid/long term 
management strategies

1-1.	Build an energy logistics hub

1-2.	Look for a new growth business

1-3.		Strengthen business capabilities for future growth
Secure future 

growth engines

2-1.	Activate the hinterland complex

2-2.	Increase port productivity

2-3.	Customer-oriented port operation

2-4.	Build a smart port
Realize only high 

value-added ports

3-1.		Strengthen safety, environment and labor values

3-2.	Create sustainable jobs

3-3.	Realize win-win cooperation

3-4.	Customer Oriented Management
Management based on 

social values

Constant monitoring process

Monitoring

52	detailed	risk	items	
in	6	fields	including	budget,	

accounting	and	human	
resources

Automatically Extracts Data

Sending	monitoring	data
to	auditors

Request	for	items	that
require	clarification
among	extract	items

Calling Request

After	confirming	the	
details	of	the	calling,	audit	
according	to	the	severity

Follow Up

Audit System Process

Select Risk

Select	Risk	Summary	of	
vulnerable	factors	by	unit	
business	and	analysis	of

monitoring	cases

Risk Identification

Unit	tasks	by	department	
extraction	of	risk	factors

through	analysis

Diagnose	the	level	of	
risk	through	an	interview	
with	a	person	in	charge

Risk Assessment

After	inspection	
at	each	audit	period,	

use	the	actual	audit	point

Follow Up

Management strategy connection for SWOT analysis and strategic tasks

SOO

S W

STT

WO

WT

Int
ern

al 
co

mp
ete
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External environment

Opportunity
•  Significant demand for eco-friendly LNG fuel
•  Accelerated port consolidation such as hinterland complex
•  Acceleration of technological development for the 4th 

industrial revolution
•  Increased demand for innovative growth and social 

value realization of public institutions

Threats
•  Intensifying competition between domestic and 

overseas ports
•  Slowing growth of the Ulsan port's cargo volume
•  Increased safety and environmental requirements
•  Reinforcement of public participation/ethical 

management level

Capacity Expansion

SO1 	 	Building	the	foundation	for	an	energy	logistics	hub

SO2 	 Creation	of	eco-friendly	LNG	cluster

SO3 	 	Build	a	smart	port	in	response	to	the	4th	
industrial	revolution.

Strength
•  Know-how to improve productivity through port 

operation
•  Energy logistics hub-oriented industrial base
•  Excellent financial structure and investment capacity
•  Responding to the 4th Industrial Revolution and leading 

investment

Selective Focus

ST1 	 	Increased	productivity	to	secure	competitiveness

ST2 	 Increased	value	of	safety,	environment	and	work

ST3 	 	Strengthening	of	risk	management	and	
financial	capabilities

Capturing Opportunities

WO1 	 	Revitalization	of	hinterland	complex	and	high	
value-added

WO2 	 	Creation	of	sustainable	jobs	in	the	maritime	industry

WO3 	 	Realization	of	win-win	cooperation	with	local	communities

Weakness
•  Simple business structure focusing on port facility rental
•  Passive industrial complex support
•  Lack of expertise in promoting new growth projects
•  Lack of competency for customer relationship 

management(CRM)

Weakness Compensation

WT1 	 Discovering	new	sustainable	growth	businesses

WT2 	 Provide	customer-oriented	port	service

WT3 	 	Establish	customer	sympathy	management	
system
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Communicating with Interested Parties

The Ulsan Port Authority classified it into 4 groups based on the degree of interest and impact in 
economic, environmental, and social aspects: Interested parties creating value, delivering value consuming 
value, and sharing value. UPA collects opinions by establishing communication methods and channels 
for communication suitable for each interested party. By actively reflecting various opinions during 
management, UPA strives to ensure that the needs of interested parties are reflected in the overall 
management activities and satisfied.

The entity that creates national benefits and port logistics value

Creating Value
Interested Parties

Conduct	management	monitoring	meetings

Hosting	a	round-table	conference(ex:	Junior	Board)

Labor-Management	Council

In-house	intranet

Organizational	development

Securing	new	growth	engines

Work-life	balance

Fair	system	for	performance	rewards

Executives Labor Union

Enterprises that purchase services from public corporates and consumers

Consuming Value
Interested Parties

Holding	briefing	sessions	for	business	and	on-site

Round-table	conference	for	port	activation

Conduct	customer	survey

Idea	Contest	for	Public	Participation

Ethical	Management

Equal	opportunity	and	social	integration

Realization	of	public	participation

Guaranteed	basic	rights	to	safety	and	the	environment

Business to Business(B2B) Business to Customer(B2C)

The entity that implements policies for the needs of the people

Delivering Value
Interested Parties

Report	face	to	face	to	government	agencies

Port	Logistics	Council

Support	for	legislative	activities,	including	national	audit

Discussion	and	others

Creating	jobs

Protecting	the	environment	for	green	growth

Win-win	cooperation‧shared	growth

Administrative Authorities Related Institutions

Subjects for shared values through the main activities of the public corporate

Sharing Value
Interested Parties

System	for	technology	sharing	and	new	business	cooperation

Promotion	Channel	and	Competition

Social	Economy	Support	Program

Round-table	conference	for	port	activation

Enhancing	social	value

Local	community	development

Strengthening	the	win-win	cooperation	system

Creating	a	job

Partnering Companies Competitors Social Economy Local Community

Group of
Interested

Parties

Communication
Channels

Direction of 
Creating

Value

Group of
Interested

Parties

Communication
Channels

Direction of 
Creating

Value

Group of
Interested

Parties

Communication
Channels

Direction of 
Creating

Value

Group of
Interested

Parties

Communication
Channels

Directionof
Creating

Value
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Interviews by Interested Parties

To hear more detailed opinions on the sustainable management activities of Ulsan Port Authority, we 
conducted interviews with interested parties by choosing one representive from each of the seven groups 
that are of high importance and have a large impact on the operation and performance of the Ulsan Port 
Authority.The opinions obtained through the interviews will be actively reflected for our management 
activities, and this has already been used to derive important issues in the social responsibility report.

Customer(shipper)

Looking forward to the port facilities being modernized to  
leap forward as a global advanced port

The Ulsan Port Authority should focus on building a advanced infrastructure. For state -of-the-art port 
facilities, proactive infrastructure expansion must be carried out so that port promotion can be effective. If 
they continuously improve the infrastructure and promote Ulsan Port to the world, it will surely be reborn 
as a global port.

Shipping agency in Ulsan Port Seo Jae-cheol, Chairman

Partnering

They secure competitiveness as a vehicle-only port

With few substances causing environmental pollution, they became competitive as a dock for vehicles only. 
We believe that the result of environmental preservation measures enables high value-added products to 
be handled, and this is a good case to develop a sustainable Ulsan port.

Goryeo Port Jin Dong-hoon, Director

Social Economy Support

Expecting more realization of social values through cooperation

The Ulsan Port Authority is successfully implementing the tasks in the 2020 innovation promotion plan.	
I hope social values could be implemented widely through their social economy and win-win cooperation, 
especially hoping their cooperation with the Ulsan Social Economy Support Center helps generate greater 
positive effects for local community.

Ulsan City Social Economy Support Center Moon Hong-seok, Chairman

Social Economy Educational Institution

They serve as a cornerstone for regional economic development...

As major public corporations in the Ulsan region, they play a leading role for local communities, public 
institutions, and companies to realize social values such as job creation. As Ulsan is a manufacturing 
-oriented city, with a high proportion of petrochemicals, it must safely handle liquid cargo and play a role as 
a cornerstone of regional economic development.

University of Ulsan Jeong Jung-eum, Professor

Administrative authorities

Looking forward to improvement in overseas port logistics

We expect that Ulsan Port will play a role in developing port logistics and pioneering overseas port logistics 
as a comprehensive logistics support organization, not just port operation, and we expect them to actively 
promote overseas expansion projects.

Port Logistics Planning Division Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries Park Sol-ip, Office Manager

Related institutions

Looking forward to growth both in the economic sector and  
the environmental sector...

We hope to see the development and growth of Ulsan Port in the economic sector and for the Ulsan Port 
Authority to be able to proactively improve operational efficiency from the perspective of contributing to 
the local economy , and run toward challenging goals . We believe that the improvement of environmental 
infrastructure could be made as great as it could make all citizens satisfied and happy.

Operation Support Division of Ulsan Regional Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Office Nam Song-rang, Deputy	Director

Compatitors

It was very impressive to see the collaboration for  
the Marine Seat Belts in port industry

Ten organizations collaborated to create seat belts for the port industry, and each institution raised 
operating funds with an excellent system. I think it was an excellent achievement for them to establish 
procedures and systems for safety through a port industry collaboration.

Busan Port Authority Shin Dong-soo, Head	of	BPA

Customer

We hope they could provide practical support for development of a port eco-
system and share knowledge as a specialized maritime institution 

The expansion of the capabilities of the Ulsan Port Authority has enabled the expansion of goods handled 
and diversification of vessels received at the port. By attracting medium/large-sized ships, I hope they will 
be able to utilize their expertise and promote Ulsan Port, so that they can accommodate larger volumes.

Ulsan Port Shipper Logistics Council Shin Hyun-jic, Chairman

Labor Union

They need to expand their businesses for future...

The projects implemented by the Ulsan Port Authority are limited; there is still uncertainty about the oil hub 
business, and in 5-6 years there may be no more developing docks. So, it is urgent to seek future business 
and business expansion.

Ulsan Port Authority Kang Deok-ho, Chairman	of	the	Labor	Union
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Results of Finding important Issues

This shows the business impact, which is the influence of economy, environment, and society arising from 
the work and activities of Ulsan Port Authority, on the X-axis; on the other hand, it shows the evaluation 
and opinions on the interests between companies and individuals on the Y-axis. And as a result of deriving 
material issues, 15 out of a total of 20 issues were identified as material issues.

Ranking To Resolve Important Issues
11 Participation	of	Interested	Parties(Diversification	of	their	responses	and	communication	channels)

12 Training	port	experts	and	creating	jobs(Training	port	experts	through	education	and	support)

13 Establish	an	eco-friendly	management	system
(for	greenhouse	gas	reduction,	energy	management,	and	harmful	substances	reduction)

14 Creating	a	job(Trying	to	hire	more	youth	and	female	employees	to	find	local	talents)

15 Spreading	environmental	and	safety	management	in	the	supply	chain	including	business	partners

16 Respect	the	diversity	of	employees,	providing	equal	opportunities

17 Fair	contract(Prohibition	of	unfair	trade	practices)

18 Pursuing	shared	growth	with	members	of	the	port	eco-system
(Strengthening	port	competitiveness	and	cooperation)

19 A	port	that	gives	people	a	pleasant	and	rest(reinforcement	of	service	quality	and	infrastructure)

20 Contribution	to	local	communities(activating	local	economy,	supporting	social	economy	and	soon)

5.0

1.0
3.02.5 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

Significance
Interest

2

1

3

7

6

12

20

18

1619
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11

5

9

13

4

14

8

15

17

● Society   ● Economy   ● Environment/Safety   ● General Sustainability Management   
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Importance Assessment Process

Ulsan Port Authority is engaged in a wide range of socially responsible management activities including 
the economy, environment, and society. Among the various social responsibility management activities of 
UPA, important issues were identified in accordance with the Importance assessment framework suggested 
by GRI in order to include in the report centering on issues that are of great importance and interest to the 
Corporation and its interested parties. Based on this, this report shows the sustainability management 
achievements by UPA and its interested parties throughout the year.

Priority for Important Issues and Reporting boundary

Ranking To Resolve Important Issues
1 Strengthening	the	safety	system(port	safety,	protection	from	disasters)

2 Increasing	port	demand	and	strengthening	infrastructure(Volume	of	vehicle	transmitted,	number	of	ships	in	
port,	future	demand	environment	for	new	growth	in	progress)			

3 Internalization	of	ethics	and	integrity	culture(ethics,	integrity/anti-corruption	and	more)

4 Efforts	to	find	new	growth	engines	for	the	future(Find	new	growth	engines	for	logistics	hubs	and	create	
specialized	ports)

5 Establishing	an	integrated	disaster	management	system(Preparing	for	large-scale	marine	pollution	
accidents,	social	disasters,	and	natural	disasters)	Emphasizing

6 the	publicity	of	public	institutions	and	creating	social	values

7 Improves	transparent	decision-making	structure	and	expertise

8 Expanding	the	introduction	of	new	smart	port	technologies

9 Strengthening	the	security	system(Port	security	and	personal	information	protection)

10 Human	rights	management(Respect	for	human	rights,	manage	human	rights	risks,	resolve	in	equality)

STEP 1
Identification

Identifies sustainability 
management issues through 

internal and external 
environmental analysis

Media data analysis
Text	mining	analysis	for	media
materials	in	2015-2020

Global Standard Analysis
Review	reporting	requirements
for	related	standards	such	as
GRI	Standards,	ISO	26000,
UNGC,	DJSI,	etc.

Benchmarking
Identify important issues in
terms of sustainability through
analysis of reports from similar
organizations

STEP 2
Prioritization

Prioritizes Important 
issues through 

importance assessment

Relevance
Through	internal	and	external	
environmental	analysis	and	
level	diagnosis,	the	related	
issues	are	found	by	evaluating	
the	relevance	of	the	derived
sustainability	management
issues

Significance
Priority of related issues is 
determined by conducting an 
online survey for the analyzed 
data on public participation 
and KTO's interested parties

STEP 3
Validation

Validates

Validation
Priority	is	given	to	a	total	of	20	
issues,	and	final	review	is	made	
to	determine	whether	or	not	the	
issues	are	materially	important	
to	KDHC's	sustainability	
management

Third party verification
Determine the reporting 
level for material issues such 
as scope, boundary, and 
period, and plan on a report 
preparation

Importance Assessment



PERFORMANCE
(As of the end of 2019)

Certified as a Fair Hiring System 

902points

89 persons

Satisfied for 
Educational Program

28 Social Value Creation Performance

30 Strategy for realizing social values

32 Job Creation

36 Ethical Management

40 Human Management

42 Win-win Cooperation and Community Development

48 Human Resources Management and Labor-Management Cooperation

OUR APPROACH 

Ulsan Port Authority is making great efforts to establish a strategic 
system for realizing social values and creating sustainable jobs related 
to ports. And they are actively working to solve local community issues 
through the operation of the social economy activation fund in Ulsan. 
In addition, in order to create an integritous port of Ulsan, we are 
carrying out whole-social integrity activities, and by improving unfair 
trade practices, we are developing a culture of fair trade and win-
win growth. Internally, we are doing our best to build rational labor-
management relations and to cultivate professional talents to promote 
future business.

Connect
Value

Job Creation for

2,519 persons

Obtained 2 grade Status
for Transparent Management

Excellent (2 grade)

Rates of Puchasing 
Products from SMEs

96.4 %

100 %

Transfered from Part-time to 
Full-time Work

UPA Sustainability Report 2019-2020  



 

Creation of jobs

2,519people

[Goal]	2,255 people			|			[Performance]	Achieved	112%	

Num. of ships in port of eco-friendly ships 
(ESI)

424 ships

[Goal]	414	ships			|			[Performance]	Achieved	102%

Matching local jobs for middle aged / 
senior citizens

130 cases

[Goal]	130	cases			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Conversion rate of the truck cover

54%

[Goal]	43%			|			[Performance]	Achieved	123%

Creation of public jobs

76people

[Goal]	50 people			|			[Performance]	Achieved	152%

Percentage of purchasing products from 
SMEs

96.4%

[Goal]	80%			|			[Performance]	Achieved	120.5%

Finding a performance-sharing model

Total 3 cases

[Goal]	Total	3	cases			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Percentage of non-regular workers 
employed full-time

100%

[Goal]	100%			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

UPA's 
5 Social Value Area

A	competitive	eco-smart	port
that	pursues	social	value

Occurrence of a serious disaster

0case(Zero)
[Goal]	0 case			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Evaluating Disaster Management

EXCELLENT
[Goal]	Excellent			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Privacy Management Protection Level

Good
[Goal]	Good			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Recruitment of socially equitable 
workforce

64people

[Goal]	50	people			|			[Performance]	Achieved	128%

Ratio of female executives

18.2%

[Goal]	18.2%			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Comprehensive Integrity

Excellent (2grade) 

[Goal]	2grade			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Assessment for human rights impact

Performed annually

[Goal]	Performs	annually			|			[Performance]	Achieved	100%

Equal Opportunity
& Social 

Integration
Safety 

Management

Creation 
of Jobs

Ethical 
Management

Win-win Cooperation
& Local Community 

Development

Environmental 
Conservation
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Creating good jobs 
in the public sector

Creating a marine-specialized 
job eco-system

Building a cooperation system 
for innovative growth 

and local win-win

Expanding win-win cooperation 
with local communities

Strengthening 
the competitiveness of SMEs

Fostering and revitalizing 
social economy

Disaster preparedness 
and management & 

capacity enhancement/
collaboration expansion

Strengthen port safety 
management and secrity

Create a green port 
and improve air quality

Enhancing the ethical 
management system

Strengthening the capacity 
to practice ethics and integrity

Leading implementation 
for human rights management

Ulsan Port Authority is aware of changes in the external environment surrounding the Port Authority and 
is carrying out social responsibility management activities through crisis and opportunity management. 
The core activities of Ulsan Port Authority are classified as follows: Port development, port construction, 
port facility management, port facility operation, logistics service and others. The Port Authority is creating 
profits and public values through these core business activities and CSR activities, and the economic, 
environmental, and social values created are shared with interested parties and the entire community.

Realize the social value and win-win for everyone by connecting the sea and people
Vision

Be the Ulsan Port, a place that makes everyone happy, creates a people-centered ocean!
Slogan

Key Word Strategic Initiative Core	Value	&	Strategic	
Initiative

Values that contribute to the public interest and community
development in social, economic, environmental and cultural

areas related to the maritime industry

UPA's Social Value
Definition

Aims to foster the Ulsan port as a hub for competitive shipping and
logistics in order to realize sustainable social value management through

driving the national economic development of the port industry, 
creating jobs for local communities, win-win cooperation, 

and safety and environmental management

UPA's Social Value
Mission

Expand peoplecentered

work and creation of 

quality jobs

Strengthening

win-win cooperation with

local communities

Creating a

pleasant and safe

green port

Implementing integrity 

UPA with transparent 

ethical management

Direction

Job
Support for 
the socially 

underprivileged
Labor

Win-win 
cooperation

Local 
 economy

Community 
restoration

Safety Health 
welfareEnvironment

Human rightsResponsibility and Ethics

Custom
er participation
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Job Creation Promotion System
Job Creation Plans Based on Institutional Strategy/Social Value Strategy

The Ulsan Port Authority establishes “Contribution to the realization of social values in the port of Ulsan 
through the creation of high quality jobs” as a vision for job creation, and selects four strategic directions 
and ten strategic tasks, thereby directly and indirectly creating jobs, taking the lead in improvement. For 
systematic management of detailed tasks, starting with the Social Value Team, a department dedicated to 
job creation, Logistics Planning Office(Logistics Jobs), Port Construction Team(Construction/Maintenance 
Jobs), Port Operation Team(Operating Jobs, Subsidiary Management), Human Resources and Labor Team 
(Public Jobs, Employment Quality Improvement) is creating a sustainable job creation environment through 
mutual organic cooperation.

Job Creation Tasks
UPA is establishing the foundation for practical job creation by discovering public job creation tasks and 
private job creation tasks that take into consideration the linkage with the business, the effectiveness of job 
creation, and the effect of realizing social values.

Non-regular workers into regular workers through inclusion beyond conflict
In order to convert non-regular workers into regular workers, according to the government guidelines, Ulsan 
Port Authority reviewed whether or not to convert to regular workers for non-regular workers(dispatch 
and service) in four areas: special management, facility management, facility expenses, and facility 
beautification. As a result of the review, it was confirmed that a total of 82 non-regular workers were subject 
to conversion to regular workers, excluding cases with exceptions in the nature of work. With efforts such as 
direct communication with the CEO and holding a working-level meeting, in February 2019, we completed 
100% full-time conversion for all 65 employees, excluding 17 naturally reduced personnel such as retirees. 
Ulsan Port will continue to actively seek to improve the treatment of workers in subsidiaries by forming a 
council(organization) for a win-win in which Ulsan port management and worker representatives participate 
together.

Efforts and achievements to create jobs in the private sector
To create jobs in the private sector through core business and procurement and consignment projects, Ulsan 
Port Authority has set up three models: ‘Specialized in marine industry’, ‘community collaboration’, and 
‘innovative growth fostering’. The ‘Marine Industry Specialized’ model is a method of creating private jobs 
through the port construction and maintenance, and the operation of the harbor hinterland, which is the 
original business of the Port Authority. The ‘Community Collaboration Model’ is a method of creating private 
jobs in local communities by supporting the vulnerable, fostering social enterprises, and supporting shared 
growth with partner companies. ‘Innovative Growth Fostering’, which creates private jobs by fostering startups, 
operating smart logistics centers, and supporting innovative growth new technology R&D, is to discover and 
nurture new technology startups in the port industry, and create an environment in Ulsan Port that actively 
utilizes 4th industrial technology. It is a way to create private jobs through business. The Ulsan Port Authority 
created a total of 2,519 new jobs in 2019, and aims to create a total of 15,305 new jobs by 2024.

•		Secure	rooms	to	employ	by	managing	gap	between	
capacity	and	current	number	of	employees	

•		Expand	socially	equal	tailored	job
•		Complete	regular	job	conversion(100%)	and	improve	
worker	treatment

•		Prepare	sustainable	operational	foundation	of	
subsidiaries	such	as	treatment	improvement

Public 
sector

job creation
task

•		Foster	ocean-specialized	job	creation	by	normalizing	
main	projects	

•		Local	job	creation	by	supporting	the	vulnerable	and	
partner	companies	

•		Cultivate	technology	R&D	and	start-ups	for	smart	port	
creation	

•		Strengthen	efforts	of	multi-dimensional	cooperation	
to	lay	the	foundation	for	job	creation

Private
sector job
creation

task

Job creation road map

Construct foundation(2018)

• 	Prepare foundation to promote job innovation 
• 	Establish and implement regular job conversion

Perform‧Spread(2019 ~ 2021)

• Expand ocean industry job model
• Foster investment. Expand regional cooperation

Strengthen(2022 - 2025)

• Advance job model
• 	Internalize respect for labor, mutual-benefit 
cooperation

Principle Quality of Employment

Shift	to	regular	job,	Improve	lives
of	workers,	Support	to	identify	jobs

tailored	to	the	vulnerable

Collaborate for Mutual Benefit

Identify	collaborative	job	growth	model
in	local	community,	Job	creation	through

collaborative	business	support

Innovative Growth

Lead	port	sector	job	creation	eco-system,	
Job	creation	in	New	Industry,	Build	
foundation	for	Innovative	Growth

Ocean Industry specialized
(2,095 persons)

•	Revitalize	port	hinterland	operation	
•	Port	construction	maintenance

Collaboration with local
community(382 persons)

•		Support	the	vulnerable,	nurture	social	companies	
•		Support	joint-growth	of	partner	company

Nurturing Innovative
growth(42 persons)

•		Foster	start-ups,	Smart	logistics	center
•	Innovative	growth	new	technology	R&D

2019 Ulsan port private sector job creation overall performance

* 	The actual number of employed are utilized for performance measurement, 	
the employment inducing coefficient-applied expectation is not included.

Regular Job Conversion Agreement Concluding Ceremony

Performance of promotion
(unit: persons)

860

2,519

        193% 
increase

2018 2019

Internal/External	Factors

•		Realize	social	value	of	state-run	enterprise	and	enhance	
public	interest

•		Pursue	qualitative	growth	of	the	Ulsan	port	eco-system	
and	local	economy

•		Need	to	identify	new	growth	engine	for	realizing	smart	
port

•		Strengthen	human	rights	and	expand	socially	equal	
employment	support

•		Create	jobs	in	local	community	and	drive	growth	through	
cooperation

•		Spearhead	the	4th	industrial	revolution	and	expand	job	
infrastructure	through	innovative	growth.

Needs for Internal Factors Needs for External Factors

Objective	for	Job	
Creation

(Unit: Number)
15,305

13,129

1,685

491

Maritime	Industry
specialized

Total

Growth	in	cooperation
with	local	community
Nurture	Innovative

222

1,952

81

2,255

248

1,988

74

2,310

268

2,113

79

2,460

285

2,244

81

2,610

312

2,365

83

2,760

350

2,467

93

2,910

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 Accumulated

* Utilize the actual new employers only for performance estimation not the expected effect of applying the employment inducing coefficient

Contribute to realizing social value in the Ulsan port through quality - job creationVision

Task	for	Strategies

Prepare foundation for
job creation

Expand creation of 
quality -public jobs

Foster Private sector
job model

Strengthen Innovative, 
Collaborative Job Creation

•		Advance	Job	Promotion	
System

•		Reinforce	Collaborative	
Network

•		Enhance	Job	Creation	
Process

•		Conversion	of	non-regular	
worker	to	regular	employee	
and	improve	treatment

•		Managing	a	gap	between	the	
fixed	number	of	employees	and	
of	employees	currently	working;	
providing	tailored	jobs

•		Maritime	specialized	job	
creation

•		Local	mutual	-benefit	job	
creation

•		Support	job	creation	for	
port	businesses

•		Innovative	Growth	Job	
Creation

•		Collaborative	job	creation	
between	community	and	
local	community
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Creation of jobs specialized in the Maritime industry with their own tasks
The Ulsan Port Authority is in the process of preparing active systems and administrative procedures to 
advance the port logistics industry, and has prepared a mid-to long-term port development plan to achieve 
this goal. Ulsan Port is also placing an important weight in achieving social value performance including job 
creation through its own work.

Create private sector job based on mutual-benefit with local community
Support Job Crisis through tailored job matching in crisis region

The Ulsan Port Authority identifies needs of job seekers in East district, Ulsan, a job crisis area, and promotes 
job matching projects between the unemployed and sailor jobs. The Ulsan port is preparing systemic 
support environment from the preparation stage to post-management stage, beyond simple introduction of 
jobs.

Enhancement of win-win cooperation and improvement of employment environment by expanding 
customized support for SMEs

Ulsan Port Authority is working hard to strengthen technology/management capabilities and secure 
excellent manpower in order to reinforce win-win cooperation with SMEs. In order to achieve the purpose, 
Ulsan Port is making more efforts to provide customized support to improve the management stability of 
small and medium-sized business partners and supports the hiring of excellent talents of business partners 
and improvement of working conditions.

Creation of innovative jobs to realize values of maritime, port and the public
More efforts to discover and foster new technology startups in the port industry

For the first task to achieve a smart port, Ulsan Port is creating a startup eco-system, encouraging promising 
companies to develop new port industry technologies. As a result of continuous start-up fostering, 12 
startups were discovered in 2019 and 35 new jobs were created.

Target Project Main Project Contents

Growth Support

Port 
Safety

Ocean
Tourism

Logistics
Service

New
Market

• 	A total of 6 teams such as LNG ship bunkering 
safety development

  - 	when bunkering of LNG fueled ship, 	
equipment to improve safety

•		A	total	of	11	teams	such	as	environment	
construction	for	LTE	utilized	ocean	
communication	network	service	

		-		Chat-bot	for	mid-small	sized	vehicle	with	
unstable	communication	network	dependent	
on	satellite

•		A	total	of	2	teams	including	localization	of	
electrical	surfboard

		-		Equipment,	enabling	surfing	with	electric	motor	
regardless	of	wind	and	wave

•		A	total	of	3	teams	including	VR-based	ship	
designing	conference	system	development	

		-			Enhance	the	reality	with	VR	conference	
regardless	of	time,	place	and	simulation	
based	on	discussion	etc.

Project Execution Support

Obtained asset linked 
job creation support

Invite and identify Ideas

Tailored Support for Job Crisis Area

Review local community needs and status

Anxiety	due	to	prolonged	local	economic	recession		
→ Introduce immediate employment and

sustainable job

Analyze hardships of the shipping company

Difficulty	of	independent	supply	of	sailors
→ Improve frequent employment and the

understanding of the job

•	Open	Job	Introduction	Course
•		Produce	Job	video	and	leaflet	including	life	on	board,		
Job	position.

Introduce
Job

•	Hold	meeting	between	shipping	company	and	job	seeker	
•		Prepare	1:1	Constant	Job	consultation	and	registration	
channel

Match
Jobseeker -
Company

•		Support	labor	cost	when	hiring	a	Ulsan	resident	job	seeker	
•		Conclude	MOU	and	focus	matching	on	with	outward	
merchant	ship	with	regular	job	positions

Maintain
Continuous

Employment

Matched	job
for	130	persons

Spread	the	same	
project	model	to	
local	community	
with	similar	issue

Ministry	of	Economy	
and	Finance	Public	

organization	
Innovation	Best

Practice

Support	hosting
of	Job	fair

SME Support Policy

•		Directly	support	5	
startups,	Match	with	
Investors

•		Port	sector	Co-growth	
cooperation	loan

Financial Support

•	Identify	overseas	market
•		Attend	exhibitions	
abroad

•	Support	Marketing

Market Support

•	Industry	Innovation	
Campaign	and	Legal	
Consultation
•	Coach	Technology	
Upgrade

Management Consulting

•		Support	Job	fair	
exhibition	participation

•		Build	online	job	board	
offering	job	openings	of	
cooperative	companies	

•		Create	Interview	
contents	of	company	
and	job	duty

Local talent matching

•		Local	government	
cooperation	Expand	
public	transportation	
route

•	Run	a	logistic	academy
•	Open	a	library	and	gyms

Improve quality of work

•		Co-deposit	Tomorrow	
filling	deduction

•		Make	efforts	to	protect	
job	for	worker	on	the	
verge	of	layoff

Support for long-term employment

Creation of ‘Smart Ulsan Port’ environment and job creation through active use of 4th Industrial  
Revolution technology

The Ulsan Port Authority has adopted technologies such as IoT, AI, and drones to create a smart Ulsan port
environment and is actively applying them to work. The Ship Around View, which applied artificial 
intelligence technology, made it possible to attain a cumulative investment of KRW 3 billion, and it was 
decided to be introduced at the private pier of Ulsan Port and other ports in Korea.

Attach	tension	value
detection	sensor	on
mooring	post	in	real	time
and	offer	monitoring
information

Smart Mooring Post 
(IoT applied)

Provide	video	and	analyze	
ship	info	of	coming
alongside	the	pier	
through	camera	installed
at	dock

Ship Around-View
(AI applied)

Remove	quarantine	blind
spots	with	port	
environment	tailored
technology	development

Port Quarantine
(Drone applied)

Revitalize
hinterland

Port construction
facility maintenance

• 	Prior to construction of 2 Eco Zone in hinterland, construction and 
operation of manufacturing and logistics center following 100% 
occupancy rate(1,498 persons)

• North New Port liquid dock 1 and oil hub stage 1 construction(310 persons)
• 	Reinforce maintenance, safety of dredge, port facility in Ulsan port(287 
persons)

Jobs created for Port
construction and

operation and hired
2,095 persons

Hinterland
revitalization and
port construction

maintenance
project

Target Project Recommendation Performance

Expand automotive
transshipment cargo

Stabilize management 
of terminal 

operation company

• 	(Background) Employment Insecurity of container terminal worker due 
to general cargo transported volume drop

• 	(Active administration) Efforts to attract new cargo through Public-
Private cooperation and restriction reform

• 	(Background) Worker-layoff crisis due to consortium investing 
company gave up its share 

• 	(Active administration) Devise reasonable measure through convincing 
investing company and consultation with experts

Improve Job security of
container terminal workers

120 persons

Secure job from layoff
15 persons

Practice Active
Administration

Normalize North East
Asia Energy logistics
hub creation project

Secure growth engine 
of the Ulsan New Port

Employment Inducing effect 
for 7,277 persons

Employment Induced
for 23,876 persons

• 	Investment appeal increase by reflecting environmental change such 
as eco-friendly policy(eco-friendly energy added)

• 	Actively participate in attracting investors for, which remained delayed 
for long term.

• 	Materialize investment condition and plan by resolving constraints 
from consumers perspective

Materialize
mid-long term port 
development plan
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Ethical Management System
Ethical Vision & Directions

UPA has established an ethical management vision of ‘Integrity UPA leading ethical management’, improving 
the culture of ethics and integrity in Ulsan Port through the three strategic directions and implementation 
tasks. In 2019, UPA set the goal of ‘Restore Public Trust with an Excellent Level of Integrity’, reinforcing a 
sense of integrity to help all members of the KTO practice small integrity. Also, UPA is continuously diffusing 
a culture of ethics/integrity in Ulsan Port and local communities by establishing a collaboration system with 
related organizations in Ulsan Port.

Organization promoting ethical management

Ulsan port authority has designated its department of planning and coordination as its ethical management 
headquarters, in order to strengthen the professionality of work in accordance with the range of ethical 
management. It is also looking to generate synergistic effects by cooperation with the audit office, which is 
the anti-corruption‧integrity headquarters, and HR department, which is in charge of organizational culture 
and work management. In addition, the ethical management committee, an organization for deliberation 
and decision-making in terms of ethical management, makes important managerial decisions, and an ethical 
management representative(integrity and ethical TF) in each department to lead ethical culture from within.

Integrity & Ethical Education

In order to encourage integral and ethical consciousness of its staff, UPA has developed an education system 
that is also practical. Collective education, with new recruits, promoted staff and other vulnerable people 
as subjects, along with integrity education, and regular education programs that could internalize ethical 
management are also being conducted. Ulsan port authority also aims to expand integrity/ethical education 
in its management body in order to construct an innovative organizational culture.

Ethical Practice Activities with All Employees Under the Leadership of the Management

To promote a Top-Down & Bottom Up approach in ethical action, Ulsan Port Authority is running various 
ethics/integrity programs. Starting from the release of Integrity Manifesto, containing the importance of 
ethical management including integral work contract and executive vow for anti-corruption and integrity, 
Ulsan Port Authority is creating an integral culture from the top. In addition, 1:1 integrity mentoring for new 
recruits, integrity discussions for vulnerable workers, and integrity conversations within the department 
are promoted in order to spread integral organizational culture. Furthermore, integrity concert, integrity 
quiz show, and integrity slogan competition are all ways of attracting attention and promoting natural 
substantiation.

CEO

Ethical Management Committee

HR department

Support	ethical	&	Human	Management

Department of planning and cooperation

Oversees	Ethical	&	Human	Management

Audit Team

Head	of	anti-corruption	&	integrity

Problem Resolution Committee Ethics‧Integrity Task Force(TF)
Ulsan Port Clean Belt

Integrity Ombudsmen

Chief	Officer

Deliberation‧Resolution

Department	in	Charge

Execution	Organization

Ethics‧Integrity Action Program

Integrity: enjoy!Integrity: learning moreIntegrity: leading by example

CEO integrity manifesto

•		Released	twice	a	year	such	as	national	
holidays

		-		Use	caricatures	of	the	CEO	to	make	
the	will	of	the	CEO	very	obvious	and	
clear

1:1 integrity mentoring

•		For	new	recruits/interns
		-		Promotes	understanding	of	action	

plan	and	anti-graft	law	through	
personalized	mentoring

Creating ethical management brand

•		Integrity	slogan	competition	for	staff
		-		73	slogans	submitted
		-		The	winner,	“of	course,	integrity”	was	

selected	as	the	Brand	Identity	used	in	
public	documents	and	name	cards

Executive integral work contract

•		All	executives	to	sign	integral	work	contract
		-		All	executives	to	carry	out	100%	of	

integrity	responsibility
-		Executive	committee	to	lead	by	
example	and	help	create	an	integral	
organizational	culture

Integrity discussion

•		Integrity	discussion	to	be	conducted	
every	quarter	for	vulnerable	workers	
(HR,	contract,	etc.)

		-		4	times	in	total,	5	people	at	a	time
		-		Spread	audit	results	and	improve	

ethical	working	mindset

Ulsan Port integrity concert

•		Integrity	concerts	for	Ulsan	port	
stakeholders

		-		62	staff	and	stakeholders	participated	
		-		Enjoyed	integrity	theater	and	integrity	

opera

Executive anti-corruption·integrity vow

•		For	executives	and	departmental	
heads	Sign	anti-corruption/integrity	
vow	and	conduct	a	ceremony

		-		Everyone	is	to	sign	this	in	order	
to	promote	successful	revision	of		
integrity	index

Integrity Talk

•			Departmental	he	ads	to	promote	
integrity	talk	among	the	members	
before	a	meeting

		-		Afterwards,	gain	ethical	integrity	
rewards	by	confirming	the	contents

Integrit y quiz show

•		Integrity	quiz	show	for	staff
		-	54	staff	participated	in	total
		-		Enhanced	understanding	of	

anti-graft	law,	public	report	and	
ethical	management,	as	well	as	
substantializing	integrity

•		Anti	graft	law,	and	
prevention	from	power	
abuse	of	status,	violence	and	
bully.	And	raising	awareness	
and	educating	for	staff	for	
disability	awareness.

Staff

•	Ulsan	port	integrity	concert
•		Ulsan	port	anti-sexual	
harassment	at	work	
discussion

•		Basic	education	on	
children's	rights

Local community

•		Education	on	work	ethics,	
and	action	protocols

•		Action	protocols	
and	audit	results	on	
vulnerable	workers

Vulnerable workers

•		Anti	graft	representative,	
action	protocol		
representative	education	
Participation	in	public	
organization	integrity	
representative	workshop,	etc.

Ethics/integrity representative

UPA Leading Ethical ManagementVision

Strengthening 
ethical management system

Establishment of 
integral organizational culture

Spread of 
ethical Management

Direction

Organizations

•		(Deliberation/decision)	Ethical	
management	committee

•		(Responsibility)	Office	of	planning	
and	coordination,	audit	team

•	(Practice)	Integrity	and	Ethics	TF
•		(Internal	check)	Integrity	Ombudsmen

Performance/Rewards

•		(Value	judgement)	Ethical	manifesto	and	more
•		(Action	procedure)	Executive	action	
protocol,ethical	management	
protocol	and	9	others

•		(Internal	check)	Total	fives	including	
audit	procedures

Advertisement

•		(Integrity	management)	Anti-
corruption	management	system

				[ISO	37001	authentication	and	management]
•		(Anonymous	report)	Anonymous	
corruption	report

•		(Registered	report)	Clean	report	center

Implement	System

Return	Current	System Monitoring 	 (External) Overall	integrity	index	assessment	ISO	37001	authentication	and	management
	 (Internal) Ethical	management	index(U-BEX)

Assessment‧Reward
	 (Assessment) Individual	achievements–relevance	of	self-control

	 (Reward) Ethical	and	integral	rewards(departmental	and	personal	reward)

Core	Value

Leading Empathy Acting Spreading

•		Strengthening	ethical	management	
violation	prevention	system

•		Strengthening	the	effectiveness	and	
trustworthiness	of	the	report	system

•		Continuous	review	and	revision	of	
weaknesses

Task
•		Strengthening	ethical/integral	
activities	from	high	officials

•	Substantialization	of	education
•		Ethical	management	to	be	promoted	
in	executives	and	staff

•		Creation	of	ethical	and	integral	
environments

•		Strengthening	ethical	communication
•		Introduction	and	substantialization	
of	example	cases
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Ethical Management Violation Prevention System
UPA is working to ensure it prevents any violations of human rights, power tripping and in-work bullying, and 
works to continuously improve rules in relation to ethical management to prevent any form of corruption.

Monitoring and Assessment of Ethical Management
Self assessment: ethical management index(U-BEX)

Ulsan Port Authority is measuring ethical management index(U-BEX), which includes management structure, 
labor-capital relations, working environment, fair trade, etc., to investigate awareness and action of integrity 
and ethics among its staff. The results are used to calculate improvements in ethical management and 
internal reflux action, and items that are lacking have a separate revision plan to be improved. As a result of 
this U-BEX of Ulsan Port Authority improved from 83.68 in 2018 to 88.54 in 2019.

Feedback system: promoting integral management through assessment and reward

Stabilizing ethical/integral organizational culture requires a clear, ethical organizational structure, as well 
as voluntary participation of the interested parties. Ulsan Port Authority is strictly assessing the level of 
ethics/integrity actions in all its members. In addition, ethical/integrity rewards system for department and 
individuals and promoting ethical management at all levels.

External assessment: Overall integrity assessment from the Anti-corruption and Civil Rights 
commission

Overall integrity assessment of the Anti-corruption and Civil Rights Committee consists of external and 
internal integrity, and the results showed improvement, albeit a little, from 2018. Although the overall 
integrity has decreased slightly from last year, but, corruption sensitivity has showed a massive increase in 
2019, thanks to the extension of ethical management to all members of staff.

Strengthening of Report System

Ulsan Port Authority is running various internal/external report systems to prohibit corruption activities. 
Reporting is possible through anonymous corruption report center, clean report center, power tripping 
consultation and report and other means, ensuring the whistleblower is protected. The authority will review 
the report and conduct an investigation to confirm its truthfulness and discover any false or irrational 
components to resolve the issue and or take further action if needed.

Rule Main revisions in 2019 Results

Staff action protocol
•		Punishments	set	in	place	for	any	work	corruption
•			Make	it	clear	to	all	staff	that	everyone	is	responsible	for	
preventing	any	sexual	harassment	and	violence

Prevention	of	corruption	through
strengthening	of	staff	action	protocol

Corruption report rules •	Anonymous	report	system	more	detailed
•	Strengthening	of	whistleblower	rules

Promoting	the	trustworthiness	of	the
report	system	by	increasing	security

and	ensuring	protection	of	whistle-blowers

Staff work rules •	Work	rules	reflecting	responsibility	and	integrity	in	work
•	New	work	rules	in	line	with	staff	work	rules

High	intensity	integrity	standards
and	responsibilities	for	executives

HR rules

•		Sexual	violence	brought	on	by	power	tripping	will	not	
be	tolerated	and	offenders	will	be	fired

•		A	criminal	charged	with	sexual	abuse	on	underage	
children	cannot	be	employed

Strengthened	punishment	on	staff
who	are	perpetrators

Employment guidelines

•		Established	guidelines	to	make	employment	process	
more	transparent

•		Audit	for	employment	process	and	making	presence	of	
external	member	mandatory

Prohibiting	employment	corruption	and
promoting	fairness	throughout

Improvement and success of the new report system

[Effectiveness	]	Lack	of	trust	in
the	processing	of	the	report

[Trust	]	Lack	of	trust	in	the	
whistleblower	protection	policy

[Convenience]	App	for	iOS	system	
required

[Law	abiding	consultation]	Need	for	
prevention	of	ethical	risk

Problems

4 reports in 2019 fully
processed and reviewed

Whistle	blower	protection,	prevention	
of	disadvantage,	advantage	in	HR,	
reward	system	strengthened

Anonymous	report	app	for	iOS
system

Visiting	consultation	center
and	FAQ	previous	cases

Improvements

Appropriateness	for	corruption
punishment	assessment

6.97 points(2018)	→	7.36 points (2019)

	Increase	in	use	of	report	system
1 cases(2018)	→	4	cases(2019)

Variations	in	report	methods
3	cases(2018)	→	5	cases(2019)

	Reached	97%	law	abiding
consultation	satisfaction	

Results

Ethical management index(U-BEX)
(Unit: points)

80.75 83.68 88.54

2017 2018 2019

System operation

Anonymous report system

[Mobile app]
Anonymous corruption report center(K-whistle)

Registered report system

[Webpage]
Clean report center

[Audit office]
Power tripping/report center

Anti-corruption and Civil Rights Committee Overall Integrity Staff corruption incidences
(Unit: points) (Unit: number of events)

8.77
(Grade 2)

0

8.45
(Grade 3)

0

8.86
(Grade 2)

0

2017 2018 2019 2017 2018 2019

Ethical Management Feedback System

Reward

Ethics/integrity rewards

•		Encourage	participation	in	anti-
corruption	education

•		When	not	participating,	it	will	result	
in	a	drop	in	individual	grade

Integrity
education 

participation 
rate

•		When	not	abiding	by	the	basic	
social	responsibilities,	individual	
will	be	given	the	lowest	possible	
grade

Relevance of
self -control

•		Participation	of	integrity	message	
relay	by	the	departmental	head

•		Integrity	talk	performance	of	the	
department

Departmental

•		Participation	in	ethical	management	
program

•		Participation	in	ethical	law-abiding	
and	education

Staff
reward

Assessment

Individual assessment

System to Prevent Power Tripping & Unfair Work

Joined Ulsan anti-power tripping cooperation
(18 organizations)

System to Prevent In-work Bullying

Exemplary case for anti-bullying rules selected 
by the Ministry of Labor

•		(Standard)	Categorization	o	f	power	tripping	and	unfair	
work	instructions

•		(Rules)	Mention	responsibilities	for	anti-power	tripping	
and	unfair	work	instructions	in	action	protocol

•		(Manual)	Production	and	circulation	of	power	tripping,	
instruction	for	preventing	unfair	work

•	(Standard)	Categorization	of	in-work	bullying
•		(Rules)	Include	prohibition	of	in-work	bullying	in	the	
employee	rules	

•		(Manual)	Production	and	release	of	at	work	bullying	
judgement	manual
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Raising awareness and spreading human rights

We	are	providing	efficient	human	rights	education	that	can	raise	awareness	among	staff	as	well	as	become	
useful	in	everyday	life.	Activities	such	as	human	rights	manifesto,	human	rights	center	and	human	rights	stairs	
serve	as	a	way	to	emphasize	the	importance	of	human	management	and	lead	a	culture	that	respects	human	
rights.

UNGC registration and support

Ulsan	Port	Authority	has	registered	with	UN	Global	Compact(UNGC	in	2013,	and	has	therefore	pledged	to	
support	and	abide	by	10	rules	in	human	rights,	labor,	environment	and	anti-corruption.

Human Management System, Listening to the Public's Voice

UPA	conducted	a	human	rights	impact	assessment	in	2018	with	CEO’s	aim	to	create	Ulsan	port	without	
human	rights	abuses,	and	the	assessment	results	helped	them	resolve	issues.	UPA	also	selected	human	rights,	
empathy,	practice,	and	respect	as	core	values.

Division Major businesses

Raise
awareness

Human	management	understanding	education Raise	awareness	for	human	management	understanding	and	encourage	human	rights	sensitivity

Anti-power	tripping	education Power	tripping	categories	and	examples,	education	on	how	to	prevent	power	tripping

Prevention of the 4 violence education Prevention	of	sexual	harassment/violence,	prostitution,	domestic	violence

Prevent	sexual	harassment	discussion Host	sexual	violence	prevention	at	work	discussion

Raise	awareness	for	disabled	education Education	to	remove	bias	towards	disabled	workers

Prevention	of	at-work	bullying	education Labor-capital	announcement	to	prevent	bullying	at	work,	education	for	prevention/response

Spread
respect

for
human
rights

CEO	human	rights	manifesto Spread	will	for	humane	management	and	culture	of	respect

Human	rights	center Survey	cases	of	human	rights	violations	among	staff,	subsidiaries,	co-companies

Human	rights	stairs Use	human	rights	slogan	winners,	make	these	stairs	within	company	accommodation

Human	rights	quiz Quiz	related	to	human	rights,	safety	and	symbiotic	survival

Human	rights	handbook FAQ	handbook/publishing	on	website	relating	to	humane	management

Human rights
Rule	01 A	company	must	support	and	respect	internationally	announced	human	rights,

Rule	02 And	shall	actively	try	and	not	be	involved	in	human	rights	violation.

Labor rules

Rule	03 A	company	shall	support	freedom	of	association	and	collective	bargaining,

Rule	04 Shall	eliminate	all	forms	of	forced	labor,

Rule	05 Shall	effectively	eliminate	child	labor,

Rule	06 And	shall	not	discriminate	in	employment	and	work.

Environment

Rule	07 A	company	shall	support	preventative	measures	in	environmental	problems,

Rule	08 Shall	carry	out	procedures	that	promote	environmental	responsibility,

Rule	09 And	encourage	development	and	spread	of	environmentally	friendly	technology.

Anti-corruption Rule	10 A	company	shall	be	against	all	forms	of	corruption	including	extortion	and	bribe.

Review of human management and establishment of feedback system based on human rights impact assessment

Ulsan	Port	authority,	based	in	the	2019	「Public	Institution	Human	management	manual」,	has	developed	
a	human	rights	impact	checklist.	It	contains	55	items	covering	12	areas	in	institutional	management	and	
44	items	covering	2	areas	in	main	business	aspects,	and	was	used	to	diagnose	the	current	state.	Ulsan	Port	
Authority	will	continue	to	improve	upon	its	weaknesses.	It	also	conducted	preventative	activities	to	find	and	
prevent	elements	that	may	violate	human	rights.	The	Authority	is	planning	to	conduct	human	rights	impact	
assessment	every	year	to	improve	upon	its	weaknesses.

Analysis of humane

management	state
Analysis	of	system

Assessment plan established

Checklist	made
(Institutional	management,main	businesses)

Human rights impact assessment

Checklist	assessment
and	analysis	of	results

Find improvements and apply solution

Reflect	improvements
in	humane	management

Human rights impact assessment process

Hearing the value of human rightsVision	for	Human	Right

Advancement of human management
•		Strengthen	system	and	organization	
for	human	management

•		Conduct	human	rights	impact	
assessment	and	reflux

Improvement Awareness of Human Rights
•		Improve	awareness	of	human	rights	
among	staff

•		Spread	a	culture	that	respects	
human	rights

Eliminating a Human Rights Blind Spot
•		Regular	review	of	human	rights	blind	
spot

•		Develop	and	carry	out	human	rights	
procedures

Direction

Task

(Consideration‧Decision)
Human	management	committee

(Responsible department)	
Department	of	planning	and	cooperation

(Acting body)	
Ethical/integrity	TFOrganizational	System

Monitoring

•	Human	rights	impact	assessment
•	Human	management	index(U-HRX)

Success/reward

•	Ethical/integrity	mileage
		-		Excellent	departments/individuals	rewarded

Advertisement

•	Human	management	report
•		Socially	responsible	management	report

Feedback	Current	
System

Core	Values

Human rights Empathy Acting Respect

•		(External)	Active	efforts	to	promote	
local	human	rights

•		(Internal)	Prevention	of	power-
tripping	and	at-work	bullying

CEO's Will Human Rights Impact Assessment(2018)

•		Improvements	needed	of	total	14	areas
-		Advance	impact	assessment	for	human	rights
-		Encourage	partnering	companies	for	human	rights
-		Review	components	that	violates	human	rights

•		Advance	human	management	
system

•		Improve	human	rights	awareness
•		Remove	human	rights	violation

2019 way forwards

Strengthening of organization and system for human management

Ulsan	Port	Authority	is	currently	operating	a	human	rights	protection	organization	through	cooperation	of	
external	and	internal	interested	parties,	and	have	also	participated	in	the	inauguration	of	civil-government-
public	cooperative	body	for	human	rights,	in	order	to	protect	and	respect	local	human	rights.

Rescue 
process

when human 
rights

have been 
violated

Strict	rules	and	independence	that	ensures	anonymity	of	the	reporter

Consultation

•		1:1	consultation	
with	human	rights	
protection	department	
for	problem	solving

Report Human Rights 
Violation

•		Use	of	anonymous	
report	system

Survey/Report Results

•		Review	of	violation	
activity

•		Decision	by	the	human	
rights	authority

Improve System/
Measures

•		Punishment	and	
improvement	or	
compensation	committee

Strengthening
human rights

system

Rules 				Prohibition	of	bullying	mentioned	in	employment	rules	and	staff	action	protocol

Consultation
					Provides	psychological	consultations/legal	consultations	free	of	charge	through	external/

internal	psychiatrist	and	lawyer

Rules 				At	work	bullying	response	manual,	power	tripping/unfair	work	instructions	manual	to	be	established

• 	(Composition) 6 people from civil organizations, 
customers, human rights experts, etc.

• 	(Role) Discuss/make decisions on human rights policies, 
review human rights violations through human rights 
impact assessment, etc. 

External   Human management committee

• 	(Composition) 3 or less members that 
represent capital and labor

• 	(Role) Solve problems through capital-labor 
cooperation

  Problem solving committeeInternal

• 	(Composition) Civil(Ulsan human rights 
movement solidarity), government(Ulsan city), 
Public(9 public institutions in Ulsan)

• 	(Role) Development and spread to improve 
human rights, promote human rights 
protection campaign

External    Ulsan human rights promotion

•		(Composition)	At-work	bullying	committee	
consisting	of	2	labor	and	2	capital	representatives

•		(Role)	To	act	when	bullying	happens,	and	
prevent	it	happening	in	the	first	place

Internal   At-work bullying Protection committee

Human rights
protection

Ulsan human rights improvement committee
(Civil-government-public)
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Expanding multi-faceted support to strengthen competitiveness

The	Ulsan	Port	Authority	is	implementing	a	policy	to	provide	a	stable	growth	foundation	by	offering	a	support	
relief	fund	to	ease	the	burden	of	projects	by	securing	stable	funds,	strengthening	the	competitiveness	of	
the	project	by	utilizing	resources	owned	by	the	construction	company,	and	securing	excellent	core	human	
resources.

Maturation Phase

• 	Overseas sales 
development

• 	Deduction for 
Tomorrow

• 	Support for AEO 
certification

• 	Management 
improvement consulting

• 	Shared growth 
cooperation loan

• 		Support equipment 
modernization

• 	Investment and 
fostering funds

Growth Phase

• 		Industrial innovation 
movement

• 		Performance-sharing 
system

• 	Domestic market 
development

• 	Support for matching 
local talent

• 	Joint technology 
development

• 	Improving the job 
environment

• 	Technical protection
• 	Legal advice

• 	Commercialization 
funding

• 	Mentoring start-up 
companies • 	Startup Training • 	Provide space for 

startupsStartup Phase

Efforts and achievements to establish a fair economic order
Improving the process of fund payment for the protection of rights and management stability

Ulsan	Port	Authority	held	a	meeting	with	small	and	medium	business	partners	to	further	understand	the	
financial	flow	and	management	deterioration	of	these	enterprises	due	to	unstable	payments.	Therefore,	we	
are	currently	striving	to	improve	the	funding	process	to	alleviate	the	economic	difficulties	faced	by	small	and	
medium	business	partners	and	to	establish	a	fair	economic	order.

Fair
Payment

Eliminate abuse of power by reducing
excessive wage negotiations

Classification Implementation PerformanceMajor Implementation Content

Timely Wage
Payment

Guarantee

Introduction of ‘wage designation date
(10th day every month) payment system’

Strengthening regular inspection of wage arrears
and changing the working daily form

(technique of worker's contract type), etc.

Up	to	7%	o	r	less
Discretion	of	the
Person	in	Charge
Up	to	12%	or	less

Existing Improvement

Expanded mandatory
application

of subcontractor
protector

Expanding and enhancing the use of 
subcontract protector's mandatory 

application
(1 case in 2018 → 8 cases in 2019)

Extensive	application	to
electrical,	telecommunications

and	fire	fighting
Construction

Existing Improvement

Process Improvement Results

Unfair	Trade	Reporting	Center
Number	of	Reported	Cases	

Zero	Cases	Achieved

External	Integrity	of	Public	Institutions	in	
Contracts

9.68 Points	Achieved
(Public	Institution	Average	8.88	Points)

A Study on the Establishment of Growth Foundation for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises and Micro Enterprise

Total of 20 Companies 
KRW 68 Billion in Aid

28 Jobs Created

Commercialization 
Funding

•		(Direct)	200	million	KRW	in	five	start-ups
•	(Indirect)	investment	company	matching	and	IR

Investment Funds and Loans 
Support

•		(Fund)	Investment	in	new	growth	industries(5.6	billion	KW)
•	(Loan)	2	billion	KRW	(2018)	→	KRW	3	billion(2019)

Funds for Improving Old 
Infrastructure

•	Deteriorated	reserve	LNG	fuel	conversion
•	Support	for	modernizing	loading	and	unloading	equipment

Securing Funds

100% early attraction 
for companies 

Freight Secured: 	

(13 Thousand TEU)

Regulatory 
Improvement

•		Support	for	easing	occupancy	procedures,	such	as	revision	
of	regulations,	and	alleviating	financial	burdens

•	Mitigate	occupancy	threshold

Legal Advisory 
Consulting

•		Matching	with	a	UPA	agreement	law	firm	with	a	high	
understanding	of	pending	issues	at	Ulsan	Port

•	Specialized	advice	on	the	hinterland	sector

Pioneering 
Overseas Sales

•		Find	foreign	buyers	and	support	joint	fairs	and	marketing
•	AEO	certification	support	consulting,	etc.

Business Improvement

130 Job Matching

Support	to	maintain	

15 Staff Employment

Matching Support for 
Local Talent

•		Support	for	the	participation	of	the	local	talent	and	matching	
at	the	job	fair(12	companies)

•	Online	job	search	platform	operation

Support for Long-Term 
Employment

•		Introduction	of	Deduction	for	Tomorrow
•		Support	for	business	maintenance	ensures	workers'	right	to	
work	in	a	crisis	of	unemployment

Job Environment 
Improvement

•		Improving	convenience	of	commuting	by	supporting	the	
expansion	of	public	transportation	routes

•	Sharing	sports	facilities,	libraries,	etc.

Excellent Personnel

Establishes a strategy system for a win-win cooperation

UPA	established	the	UPA	win-win	cooperation	strategic	system	for	the	purpose	of	developing	local	
communities	linked	to	the	marine	industry,	revitalizing	the	local	economy,	and	co-prosperity	with	small	
and	medium-sized	enterprises	and	social	economic	enterprises	in	order	to	create	a	prosperous	economy	
for	everyone.	Ulsan	Port	is	planning	to	develop	into	a	competitive	eco-smart	port	that	pursues	social	value	
through	the	UPA's	win-win	cooperation	project.

Contribution to realizing social value through win-win cooperation in local communities and 
revitalization of the local economy

Strategic	Direction

Creating Community Shared Value Strengthen Shared Growth for Small 
and medium-sized Enterprises

Creation of 
a Socioeconomic Eco-system

UPA	Region	al	Win-Win	Cooperation	
Project	Unique	Brand	Establishment Enhance	Competitiveness Establishing	a	foundation	for	social	and	

economic	revitalization	in	the	region

Performance	Indicators

Monitoring	and	Feedback

Monitoring	and	Feedback

Strategic	Task

Planning

•		Business	definition
•		Setting	performance	
indicators	and	goals

•		Derive	detailed	
implementation	tasks

•		Resource	allocation

Task Execution

•		Establishing	and	Implementing	
Detailed	Plans	for	Each	Plan

•		Participation	and	operation	of	
consultative	bodies	meetings	
related	to	win-win	cooperation

Task Inspection

•		Changes	and	problems	in	
the	business	environment,	
Check	for	obstacles

•		Finding	solutions	and	ways	
to	Overcome	them

•		Performances	Management

Evaluate/Utilize Results

•		Conduct	internal	and	external	
evaluations	

•	Error	list	correction	
•		Performance	sharing	and	
proliferation	

•		Derive	future	improvement	tasks	

•		Promotion	of	win-win	cooperation	
for	specialized	marine	products

•		Strengthen	regional	collaboration	
and	connectivity

•		Support	for	the	socially	disadvantaged	
in	the	region

•		Building	innovative	growth	partnerships
•		Strengthening	the	self-sustaining	power	
of	small	and	medium-sized	enterprises

•		Implementation	of	fair	economic	order	
Ulsan	Port	and	Regional	Small	and	Medium	
Business	Partner	Enhance	Competitiveness

•		Revitalizing	the	establishment	of	
socioeconomic	enterprises

•		Support	for	Socioeconomic	Growth
•		Expanding	the	base	of	a	social	
economy

Technical support to strengthen the competitiveness of small and medium-sized enterprises
Derivation of Shared Growth Implementation Tasks by Growth Phase

Ulsan	Port	adopted	two	key	strategies:	Firstly	is	works	to	support	small	and	medium	sized	enterprises	in	order	
to	strengthen	its	competitiveness	and	creates	partnerships	with	excellent	companies	in	the	technological	field	
to	help	further	develop	into	a	leading	port	company	while	growing	with	small	and	medium	sized	companies	
and	small	business	owners,	As	a	representative	implementation	task,	we	have	a	mutual	growth	program	for	
each	stage	of	growth,	and	we	are	striving	to	lay	the	foundation	for	small	and	medium	-sized	enterprises	such	
as	financial	and	market	support.

Win-win Cooperation & Community Development
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Reinforcement of innovative growth eco-system through joint research and development of excellent 
technology

Ulsan	Port	Authority	experienced	difficulties	in	promoting	R&D	alone,	while	increasing	the	need	to	lead	the	
4th	Industrial	Revolution	based	on	the	infrastructure	of	port	facilities	at	home	and	abroad.	Therefore,	Ulsan	
Port	adopted	an	open	research	and	development	method	that	combines	construction-business	technology	
ideas	to	develop	better	products.	The	corporation	has	defined	the	R&D	method	as	Connect	&	Developing	
(C&D)	and	is	working	hard	to	prepare	a	supporting	environment	for	each	stage	of	technology	development	by	
expanding	C&D	support.

Developing and Implementing Programs to Revitalize the Local Economy
Marine Industry-Based Job Matching

Due	to	the	deterioration	of	the	local	infrastructure	industry	and	the	prolonged	recession,	the	number	of	em-
ployees	in	the	shipbuilding	industry	in	Ulsan	continued	to	decrease.	On	the	other	hand,	the	shipping	company	
has	complained	about	difficulties	in	supply	and	demand	of	its	own	crew	members.	Ulsan	Port	Authority	has	
found	the	needs	of	its	officials	through	meetings	with	local	residents	and	shipping	companies,	and	is	carrying	
out	a	job	matching	project	based	on	the	marine	industry.

Development of the Port Specialization Project Model for Participation of People

Ulsan	Port	developed	the	first	‘ocean	plastics	reduction’	business	model	for	civilian-public	cooperation	by	re-
ducing	the	problem	of	marine	eco-system	destruction	such	as	whale	death	caused	by	marine	plastics.	These	
achievements	are	shared	among	international	ports,	and	in	recognition	of	their	contributions,	they	won	the	
Grand	Prize	in	the	“‘2019	Best	Practices	Competition	for	Government	Innovation’	by	the	Ministry	of	Maritime	
Affairs	and	Fisheries.

Search for Needs Derivation of Implications

Job Matching Expansion
(Once → All the time)

Employment Stabilization
Support Foundation Preparation

Introduction of a career as a sailor 
and improve awareness

Improvement Efforts

•		Day	of	meeting	with	shipping	companies	and	seafarer	job	seekers(once)
•		Establish	a	1:1	regular	consultation	and	reception	channel	
(cooperation	of	the	Shipyard	Hope	Center)

•	Out-of-the-box	ship	matching	focus	and	MOU	signing
•		Support	for	labor	costs	when	hiring	job	seekers	living	in	Ulsan	
(self	collaboration)

•	Revision	of	vocational	courses(14	times,	236	students)
•		Vocational	introduction	video	and	leaflet	production,	such	as	
on-board	life

Requesting	immediate
employment	and	job
placement	for	sustainable	
job	seekers

Consideration	of
employment	in	shipping
and	demand	for	job
placement	in	the	company

Job 
Seekers

Shipping
Companies

Grand Prize at the Government Innovation Competition for Best 
Practices hosted by the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries

Upcycling Product Development

Ulsan Port I.G.W.G Campaign

Collaboration Model of Private Companies, Public, and NGOs

Idea Hackathon

Derivation	of	Marine	Environment
Protection	Project

On-site Expert Discussion

Review	and	supplement	the
feasibility	of	ideas	

Establishment of a
Cooperative System

UPA	+	Social	Enterprise	+
SK	+	UN	Environment	Plan

Continue with Two Key Projects

1 			Development	of	eco-friendly	products	using	waste	plastics

Ulsan Port Authority

Policy	Guidance	and	
Public	Relations

On-site Expert Discussion

Detach	and	discharge	into
the	collection	box

Social Enterprise

Upcycling	Product	
Development

Collecting	approximately	
80,000 waste	plastics

in	total

2 			Campaign	to	Prevent	the	Use	of	Plastic	in	Korea

Joint with Cooperative Agencies

Planning	and	promotion	
campaign

Citizens(Individual·Companies)
Participation	Social	Media	

Verification

UPA‧SK Energy

Contributions	of	2	trees	
per	certification

Formation	of	a	forest	in	a	forest	
fire	hazard	area	with	3,500	

participants	in	Gangwon	
Province(5,000	pyeong))

Expanded Sharing

Space for national experience 
and advertisement

Sharing domestic and 
foreign cases

Expansion of product
lines and sales channels

Processes for Small and Medium Business Joint Technology Development Step-by-Step

Holds a competition contest

Looks for Enterprises

(Total: 5 Companies)

Ideas from Public Corporation
Hackathon	for	technology	demand	

applied	to	Ulsan	Port
→	Preparation	of	technical	demand	form	

with	the	cooperation	of	the	port	community

Ideas from SMEs
Using	existing	ideas	and	

technologies	Proposal	of	technology	
development	plan

Idea 
Convergence

Field / Technology Performance AchievedContent

Eliminate human risk factors through automatic 
analysis of ship information and video delivery 

through cameras installed at the dock

Introduced	by	7 Ports	Authorities	in	Korea

Cumulative	Investment
of		KRW	3 Billion

Safety / AI

Prevent safety accidents by monitoring tension 
in real-time by attaching a tension measurement 

sensor to the mooring post

Terms	of	Purchase	Selected
as	Support	Project

(Ministry	of	SMEs	and	Startups)
Safety / IoT

Eliminate	blind	spots
(invasion	sites,	security	fences,	warehouse	areas,	etc.)	

caused	by	Preventive	Control	Measures	that	had	
only	been	carried	out	by	human	resources

Created	Nation's	First	Standards	for	
Preventive	Control	Measures	

with	Drones

Preventive Control
Measures with Drones

On-site Application and
Self-reliance Support

Upgrades 
Technologies

Including	construction	
staff	Expert	matching	by	
field	On-site	application	

consulting

Establishes Research 
Facilities

Industry-Academic	
Cooperation	Smart	Port	
Logistics	Support	Center

Provides Space for 
Startups

Utilizes	idle	facilities
Provides	Free	space	for

start-ups

Supports Startup 
Training

Training	for	capacity	
building	as	an	
entrepreneur

Development
Fund Matching

R&D

Test
Bed

Technology
Protection

• 	Invitation of investment companies 	
to port sites

• IR pitch consulting support

• 	Level of infrastructure sharing technology 
with construction Inspection and 
verification

• Signing an MOU for demonstration application
• Confirming a performance-sharing system, etc.

• Support for technology assignment
• Support for patent applications, etc.

Support for Growth Catalysts Using Construction Resources

Accelerating

Technical Enhancement 
Support

Support Joint Technology Development and Start-up Preparation for Idea Commercialization

Incubating

Win-win Cooperation & Community Development
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Promotion of Local Festivals and Tourism in Underdeveloped Areas Through the Opening of Port Facilities

The	Ulsan	Port	Authority	is	carrying	out	a	project	to	improve	the	living	and	cultural	infrastructure	using	the	port	
to	improve	regional	satisfaction	and	improve	the	closed	image	of	the	port.	In	order	to	implement	this,	we	led	the	
formation	of	a	consensus	on	the	necessity	of	the	project	and	led	to	active	cooperation	from	local	residents.

Efforts Towards Zero Welfare Blind Spot

Ulsan	Port	Authority	is	striving	to	improve	the	local	social	services	and	working	environment	through	its	own	
hope	sharing	project	for	the	vulnerable	in	the	region.	As	a	result	of	such	efforts,	the	Ulsan	Port	Authority	has	
been	awarded	the	2019	Local	Community	Contribution	Recognition	organized	by	the	Ministry	of	Health	and	
Welfare	and	the	2019	Community	Chest	of	Korea	award	by	the	Ulsan	Social	Welfare	Community	Fund.

Host Dock Opening Commemorative Culture Festival

(Exotic Marathon) 446 Participants
-	Organize	local	tourism	resource-linked	events

(Sea Day) More than 2,000 citizens participate
-	In	charge	of	promotion	and	experience	booth	

for	marine	environment	protection

Generate a Grand Compromise on Port Redevelopment

Completion of agreement between UPA, 
self-governing body and Ulsan Office(September 2019)

-	Agreement	on	the	development	of	
the	Jangsaengpo	marine	tourism	function

Performance Port Operation Coexisting with the Community

Efforts Provides Solutions for Citizen Participation

•  Selection of a dock opening plan that reflects citizen's 
opinion

  - Cultural events: An exotic marathon, hosting Sea Day

•  Operation of a functional coordination consultative body 
involving citizens and port organizations

•  Persuasion and understanding of port organizations 
through visits and phone calls

•  Town hall meetings(5 times) per official
		-		(Port	Organization)	Forming	a	consensus	on	the	need	for	public	utilities
		-		(Local	Community)	Discover/propose	alternative	models	for	the	develop-

ment	of	new	water-friendly	facilities

Key	Issues Conflict of Interest & Other Conflicts

Restrictive	Image
Of	the	Port

Port	Group
Opposition

Restriction	of	dock	entry	
for	ordinary	citizens

Difficulty	in	the	progress	
of	work	due	to	the

opening	of	the	dock

Port	Groups

Secures	the	dock	for
demanded	saturated	

liquid	cargo

Community

Complete	closure	of	dock	
functions,	conversion	to	

waterfront	facilities

vs
Cultural 

Spatialization 
of Docks

Citizen 
-Friendly

Dock 
Function

Adjustment

Customized Support for Each Stage of Growth for Socioeconomic Enterprises
Ulsan	Port	Authority	is	exploring	upcoming	social	enterprises	for	the	purpose	of	solving	regional	problems,	
and	provides	customized	support	from	business	execution	to	safety	growth	stage	to	companies	that	are	dis-
covered	according	to	strict	standards	of	construction.	During	the	process,	social	enterprises	form	networks	
through	collaboration	with	other	companies	and	institutions	and	grow	into	members	of	the	socioeconomic	
eco-system	based	in	Ulsan	Port.

Excavation and Startup Phase 

Searching for Companies and Startup Support Through Public Contest for Business Items

Conducts Idea Contest, Looking for Good Startup Team Support for Startups Linked to Resources

Providing	a	space	for	entrepreneurship,	
mentoring	and	educational	support

UPA Roles Selects	a	startup	team,	Mentoring

Selection Criteria Solves	local	problems	and	
implements	social	missions

Safe Growth Phase

Support for Empowerment of Socioeconomic Entrepreneurs

Concerns of Socioeconomic Entrepreneurs

A	fragmentary	understanding	of	the	social	economy	
and	management	sector,	causing	difficulties

in	promoting	the	project

2019 Cooperative Human Resources Development Project

First	‘Social	Enterprise	Leader	Training	Course’
in	Ulsan	University	Graduate	School	of	Business

Social	Enterprise	New	Start-up	Team

In 2019: 20 Teams
(Increase	of	33%	compared	to	last	year)

Socioeconomic	Enterprise	Jobs

In 2019: 75 Employees Hired
(Increase of 63% compared to last year)

Product	and	Service	Purchase	Cost

In 2019: KRW 711 Million
(Increase of 0.3% compared to last year)

Project Execution Phase

Strengthen the Foundation for Self-reliance Through Efforts to Support Expansion of Internal and External Markets

Internal	Improvements

• Improving the system
  - 	Establishment of a system for preferential procurement of 

products from vulnerable social enterprises
  - 	Diversification for public purchase performance management
• Link social contribution activities
  - 	After-school operation of elementary schools in areas where 

companies cooperate in education
  - 	Collaboration with companies in the cleaning field to provide 

cleaning and disinfection services for the underprivileged

External	Improvements

• Utilize local events
  - 		Introduce products of socioeconomic 

enterprises and sales booth 
operation

•  Cooperation between Social 
enterprise and environmental 
protection campaign experience 
booth operation

2019	Local	Community	Contribution	Recognition

2019	Commendation	by	the	Community	Chest	of	Korea

Business Expansion Phase

Supporting the Expansion of Business Areas by Promoting Community Problem-solving Collaboration Projects

Collaboration Type Collaborative Project Development

Construction
& Social Enterprise

•	Recruitment	of	Retired	Persons	at	Ulsan	Port-Virtuous	Cycle	Model	of	Social	Rehabilitation

Social Enterprise

•	Contest	and	selection	of	collaborative	business	items	among	social	enterprises

Cultural Education Social Contribution

5	companies	to	support	the	opening	of	education	
courses	in	the	local	cultural	center

5	companies	supporting	
local	welfare	center	linked	projects

Liquid Cargo Terminal Company

Ulsan Social Enterprise

Housing	Improvement	for	
Vulnerable	Families	
in	the	Community

Personnel Recruitment      Advertisement

Labor Cost
Support

Project Cost
Support

Project
Executives

Employ

Personnel
Recommendation

Project to Support the Vulnerable in the Community

Fostering Local Talent

•		Operation	of	logistics	academy	for	
employees	of	partner	companies	and	
local	college	students

•		Operation	of	career	experience	
programs	in	the	marine	and	port	sectors

Sharing Reading Culture

•		Construction	of	open	and	shared	
open	libraries

•		Book	Open	Market,	special	books	for	
the	blind	production,	book	donation,	
etc.

Practice Neighborhood Love

Award for Encouraging Best 
Practices in Personnel Innovation 

Recertification as excellent 
institution in training donation

Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism Excellent workplace 

certification and excellence award
for promotion of reading culture

Social Contribution Budget 
Execution Amount 22.4% increase 

compared to last year

•			Sharing	with	vulnerable	groups	at	facilities	
for	the	disabled	and	welfare	institutions

•		Local	economic	support	activities	for	
low	income	families,	port	environmental	
cleanup	activities,	etc.

Win-win Cooperation & Community Development



Reinforcement of Talent Capabilities
Human Resource Development Strategy

Ulsan	Port	Authority	has	recently	raised	the	need	to	actively	respond	to	rapidly	changing	policies	and	social	
environments	and	the	transition	of	learning	concepts,	and	to	prepare	a	new	HRD	strategy	to	meet	various	
needs	such	as	the	influx	of	millennials.	Accordingly,	in	order	to	continuously	develop	the	competence	of	
members	and	enhance	professional	job	performance,	the	government	has	re-established	a	system	for	
fostering	talented	people	with	the	latest	HRD	trends.	Common,	hierarchical(leadership),	and	job	competency,	
alongside	the	「3-Track	Capacity-Based	Essential	Course」,	have	been	used	as	a	foundation	for	the	
development	and	operation	of	various	training	models.

Personnel Principles
Ideal Talent and HRD Strategy System in Relation to Management Strategy

In	order	to	foster	global	port	logistics	experts	who	combine	creativity	and	reliability,	the	Ulsan	Port	Authority	
has	established	‘expert’,	‘creative	man’,	and	‘trustee’	as	ideal	talents,	and	actively	implements	four	HRD	
strategies	and	eight	implementation	tasks	in	connection	with	management	strategies.

Human Rights and Labor Principles

Ulsan	Port	Authority	aims	to	be	a	workplace	without	discrimination	in	terms	of	gender,	age,	region,	educational	
background,	faith,	and	social	status	in	personnel	management	and	throughout	the	company	regardless	of	
working	conditions.	Under	the	Labor	Standards	Act	and	Labor	Relations	Act,	overtime	work	is	minimized	and	
forced	work	is	prohibited,	and	a	fair	and	transparent	personnel	system	is	operated	according	to	reasonable	
standards	in	all	areas,	including	wages,	placement,	evaluation,	promotion,	education	and	training,	and	
retirement	age,	in	accordance	with	the	employment	rules	and	personnel	regulations	of	a	public	corporation.

Fair Recruitment System

With	a	blind	recruitment	and	a	job	competency-oriented	recruitment	based	on	the	National	Competency	
Standard(NCS),	UPA	allows	auditors	to	join	the	entire	recruitment	process,	keeping	the	recruitment	
documents	permanently.	For	interviews,	over	one-half	of	the	interviews	are	from	outside	experts	with	the	
exclusion	and	avoidance	systems,	and	also	the	observation	system.	These	efforts	enabled	UPA	to	take	the	
lead	in	fair	recruitment	centered	on	job	competency	and	to	get	more	than	900	points	for	the	first	time	among	
public	institutions	in	the	process	of	certification	of	excellent	institutions	for	fair	recruitment	in	2019.

Dynamic Curriculum Operation

Ulsan	Port	Authority	operates	various	curriculum's	to	secure	feature	growth	engines	and	foster	core	human	
resources.	Examples	are	the	non-expert	training	courses	for	new	employees	S-OJT	and	「Action	Learning	
Program」	for	non-experts.	S-OJT	fosters	future	port	experts	through	the	development	of	the	curriculum	that	
reflects	the	characteristics	of	the	profession	and	operates	field	education	jointly	with	other	port	corporations	
to	strengthen	human	networks.	In	2019,	practical	training	such	as	visiting	the	BPA	container	terminal	and	
visiting	the	UPA	motor	dock	were	conducted.	The	satisfaction	level	for	the	course	was	the	highest,	and	became	
a	required	course	for	new	employees.	In	addition,	the	UPA	Logistics	Academy,	which	was	conducted	with	
Dongmyeong	University	in	conjunction	with	the	opening	of	education,	has	been	selected	as	an	excellent	
case	of	personnel	innovation	in	2019	and	received	the	PA's	first	Human	Resources	Innovation	Minister	Award,	
making	various	efforts	to	strengthen	the	human	resource	competitiveness	of	Ulsan	Port.

Action 
Learning 
Program

• (Plan Background)	Requires	changes	in	educational	capabilities	centered	on	performance	in	training
• (Plan Method)	Change	the	operation	of	education	programs	that	focus	on	solving	pending	issues
•  (Plan Results)	Motivates voluntary capacity development, increases organizational and contribution through 
‘small but strong success’ experience

UPA 
Logistics 
Academy

Learning	activities on	overseas	port/load	system,	understanding	global	ship	management	strategies

Discussion	&	Activities	
for	Problem	Solving

Discussions	and	opinions	on	each	topic	to	strengthen	competitiveness,	confirmation	
of	cooperation	between	the	private	and	public	offices,	Problem	solving	activities	and	
sharing	major	issues	and	concerns	at	Ulsan	Port

Communication
&	Networking

Obtain	consultation	and	work	knowledge	of	trade	and	specialized	research	institutes,	
networking	among	workers	at	Ulsan	Port,	and	mentoring	for	job	candidates	in	
networking	marine/port	fields

Fostering Job Professionals with Creativity and ReliabilityHRD	Vision

HRD	Strategies Fostering future core talent 
centered on performance

Strengthen job competency 
and train experts 

in each field

Expand two-way 
communication, creativity, 
and collaboration training

Activate self-directed 
innovation training

Performance	Goals Embracing	UPA	core	values
and	fostering	performance

-oriented	talent

Improving	field-oriented
capabilities	and	enhancing

job	expertise

Development	of	creative	talent	and	
establishment	of	active	organizational	
culture	for	the	creation	of	future	value

Strengthening	selfdirected	
innovation	activities	by	adding	

life	value	to	organizational	value

Execution	Tasks
•		Development	of	training	programs	for	internalizing	core	values	
and	ideal	talent	image

•		Job	expert	courses	and	systematic	leadership	training	by	job	and	position
•		Strengthen	performance-oriented	education	that	can	be	used	
directly	in	the	field

•		Standardize	job	descriptions	and	redefine	individual	education	
systems	based	on	CDP/IDP

•		Training	for	crisis,	change,	conflict	management	and	to	improve	
recognition	capabilities	in	preparation	for	the	future

•		Introduce	action	learning	programs	to	improve	strategic	
thinking	and	problem-solving	skills

•		Diversify	the	implementation	of	global	talent	development	
programs

•		Establishing	a	culture	of	voluntary	learning	and	selfdevelopment

HRD	Mid-to	
Long	Term	Roadmap

Introduced in 2017

Establishing the HRD System

•		Establish	and	implement	a	job/capacity-
based	education	and	training	system

•		Selection	of	priorities	and	organization	of	
education	systems	by	major	job	areas	

•		Established	professional	learning	paths	
for	each	individual

Settle Period(2018 to 2019)

On-site and Performance-oriented Job Training

•		Capacity-based	training	course	design
•		Customized,	demand-driven	curriculum	
operation

•		Both	Individual	learning	and	autonomous	
system	learning	completed	at	the	same	time

•		Strengthen	expertise	in	human	resources	
through	systematic	job	placement	
management

Maturity Period(2020~2021)

Fostering Future Port Experts

•		Internalization	of	a	customized	career	
development	system	through	the	process	of	
job	segmentation

•		Work	unit	structure	chart-career	
development	plan-expanding	links	to	CDP

•		Made	advancements	to	the	evaluation	
system	for	education	and	training,	
benchmarking	advanced	training	courses

Ideal	Talent/	
Common	Capabilities

Expert
Expertise	and	Innovation

Change Management
Communication·ChangeManagement·Cooperation

Trustee
Sense	of	Co-existence	and	Ethics

Capacity	Model Capabilities	based	on	position(leadership)‧job	competency Common	Capabilities‧Global	Capabilities

Performance of Human Development System
(As of 2019)

Training Time Per Person

Compared	to	Last	Year

28.4%	Increase

Execution Training Budget

Compared	to	Last	Year

3.7%	Increase

Education and Training Satisfaction

Compared	to	Last	Year

7.0	Points	Increase

3-Track Capacity-Based Essential Process

•		Embedded	value	of	public	office	and	philosophy	of	state	
administration

•	Seek	ways	to	acquire	and	practice	employee	mission
•		Manage	change	and	activate	communication	within	an	
organization

•	Internalizing	core	values
•		Millennium	Communication	
Training

•		Propagate	and	spread	active	
administration

Common
Capacity

•		Use	innovative	education	techniques	to	find	solutions	to	
problems	in	the	field.

•		Increase	understanding	of	work	and	cultivate	expertise	
for	sustainable	management

•	Action	learning	program
•	UPA	Logistics	Academy

Job
(Common)
Capacity

Grade 1~3
(Value Creation)

•	Empower	and	provide	direction
•		Management	improvement	through	
leadership	development

Grade 4~5
(Performance-Oriented)

•		Adjustment	in	all	directions	and	display	of	unity
•		Intermediation	and	promotion	of	issues	
within	an	organization

Grade 6~7
(Self- Improvement)

•		Discover	and	solve	future	problems	on	your	own
•		Forming	relationships	through	voluntary	
participation

Empowering	Leadership

facilitative(bridge)	leadership

Design	thinking	leadership

Leadership
Competency 

Per Grade
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Foster work and life balance work environment

The	Ulsan	Port	Authority	reflects	the	need	to	change	work	hours	in	order	to	foster	a	healthy	work	and	
life	balance,	as	it	recognizes	its	employees	have	changes	in	life	patterns	due	to	child	care	and	leisure	
activities.	Under	52	work	hours	per	week,	we	prepared	for	effective	systemic	procedures	to	ensure	seamless	
implementation	of	flexible	work	schedules,	With	the	selective	workhour	implementation.

Cooperative labor-management Culture
Labor-Management Relationship Strategy

The	Ulsan	Port	Authority	has	built	a	strategic	system	for	sustainable	labor-management	relationship	based	on	
core	theme,	namely	mutual-benefit,	cooperation,	enhanced	communication,	labor	condition	improvement.	
The	Ulsan	Port	spearheads	the	creation	of	advanced	labor	management	culture	through	3	strategic	tasks	
and	6	execution	tasks	and	doing	its	utmost	to	complete	its	social	responsibility	by	actively	implementing	the	
governmental	policies.

Providing customized plans to improve working conditions

The	labor-management	relationship	is	expanding	its	boundary	into	social	relationships	surrounding	
production	in	a	wider	sense	from	the	existing	relationship	between	the	employer	and	worker,	union,	agency	
and	the	nation.	As	a	result,	more	diverse	interested	parties	are	included	in	the	labor-management	relationship	
which	highlight	the	significance	of	the	labor-management	discussion,	reflecting	these	changes,	we	are	
actively	communicating	with	the	labor	groups	as	well	as	the	workers.

Labor-management communication

The	Ulsan	Port	Authority	conveys	accurate	information	by	constructing	diverse	communication	channels	
between	labor	and	management	to	ensure	that	unnecessary	misunderstanding	and	prejudices	do	not	occur	
through	seamless	communication.	A	survey	of	all	employees	show	the	efficiency	of	the	channels	and	based	
on	the	result	the	channels	are	continuously	overhauled.	These	efforts	resulted	in	the	internal	communication	
satisfaction	in	2019	marked	84.99,	up	14.5%	compared	to	the	previous	year.

Existing channels to maintain New or improved channels Efforts for improvement

Meetings at different offices by position Meetings	at	a	single	office	
→	2	offices	with	all	employees	in	different	positions

Junior board Networking	→	promoting	participation	of	junior	rank	employees	
in	business	management,	bottom-up	approach

The joint committee 
for corporate violence prevention

Conducting	surveys,	coming	up	with	rescue	measures	for	
victims,	monitoring

The consultative body for co-development 
of subsidiaries

Changing	the	status	of	subcontract	workers	at	the	port	into	
permanent	positions	and	improving	their	working	conditions

The Human Rights Management Committee Making	a	consulting	system	and	a	manual	to	protect	human	
rights	at	work

The Reward System Innovation Committee Adopting	a	meritocratic	reward	system	and	participating	in	
service	performance

Meetings between mentors and mentees Supporting	new	employees	and	youth	interns	to	adapt	to	
their	job

Support programs for employees Implementing	a	program	to	help	those	who	are	vulnerable	to	
stress

Education to overcome generational conflicts Holding	special	lectures	to	promote	mutual	under	standing	and	
resolve	conflicts	between	different	generations

Leadership workshops for labor, 
management and government

Representatives	at	the	Ulsan	port	are	looking	for	ways	to
promote	cooperation	and	co-existence

The consultative body 
for safe working environments Cooperation	of	6	organizations	to	ensure	safety	at	the	port

Joint contribution to the society Joint	participation	for	social	contribution,	running	a	joint	
program

Meetings between labor and 
management representatives

Workshops for further cooperation

Meetings for business 
management monitoring

Online bulletin boards

The Grievance Settlement 
Committee

Having a meeting on 
the birthday of CEO

The consultative body for improving 
working conditions of private police guards

Team-building between 
departments

Strategy for the healthy labor-management relations

Building cooperative labor-management relations that can create social values by respecting the value of laborGoal

Cooperation and co-existence Expanding cooperation through
communication and capacity-building Improving working conditions

①		Managing	the	consultative	body	
and	multiple	labor	unions	in	a	
stable	manner

②		Promoting	co-existence	at	the	Ulsan	port

③		Improving	communication	
channels

④	Capability-building

⑤		Providing	tailored	working	
conditions

⑥	Supporting	a	work-life	balance
Task

Strategy

Designing and implementing a tailored flexible working hours system

Selective	working	hours

Selective
working	hours

Mandator	y
working	hours Breaktime Mandatory

working	hours
Selective

working	hours

07:00 09:00 10:00 12:00 13:00 16:00 18:00 22:00

Flexible	working	hours

(4 groups 3 shifts)
•	Working	41	hours	a	week
•		Going	to	work	for	22.8	days	a	month	on	
average

•		Getting	more	tired	due	to	a	2.5-hour	
round	trip	to	work

•	undermining	the	work-life	balance

Negotiating about 
a 4-group 2-shift system

(4 groups 2 shifts)
•	Working	39	hours	a	week
•		No	extra	pay	for	extended	work	
a	month	on	average

•	Going	to	work	for	15.2	days

•		Guaranteeing	a	certain	amount	
of	remuneration

Permitting flexible 
working hours

Nego	
tiation

Nego
tiation

Reaching an 
agreement

Achievements of labor-management negotiations

Older workers

•	Designing	support	plans	through	the	consultative	body
•		Offering	gas	vouchers,	expanding	staff	lounges	and	rest	rooms
•		Giving	paid	sick	leaves	according	to	the	number	of	days	that	an	
employee	has	worked	to	date

Subsidiary workers

•		Collecting	opinions	of	employees	through	the	consultative	body	
for	codevelopment	of	subsidiaries

			-		Increasing	welfare	benefits	per	worker,	conducting	medical	
checkups,	taking	out	a	group	insurance	policy	Improving	working	
environments(installing	more	air	conditioners	and	heaters)

Youth interns

•	Deploying	interns	based	on	their	major	and	certificates
•		Taking	out	a	group	insurance	policy,	granting	access	to	the	intranet	
allowing	selective	working	hours	to	help	their	self-improvement	

•		Making	business	cards,	giving	company	e-mail	accounts

Women on a career break
Emergency management

officers Shift workers

•		Reducing	the	time	required	to	promote	the	female	employees	
who	choose	selective	working	hours(8	years	→	2	years)

•		Applying	a	softened	salary	peak	system	for	emergency	
management	officers	in	special	services(applying	for	a	year)

•		Reducing	working	hours	of	control	managers	on	shifts	by	
implementing	a	4-group	2-shift	policy

•	Relieving	fatigue	of	private	police	guards	by	abolishing	foot	patrol
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PERFORMANCE
(As of the Dec of 2019)

Consistent Increase of Safety Budget

KRW 11.9billion (12.3% increased)

Number of Port Entry of
Eco-friendly vessel(ESI)

424 ships

Conversion rate of cargo vehicle

cover  54 %

54 Safe Port

62 Eco-friendly Port

 

OUR APPROACH 

To create safe port, the Ulsan Port Authority is constructing strict 
disaster safety management system. To improve the existing disaster 
safety level, consistent safety budget and work force reinforcement 
have been conducted and industrial accident and safety management 
capacities are improved by enhancing safety health management 
system certification. Moreover, with a goal to build an eco-port while 
pursuing social values, it is going all out to improve the port air quality 
as well as eco-friendly port creation, thereby contributing to the 
spread of safe and clean port culture in cooperation with specialized 
organizations including the public.

Connect
Safety

Disaster Management Evaluation

Grade Excellent (Zero)

Safe Activity Assessment

(Total) Grade A

Major Disaster Incident

0 case(Zero)

UPA Sustainability Report 2019-2020



Safe Port
Establish and operate safety management system

Establish safety management response system

The Ulsan Port Authority establishes and operate disaster management system for the health and safety 
management of the Ulsan citizens and port industry workers.

Safe Port Creation 1  _ Land‧Maritime Safety

Land‧Maritime Safety Management

With the largest domestic petro-chemical complex in its hinterland, the Ulsan Port Authority deals with 
liquid cargo, ranked 4th in the world, an extraordinary attention is required for safety management since an 
accident can lead to a major incident. The Ulsan Port Authorities manages safety risks of ports by dividing 
them into land and sea.

Safe Port Creation 2  _ Construction‧Facility Safety

Port Construction‧Facility Safety Management

As a safety-oriented organization, we strive to spread the safety management culture by strengthening the 
safety of workplaces in ports. In particular, the Ulsan Port Authority was the first public corporation in Korea 
to be certified as ‘KOSHA-MS’ by the Korea Occupational Safety and Health Agency under the Ministry of 
Employment and Labor in 2019. The KOHSAMS(KOHSA-MS) is a safety and health system to prevent safety 
accidents and major disastrous accidents. It is implemented by reflecting the ISO 45001 system, which is 
an international standard, in the existing KOSHA 18001 safety and health management system certification 
standards. Going forward, it plans to improve the capabilities to prevent industrial accidents and safety 
management by operating and improving the autonomous safety and health management system such as 
upgrading the manual, risk assessment, internal audit, and etc.

Establish disaster/safety response system Expand port safety culture W‧B‧M Safety & Health

• 	Establish disaster safety 
management system

  - 	Prepare for all disaster types, 
Improve safety awareness

  - 	Strengthen work force, budget
• Optimal management and response
  - 	Remove risk factors, inspecting 

systematically and thoroughly
  - 	Establish private-public join cooperative 

responses that work better in reality
  - 	Quick recovery and relapse prevention

• Revitalize safety network
  - 	Diversify committee and Upgrade 

operation 
• Foster accident prevention training 
• Safe port STEP by STEP
  - 	Run SNS safe communication 

channel
  - 	Introduce new technology in 

safety sector
  - 	Improve preemptive safety process

• (W) worker industrial safety health 
  - 	Enhance industrial‧safe‧work 

environment
  - 	Secure Golden Time
• 	(B) Construction site safety 
management

  - 	Reinforce inspection of ordering 
office

• 	(M) Facility maintenance and safety 
management 

  - 	Maintain safety level and inspection

3 Strategic mission

Promotion	task

Comprehensive disaster management system

Create safe Ulsan port by building world best disaster safety management systemVision

Mid	to	long	term	goal Classificaiton 2019 2020 2021 2023 2024 Accumulated

Disaster management 
evaluation grade Excellent Maintain excellent grade by	strengthening	consistent	disaster	control	tower	 Excellent

Safety accident/major disaster Zero Continuously	striv	e	to	achieve	“Zero” in	safety	accident/major	disaster Zero

Safety activity level Evaluation A Consistently maintain	S grade	snice	2020 S

Strengthen Preemptive organization‧Work force‧Safety budget

The Ulsan Port Authority has reinforced consistently work force and safety budget to enhance the disaster safety 
management level. We have achieved our goal of establishing the mid to long-term safety investment plan by 
securing KRW 11.9 billion worth of budget(up 12.3% compared to the previous year) for 9 items in 2019.

•		Elevated	to	safety	environment	office	
(direct	supervision	department)	

•	Employee	safety	experts(2	persons)	
•	Agency	head	receive	special	training	
•	Strengthen	disaster	special	position

Safety	budget lack	of	management

(About	KRW	± 60	billion) 10	items	KRW	106	billion 9	items	KRW		119	billion
(up	12.3%)

2014 ~ 2017 2018 2019

Safety	part	3	people
(Within	port	operation	team)

7	people	in	safety	environment

team	in	operation	headquarters

Safety	environment	room	under	direct

supervision	of	mayor 10 persons
Expand	work	force

2007

2014

2017

2018

2019

•	Newly	establish	safety	environment	team(designated)
•	Open	disaster	training	for	employees	and	executives
•	Prepare	disaster	response	map	for	organization

•	Introduce	emergency	work	numbering	system
•	Reflect 26 act in manual

•		Port	operation	safety	team	
(Dispatch safety work force)

•	Organization	founded

Safety Health Management System Certification

Port Safety Management Process

   Inspection/UnloadingDock approachingPort entry call Repair(approval)Navigation

Arrival
notice

(Prior to 2 days)

Port Entry Registration(Prior to 24hours)and repair
• 	Offer customs 
related services for 
tugboats and ferry

• 	Berth stand 
by/immediate come 
to berth

• 	Mooring a ship to 
the quay

• Inspect/measure
• 	Cargo unloading	
(unloading operator/
port transportation 
union)

Harbor Zone(Ocean) and beyond Harbor Limit Within Harbor Zone(Land + Partially Sea)
Port	Entry	Procedure	-	
Classification

Contents

•	Ocean	transportation	safety	and	control(VTS/Maritime	police)
•	Strengthen	cooperation	with	related	agencies	for	maritime	safety(UPA)

•		Safety	management	between	port	facility	and	
unloading	activity(UPA)

•		Strengthen	role/support	for	fostering	safety	in	port	district

Roles

UPA Wharfage	charge
Ministry	of	Oceans	
and	Fisheries

Declare	ship	security
hazardous	material

Immigration	office Sailer
Customs Imported	item	list
Inspection	office Quarantine(people/cargo)
Branch	office Assist	customs	related	

work	for	Tugboat‧Ferry

Management Scope Construct company building/sub facility Higher(Operation) facility

Safety
Management

System

Building/port facility construction site

UPA

person	in	charge Inspector Department	in	charge

Head	of	agency Port	construction	team
(Port	operation	team)

Safety	
environment	room

Target

Subject

Organization/
Role

Safety
System

Operation

Safety	management	activity	based	on	Annual	safety	basic	plan(Consult	with	MMAFdecision	
by	Port	Committee-submit	to	MOEF)

Establish safety management
KOSHA-MS

Ocean	safety	belt,	Safe	work	committee,
joint	inspection	for	harmful	material,	
precise/regular	inspection	of	port	facility,	
national	safety	diagnosis	activity

Business site for unloading/shipping industry(facility)

when	operating(unloading	)	←	Strengthen	UPA	inspection/support

License	use	regulation/Operation	limitation,
Joint	safety	inspection,	Tailored	training,	

Consulting	support,	Reinforce	safety	facility
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Safe Port
Ensuring port safety 3  _ Disaster safety

Establishing a step-by-step disaster safety management system

The Ulsan Port Authority will establish and operate the disaster management system for the health and 
safety management of the port industry workers and Ulsan citizens. The disasters which we focus on 
managing are natural disasters such as typhoons, earthquake(tsunami) and social disasters including ocean 
ship accidents, large-scale ocean pollution accidents, radiation leakage. The safety strengthening system by 
stage is being built for rapid and effective response and recovery in the event of disasters.

Establishing a swift response system through the participation of related organizations

The Ulsan Port Authority regularly conducts diverse disaster response drills to minimize casualties and 
damage to facilities caused by major disasters. Disaster response training is carried out in the form of road 
training and on-site training to simulate the actual situation, and is conducted as a joint response drill by 
related agencies, businesses, and organizations at Ulsan Port. With these achievements, it was honored 
with the selection of an excellent institution in the disaster management evaluation by the Ministry of Public 
Administration and Security in 2019 and the commendation of an emergency rescue and training institution 
by the Ministry of Public Administration and Security in 2019.

Response and Recovery to Disaster

The Ulsan Port Authority is establishing a detailed response system from the monitoring stage to follow-up 
measures in preparation for the worst disastrous situations. Despite the largest disaster since the opening of 
the port, including seven typhoons in 2019, it has contributed to improving the safety reliability of the port 
of Ulsan by taking prompt and thorough responses.

Preemptive prevention by seamless safety inspection

The Ulsan Port Authority recognizes the harmful factors due to dealing with hazardous materials and 
complex work environments while handling maintenance, management and operation of port facilities. We 
practice periodic inspections to secure land and ocean facility safety in cooperation with related agencies 
and companies. 

Category Regular inspections Removing potential risks

Land 
safety

•			The	consultative	body	for	safe	working	
environment(every	6	months)

•		Docks	for	dangerous	cargo	
(every	6	months)

•		Inspection	by	stevedore	managers	
(every	6	months)

•		Identifying	a	location	of	an	emergency	
shut-off	valve	at	liquid	handling	facilities

•		Installing	defibrillators

Maritime 
safety

•		Nighttime	maritime	facility
•		Safety	check	for	maritime	traffic(when	
building	a	dock)

•		Installing	international	ground	fire	
extinguishing	connectors

•		Installing	LED	dock	lightings(2	at	the	new	
port,	at	breakwaters

Facility 
safety

•		The	national	safety	inspection(once	a	
year)

•		Detailed/regular	inspections(every	6	
months)

•		Construction	industry	safety(at	all	times)

•		Maintaining	100%	resistance	to	
earthquakes	and	safety	grade	‘B’

•		Repairing	life	ladders/rescue	ships/
mothproofing	walls	and	blinds

By 
season

•		Thawing	season/winter,	heat	waves/	
rainy	season

•		National	holidays

•		Running	water	sprinklers
•		Installing	rest	tents	and	canopies,	
providing	drinking	water

Special 
inspection

•		Safety	inspection's	day(every	6	months)
•		When	a	hurricane	approaches
•		Safety	consulting

•		Non-slip	pavement/lane	painting(3Km)
•		Reflectors/speed	limit	indications	
(26	places)

System Implementing comprehensive measures to prevent recurrence

Technology introduction Reviewing the monitoring system for dangerous, inflammable materials(in 2020)

• 	Reviewing the monitoring system for inflammable, hazardous materials
• 	Installing and operating 250 electronic noses of the Rotterdam port
  ① 	R&D of domestic technologies at the Ports and Logistics 

Innovative Growth Support Center
  ② Benchmarking the port of Rotterdam

Response Improving fire safety response measures of related organizations

• 	Coming up with emergency response measures* in case of 
fires on ships

• 	Updating the disaster response manual(the 24th version) 
and newly providing a tidal disaster response manual

• 	Suggesting the deployment of large-volume firefighting vessels

Best practices Promoting disaster response know-how

• 	Making and distributing a collection of exemplary fire 
explosion response cases to share the best practices

  - 	Including the information on chemical cargo, carriers and 
transshipment

Step-by-step safety enhancement

•		Enhancing	inspections	at	
port	facilities

•	Removing	risks	in	advance

•		Strengthening	disaster	
response	systems

•		Conducting	joint	drills	in	
preparation	for	an	accident

•	Taking	a	swift	first	response
•		Preventing	secondary	
damage

•	Finding	out	problems
•		Getting	feedback	and	
making	improvements

Prevention
Removing	risk	factors

Preparation
Staying	more	vigilant

Response/restoration
Minimizing	damage

Follow-up
Preventing	recurrence

Safety management assessments  
by the Ministry of Public Administration  
and Security in 2019

Selected	as		an Organization of Excellence
Emergency rescue training  
by the Ministry of Public Administration  
and Security in 2019

Awarded		the Commendation

Excellence

* 6 organizations participating in the initial response

Emergency response drills in 2019

Radiation accidents and tsunamis
115	persons	including	heads	
of	organizations	and	directors

On-the-road training for fires on ships
Heads	of	organizations	

and	team	leaders

Car carrier training for 
complex disasters

18	organizations, 363	persons

On-the -road training for 
maritime pollution

6	organizations,	33	persons

03.27 05.22 05.27 05.28 06.04 09.05 10.17 10.28

Evacuation training for earthquakes
70	persons	including	heads	of	

organizations	and	citizens

On-the-road training for 
tsunamis

20 organizations, 30	persons

Emergency call training
all	workers	including	heads	of	

organizations

On-site training for 
chemical accidents

12	organizations, 90	persons

Preventing recurrence of ship explosion and improving countermeasures

Response to explosion of ships

Getting a report
D+1min

Initial response
D+30min~1Hour

Accident response
D+1h ~19h

Follow up measure
D+3~22day

• 	Inspecting damage and making reports
• 	Dispatching workers to the site and making an emergency call

• 	Calling an emergency meeting with chemical experts led by organizational 
heads

• 	Running a regional disaster management office

• 	Dispatching liaisons/providing supplies

• 	Moving residual cargo, providing gas masks, Banning activities 
that can lead to a fire

Preparation for hurricanes

Monitoring
D-4day

Response plans
D-2day

Emergency response
D-day

Follow up inspection
D+1day

Preemptive measures
D-1day

• 		Predicting its route and size

• 		Deciding when to place the port under control and evacuate ships
• 	Strengthening safety measures for ships that cannot be 
evacuated

• 	Operating an emergency response team, deciding when to load
• 	Monitoring anchored ships and cargo stored in open spaces
• 	Inspecting assigned areas at the port

•		Organizational	heads	on	emergency	standby,	placing	everything	
on	their	command	

• 	Banning entrance to the port, offering emergency support with tugs

• 	Inspecting port facilities and damage
• 	Making restoration plans and conducting emergency restoration

• 	Preventing transshipments of liquid cargo nearby the Ulsan 
bridge(Oct, 2019)

• 	Implementing comprehensive safety management measures 
for dangerous materials at the port(Ministry of Maritime Affairs 
and Fisheries, Dec, 2019)

  - making it mandatory to report freight in transit
  - Reviewing adequacy of transshipment docks
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Safe Port
Make the port safe 4  _ Port Security

Making an analysis of security risks in advance and preparing responses

For Ulsan Port, it is very important to establish a security system to cope with illegal entry because the 
distance from the dock to the dock entrance is short. In addition, the importance of port security is gradually 
increasing due to the growing uncertainty in the aspect of terrorism, such as the continued occurrence of 
smuggling in other ports, drone terrorism, and the emergence of North Korean wooden vessels. The Ulsan 
Port Authority not only establishes and implements a defense and security operation plan for Ulsan Port, 
but also strives to protect border management and port facilities by analyzing other security breaches and 
establishing countermeasures.

Port safety network revitalization and preventive program

Safety management by revitalizing port safety network

The Ulsan Port Authorities are striving to overcome the limitations of safety management through the 
establishment and operation of a safety network for pan-port areas, to strengthen management and 
supervision functions and to enhance the implementation of the business owners in cooperation with 
related organizations.

Running an accident prevention program

The Ulsan Port recognized its higher accident rate for long-term employed port workers compared to their 
counterparts across the country and lack of education for temporary visitors. To raise the awareness of 
safety, we have developed and operated a tailored accident prevention program.

Zero security incidents for four consecutive years with top-notch security management

The Ulsan Port has achieved zero security incidents for four consecutive years through efforts to upgrade 
surveillance equipment and eliminate security risks in advance. As of 2019, based on the review result of the 
port security by the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, it achieved the lowest number of errors ever 
(2 cases, an average of 8.8 cases per five years) and 0 cases of joint protection diagnosis for national critical 
facilities, and received 3 commendations for those in charge of counterterrorism and defense.

Responses to security risks and achievements

Category Participation/launching Activities Achievements

Maritime safety belt
(excellent case selected by the Ministry of 
Public Administration and Security and

the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries)

17	organizations
(2014)

Making	and	carrying	out	port	
safety	policies

•	Managers	visiting	other	ports	for	education(2	times)
•	Making	a	SNS	channel	and	improving	its	disaster	safety	website

The Maritime Safety Operational Headquarter 21	organizations
(2013)

Conducting	safety	education
and	campaigns

•	Safety	education	for	small	boats	and	water	leisure	activities(2	times)
•	Having	a	meeting	for	rescue	operations	in	seas	and	rivers(4	times)
•	Preparing	for	hurricanes

The consultative body for safe working
environments (newly-made)

34	organizations
(2019)

Checking	safety	at	work	and
providing	safety	education

•	Signing	the	MOU(April)
•	Inspection	by	the	Ministry	of	Employment	and	Labor(April)
•	Safety	workshops(June)
•	Joint	inspection	by	safety	managers(6	times)

The Safety Management Committee
(for the first time under the Ministry of 

Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, newly-made)

Partner	companies/experts
(2019)

Making	prevention	measures
against	industrial	accidents

•	Making	educational	materials
•	Conducting	joint	drills(15	times)
•	Improving	working	condition	of	subsidiaries

Response Achievements Details

Strengthening
security check

•			The	record-low	number	of	problems	found	
at	port	security	checks	
(8.8	on	average	for	5	years)

•			Improving	the	security	level	and	meeting	the	complex	and	
diverse	requirements	by	learning	from	problems	found	in	other	
ports

Expanding 
advanced

monitoring 
equipment

•			Installing	HD	CCTVs	with	the	failure	rates	
down	by	25.1%	from	the	previous	ones

•		Its	intelligent	monitoring	equipment	was	
evaluated	as	excellent	when	the	USCG	
investigated	the	security	situation	at	the	
Ulsan	port

•		Minimizing	blind	spots	by	replacing	low-quality	CCTVs(400,000	
pixels)	to	55	newest	CCTVs(2m	pixels)	and	installing	18	new	
CCTVs

•		Increasing	protection	equipment	to	better	respond	to	terrorists	
attacks

•		Signing	a	long-term	contract	to	ensure	professionality	and	job	
stability	of	those	in	charge	of	the	maintenance	of	the	monitoring	
system

Upgrading 
security

and protection 
system

•		Zero	problem	found	when	the	protection	
level	of	the	Ulsan	port	was	assessed	
(3	in	2018	→	0	in	2019)

•		Port	entry	and	investigation	procedures
•		Immediate	response	through	optimized	R&Rs	by	security	guard
•		Manual	of	making	a	response	by	using	drones	in	cooperation	
with	other	organizations	that	support	protection	of	the	Ulsan	
port

Enhancing
capabilities
of security 

guards

•		27	security	accidents	including	an	
attempt	for	illegal	entrance	Increasing	job	
satisfaction	of	security	guards	through	
early	prevention	and	better	working	
environments

•		Making	educational	brochures
•		Conducting	joint	drills	on	security	agencies(15	times)
•		Improving	working	environments	for	subsidiaries

Analysis of risks and countermeasures

Strengthening 
security checks

Expanding advanced 
monitoring equipment

Improving the security and 
protection system

Enhancing capabilities of 
security guards

Illegal entry into Korea

Illegal intrusion

Smuggling, 
carrying hazardous items in and 

out of the country

Terrorism

220,000	crew	members	enter	the	port	per	year
(13%	of	the	total	number	of	crew	entering	Korea)

20	times	larger	that	airports

Rising	security	threats	of	illegal	entry	with	fake	IDs
The	port	pass,	which	is	always	available,	has	been	issued

for	4,854	people,	about	3,000	people	a	day	get	a	pass

High	possibilities	of	large-scale	smuggling	because	of	high-volume	cargo
*	In	other	ports,	some	security	policemen	were	caught	

with	drug	trafficking

Rising	threats	of	foreign	terrorists	attacks	using	
new	technologies	including	drones

Providing information to raise the safety awareness

Guidelines for safe 
navigation

Making and distributing
sailing guidelines

on speed and routes

Information on bringing 
dangerous materials in

Making and distributing 
information on bringing in 

hazardous materials by port

Safety guideline for 
tugs and barges

Designing safety guidelines 
for tugs and barges that are 

vulnerable to safety management

Casebook of 
unexpected accidents

Using it as an education 
material for port workers

Education materials

Making a video on safety
rules at the port

Education centers

Constructing safety education
centers for visitors and installing kiosks

Revised guidelines

Preparing mandatory rules
to wear safety equipment for visitors

Laying the foundation for safety education
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Safe Port
Personal Information Protection Management System

The Ulsan Port operates a preemptive personal information protection management system to ensure the 
rights and safety of the user by preparing standards for establishing a management system.

External Evaluation

In recognition of its efforts and achievements in responding to cyber terrorism and establishing an 
information security culture, Ulsan Port was selected as an excellent institution for information security in 
2018 and personal information protection in 2019 and received an institutional commendation from the 
Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries. Also, we continue to make efforts to protect personal information and 
secure information by achieving ‘Zero’ for 13 consecutive years in cyber infringement incidents.

3 strategies for personal information and information security

The Ulsan Port Authorities are promoting various activities to raise the level of personal information and 
information security to the next level through three strategies for personal information and information security.

Exchange information‧DissipationSecure ExpertiseInterest of the Management

•		Management	's	Cybersecurity	Interest
		-		Completed	national	cybersecurity	policy	course
•		Spare	no	investment	in	information	security
		-		Securing	15%	or	more	on	average	compared	to	the	information	service	budget
•		Management-led	personal	information	protection	activities
		-		Reflect	BSC	for	privacy	activities

•		Securing	information	security	professionals
		-		Having	a	professional	career
•		Drastic	expansion	of	security	staff
		-		Appointing	personnel	dedicated	to	information	security
•		Obtaining	the	expertise	of	the	person	in	charge
		-		Practical	training	and	participation	in	a	hacking	defense	competition

•		Security	information	exchange	between	local	agencies
		-		Regular	exchange	of	the	Ulsan	Information	Security	Council
•		Interchange	between	information	security	agencies	and	ministries
		-		Regular	seminars	of	the	National	Intelligence	Service's	Busan	branch,	etc.
•		Finding	best	practices	and	spreading	cases
		-		Provide	benchmarking	to	other	agencies	for	security	activities

1 2 3

Empowerment and Culture Building

Ulsan Port operates an all-round information security awareness-raising program and prevention system to 
prevent cyber-infringement accidents. And it establishes a culture of information security by strengthening 
the capacity of personal information protection and information security.

Area of activity Key Activity Results

Information	security	capacity	assessment
(Cyber	security	index)

Activity	to	raise	awareness	on	employee
and	executive	personal	information	and

information	security

Response	drill	in	the	event	of	cyber	breach

Secure	safety	of	infrastructure

•		Development	of	Evaluation	indicators	for	personal	
information	and	security(PC	Security,	Personal	
Information	Safety,	Hacking	Mail	Response)

•		Employee	customized	training(specialized	supplemented)
•		Education	satisfaction	survey	and	knowledge	
assessment

•		Hacking	mail	response	training	for	executives	and	
employees	and	self-hacking	mail	analysis

•		Execute	cyber	infringement	response	training	by	
situation(DDos,	hacking,	Network	infiltration)

•		Joint	infrastructure	vulnerability	analysis	with	
Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries

•		Prepare	and	implement	infrastructure	protection	
measures

•	Improved	security	activities(95.9%	→	98.3%)

•		100%	Completion	of	personal	information	&	
security	training

•		NIS	security	assessment	‘Good’
•		3	consecutive	years	of	‘Good’	result	for	hacking	
mail	training	by	Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries

•		Prepare	a	manual	for	cyber-hacking	incidents
•		Improve	cyber	crisis	response	procedures	
(emergency	response)

•		100%	Completion	of	major	information	&	
communication	infrastructure	tasks

•		No	accidents	in	major	information	&	
communication	infrastructure

Personal Information Life-Cycle Management System by Step

Collection stage
•		Personal	Information	maintenance	to	minimize	
collection

•		Self-inspection	for	implementing	procedures	for	
consent	of	personal	information

Provision Stage
•		Prepare	safe	use	and	provision	procedures	for	other	
than	personal	information	purposes

•		Formal	maintenance	of	a	third-party	personal	
information	supply	management	register

Usage stage
•		Education	and	public	relations	activities	to	enhance	
awareness	of	personal	information	users

•		Safety	measures	to	prevent	exposure	of	personal	
information

Deletion Stage
•		Identify	and	manage	status	of	personal	information	
to	be	deleted	and	store	separately

•		Formal	maintenance	of	personal	information	
deletion	manage	registerEstablish‧operate	Personal	

information	management	system Overhaul	information	security	task Analyze,	delete	vulnerable	points
in	information	systemMain	Task

Advance Personal Information 
Protection Level

Reinforce Security 
Information Task Secure Cyber-Security SafetyStrategic	goal

Environmental
Analysis

External Requirement

Require	compliance	with	courses	in	the	Personal	
Information	Protection	Act	and	GDPR*

Internal Limitation

Limits	of	internal	operational	resources	and	increased	
level	of	information	service	requirements

External Requirement

Advanced	and	Intelligent	Cyber
Risk	Environment

Performance	Index
(Measure)	Personal	information

management	level
(Non-measure)	Strengthen	information	

security	management	system (Measure)	Cyber	breach	accident

* GDPR(General Data Protection Regulation, European personal information protection provision): Decree to protect personal information, enacted in May, 2018

Security Evaluation Results

External	security	evaluation

Nominated	for	Excellence
(2019	Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries	Personal	Information	Part)

Cyber	infringements	
or	leak	accidents

Zero	(13	years	in	row)

Privacy and Information Security

Information Security Management System

The number of cyber attacks increases with the improvement of management and advances in information 
technology , and in order to respond to this, UPA aims to safely manage the port logistics information 
network and the personal information of customers, which are national infrastructure. As a port public 
enterprise, leading the implementation of national security policies is an important issue for sustainable 
management. UPA has set a goal to create a management system for information protection for individuals 
and others, and to completely eliminate cyber violations.

The Ulsan Port Authority Information Security Framework

The Ulsan Port Authorities have developed its own ‘information security framework’ that analyzes the 
internal and external working conditions to prevent cyber-breach accidents.

Security management from management aspect

Information	security	
policy

Information	security
organization

Information	asset	
management

Human	resource	
security

Outsider	security Raise	awareness	in	
information	security

Physical security management

Entry	control Protected	area	
management

Facility	and	equipment	
management Media	management

Office	security	
management

Technical security management

Access	control	
management

User	authentication	and	
identification

Access	control Code	control

Log	management	and	
monitoring

Development	and	
operation	security

Act Correction and improvement on  
information security management system CheckReview and monitoring 

information security management system   

Plan Establish Information Security Management System 1
2

Response system in
the event 

work continuity 
management

Recovery	system	in
the	event	of	breach

Response	system	against
Breach

Detection/
Prevention	System

Identification	and
prevention	system	of	

breach

Back	up	managementConduct	mock	drillAnalyze	effect	on	workEstablish	management	
system	for	work	continuity

5

6

3 4

Information security management process 
- Perform and operate inforomation security management system Do
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Eco-friendly Port
Environmental Conservation Strategies for Establishing Leading Eco-friendly Port

Eco-friendly port promotion system

In order to establish eco-smart ports that pursue social values and realize the social value of growth and 
mutual-benefit in connection with the sea and people, the Ulsan Port Authority has laid out three mid and 
long-term strategies to create eco-friendly ports, manage port air quality, and preserve marine eco-systems 
to establish a leading eco-port.

Systemic management of air quality/fine dust within port

The Ulsan Port Authority identified and consistently promote 3 tasks, which are introduction of air quality 
measurement. analysis system, reduction of fine dust from cargo shipment and Smart car allocation system 
operation of watering vehicle.

Reinforce eco-friendly port construction projects

Expansion of infrastructure to create eco-friendly ports

The Ulsan Port Authorities are strengthening emission reduction projects and promoting new projects to 
create eco-friendly ports. In addition, we are going all out to improve the air quality of ports by consistently 
expanding AMP/LED facilities.

Establish competitive eco port for future preparationVision

Strategic	Task •		Res	pond	to	emission	gas	restriction
•		Revitalize	eco-friendly	technology	
introduction

•		Expand	eco-friendly	infrastructure

•		Established	air	quality	detection	
system

•	Reduce	fine	dust	in	port	area

•		Prevent	entry	of	infectious	disease/
harmful	insects	

•		Strengthen	cooperation	to	preserve	
eco-system

•		Prevent	ocean	pollution	and	spread

Eco-friendly	infrastructure	expansion	for	
logistics/port	operation/construction	stage	for	

domestic	and	overseas	environment	regulation

Make	efforts	to	improve	air	quality	within	
port	to	secure	health	and	quality	of	life

Strive	to	prevent	eco-systems	destruction/	
entry	of	foreign	infectious	disease/

harmful	insects,	ocean
Promotional	Direction

Eco-friendly Port Creation Port air qu ality management Conserve marine eco-systemPromotion	Strategy

Eco-friendly
ship Incentive

Ship low-speed
operation
program

Aged diesel
deterioration
reserve LNG
transition

Support
yard tractor
DPF device

Establish 
LNG storage

facility

Expand AMP/
LED facility

Close cooperation to preserve ocean environment eco-system

The Ulsan port authority is working with specialized agencies and the public to improve ocean environment 
eco-system both at home and abroad beyond the port, and presenting leading practices to encourage the 
participation of domestic and foreign ports.

Establish 
cooperative 

system among
interested

parties

Prevention

Preparation

Response

Promote	periodical	quarantine	and	select	vulnerable	area	of	entry

Conduct	pre-emptive	response	drill	to	enhance	responsive	capable	
against	infection(Oct,	2019)

Check	temperature	of	people	who	use	multi-use	facility,	port,	work	area,	
divide	work	hour	of	sailer-port	worker	and	support	quarantine	materials	etc.

Reduction

Collection

Recycle

Create	5000	pyung	of	forest	with	multi-use	item	campaign

Collect	220tones	of	ocean	waste	with	private-public	waste	collection
campaign

Collect	and	recycle	waste	plastic	from	ulsan	port	entry	ships	and	recycle	
80,0	00	waste	plastic(reduce	4.83	t	of	CO2	emission)

System

Training

Drill

Conclude	MOU	for	Protective	resource	joint-utilization(Ulsan	branch	of
Korea	Protective	Industry	cooperation	Union)

Carry	out	collective	training	and	campaign	for	small	ship	employee	
(2	times,	104	persons)	Produce	and	distribute	Towingbarge	safety

Conduct	training	for	simulated	long-term	random	situation(March/6	
agencies)	Conduct	on-site	drill	parallel	with	employee	and	executive	
coast	defence	operation(Oct/18	agencies)

	Work together 
with	specialized	organizations	to	
prevent	entry	of	new	infections

	Work together 
with	the	people	to	make	

clean	ocean

	Work together 
with	private	sector	to	swiftly	

respond	to	oil	leakage

What is ESI?

Web-based Ship Environment
Evaluation System Developed by WPCI

-		The	system	calculates	the	air	pollutant	
emission	level	of	ships	such	as	nitrogen	
oxides,	sulfur	oxides,	and	greenhouse	gases	
from	0	to	100	points	and	gives	higher	scores	
to	ecofriendly	ships.

-		Autonomous	 systems	 in	 which	 port	
authorities	induce	entry	of	eco-friendly	
ships	through	incentive	payments	for	ESI	
ships	and	reduce	air	pollutants	through	
them.

Promotion performance in 2019

Despite drop in number of port entry ships, ESI ship up  23% by strengthening incentive

Port entry of ship ESI ship Amount reduced(Unit: ship) (Unit: ship) (Unit: Billon won)

Drop
Increase Increase

2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019

11,785

345
1.4

11,571 424 2.7

Introduction of an eco-friendly ship fee reduction system

The Ulsan Port Authorities recognize the need to reduce carbon emissions from ships and actively 
participates in reducing national greenhouse gas emissions by introducing and operating the ESI system 
developed by the World Port Climate Plan(WPCI) under the International Port Association. Through the 
design of the ESI fee reduction system that meets the conditions of Ulsan Port, we are reducing 10% of the 
shipping fee for ships entering Ulsan Port with more than 31 ESI points and 20% for ships with more than 
40 points. A total of KRW 2.7 million was provided for 424 ships in 2019.

•		Establish	inventory	through	source	estimate	
and	observe	pollutant

•		Promote	tailored	reduction	activity	for	
emission	source

Monitoring

•	Poor	emission	estimation	system
•	Difficult	to	promote	tailored	reduction	activity

Classification 2020 2021 2022

Activity AIS	Data
Analysis

On	-	site
detection Platform

operation
Performance Emission

verification
Measurement
management

Promote	tailored	reduction	activity	by	emission	
source	of	air	pollutant

Reduction activity

①	Measure	air	quality

•	Operate	measuring	equipment
•		Measure	fine	dust	at	work	site	in	real	time

②	Analysis

•		Analyze	big	data	
(measurement	value,	transient	population	etc)	

•	select	priority	in	watering

③	Smart	car	allocation

•		Allocate	and	operate	watering	vehicle	in	the	
order	of	high	in	priority

Secure	immediate	response	capacity	in	the	event	
of	fine	dust	occurrence	at	work	site

•	To	prevent	cargo	fall,	promote	long
		-		term	project	to	shift	cargo	vehicle	cover	with	

automatic	cover

Preventive activity

•		Fine	dust	occur	due	to	fall	while	cargo	vehicle	
shipment

Prevent	fine	dust	due	to	cargo	fall(Reduce	
overhead	cost	of	20	million	KRW	such	as	1%

drop	in	fuel	loss	while	shipping,	cleaning,	etc.)

Cargo	vehicle	cover	transition	process

Establish
plan

Promote	transition	
(54%	completed)

Completed‧	
Feedback

Stage 3
2022

Stage 2
2019

Stage 1
2018

Issue	and	problem

Promotion	task

Contents	of	promotion

Result	and	
expected	effect

•		Operate	limited	watering	vehicle	in	preparation		
for	management	scope	

•		Delay	immediate	response	in	the	event	of	high-
concentration	fine	dust
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PERFORMANCE
(As of the Dec of 2019)

Increase rate of vehicle 
transshipment volume

94.3%

Finding new startups for port logistics

7 startups

Customer's Satisfaction Rate

89.8

66 Sustainable Port

70 Port for Future Growth

74 Smart Port

78 Convenient Port

OUR APPROACH 

In order to establish an advanced port leading the maritime era 
and to improve the quality of port service, Ulsan Port Corporation 
is making every effort to expand port facilities and create a port 
hinterland. In addition, to build a better smart port, we have 
been creating a smart maritime logistics startup eco-system in 
cooperation with the government, public institutions, and private 
sectors. With the growing global interest in the 4th industry and 
smart logistics, Ulsan Port will do its best to achieve a sustainable 
port, taking into account the development of local communities 
including its status.

Connect
Future

Total Volume of Goods transported

20 billion tons

Number of large vessels used

128 ships

Dock productivity

552 tons/hour

UPA Sustainability Report 2019-2020



Boosting competitiveness of the port

Increase Dock productivity

The Ulsan Port Authorities are making efforts to modernize loading and unloading equipment and optimize 
dock functions in line with changes in the port logistics environment and the port operation paradigm. 
Consequently, long-term dock productivity has been on the rise despite slowing growth in volume due to a 
slump in port-related industries.

Revitalizing docks to draw high value-added cars for transshipment

Ulsan Port Authority recognized that we have a lack of open storage for cars, causing much inconvenience of 
the automakers. On top of that, it was predicted that economic loss of the port and the regional community 
would be inevitable due to the expiry of cabotage. To solve these problems, we are making efforts to 
improve regulations, storage capacity, and incentive systems.

Managing the demurrage rate by promoting efficiency

The Ulsan Port Authority seeks to streamline port operations by improving dock operations, expanding port 
facilities, and collaborating with port users, and actively manages the ship rate to ensure efficient entry and 
shipment. For the vessel-intensive dock, we are pushing for monthly monitoring, unified dock operator, 
introduction of loading and unloading equipment, maintenance of loading facilities, and management of 
berths, and attracting contractors to invest in high-efficiency loading and unloading equipment, which is 
essential for reducing the body-line rate. Through these efforts, the company has reduced the amount of 
logistics costs for users and contributes to the improvement of the service quality of users.

Strengthen Port Competitiveness by Improving Conditions for Entry of Large Ships

In line with the trend of scaling-up of ships around the world, Ulsan Port is also improving its entry 
conditions in order to expand the proportion of large ships entering the port. In particular, it has been 
pushing to expand its ports and berths to alleviate the highest level of concentration in the nation's waters 
due to lack of berths. In 2019, it increased the number of large ships by 357%(28 ships in 2018 and 128 ships 
in 2019) by expanding the anchorages at the port of Ulsan by 2.3km2, securing water berths of over 150,000 
tons(38 ships in 2018 and 40 ships in 2019).

Transshipment freight of automobiles
(unit: 1,000 ton)

1,345

2,613
      94.3% 
increase

2018 2019

Achievements of pier revitalization

Achievements of port revitalization

Demurrage rate
(unit: %)

2.28
2.09 2.24

2017 2018 2019

Economic loss related to demurrage
(unit: KRW 100 million)

396 378 362

2017 2018 2019

Improving conditions 
for large vessels to enter

Attracting vehicle cargo 
for transshipment Managing the demurrage rate

(Unit: 1,000 ton/H)
Dock Productivity

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

~ 2015

Notifying the
expansion

of berth E1,and E2

Diagnosing the maritime traffic safety 
to expand berths

Increasing	the	port	capacity	for	30,000-ton	vessels	
by	60%	by	expanding	E1	and	E2(20	vessels	→	32	vessels)

2016 ~ 2018

Preparing to
expand E3

Lifting the ban on the traffic of crude carriers in prohibited areas 

Reaching an agreement on compensation 
for fishermen and solving current issues

2019

Notifying the
expansion of

berth E13

The expanded E3 resulted in an increase of the port
capacity for 30,000-ton vessels by 33%

Creating	conditions	to	accomm	odate	150,000-ton	vessels	
or	larger	in	preparation	for	the	growing	number	of		VLCCs

515.121

521.390

531.353

544.976
542.876

551.807

Improving vehicle transshipment performance

Problems

Regulations
Storage 
capacity

Impact of 
incentives

•		Offshore	vehicle	freight	
transport	permit	for	foreign	
ships(Carbotage)

•	Cabotage	is	about	to	expire
			→		If	so,	it	will	inevitably	bring	about	

economic	loss	to	the	port	and	
the	regional	community

•		Automobile	exporters	have	
difficulties	in	transshipment	due	
to	insufficient	open	storage

•		Compared	to	the	increase	in	
incentives(123.5%),		
the	increase	in	freight	is		
not	noticeable(89.7%)

Solutions
•		Extending	cabotage	for	3	years	
by	building	a	cooperation	
system	led	by	the	UPA	and	
actively	presenting	our	opinions

•		Responding	growing	demand	
for	freight	in	advance	by	
increasing	storage	capacity	for	
cars	by	14.3%

•		Attracting	more	freight	and	
cutting	budget	by	improving	the	
qualifications	for	incentives

Preventing demurrage and strengthening management at the Ulsan Port Authority

Efforts for improvements

Improving unloading equipment

Drawing	investments	in	the	equipment	
by	supporting	interests	of	KRW	1.8	million	
when	a	TOC	makes	an	investment	in	UE

Boosting efficiency

Avoiding	concentration	of	incoming	ships
by	running	the	Berth	Operation	Consultative	Body

24/7	and	expanding	pilotage	services	at	night

Promotion performance

Reducing	demurrage	for	certain	cargo	despite	
the	higher	demurrage	rate	caused	

by	evacuation	efforts	against	hurricanes

(unit: %)

Animal 
feedstuff

Liquid 
cargo

Grains

8.8

6.2

4.8
3.5

7.5

3.3

■ 2018     ■ 2019

Creating

120 jobs at piers

Cutting logistics costs up to

KRW 10 billion
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Creating and Operating a Harbor Hinterland Complex

Port hinterland development project overview

The Ulsan Port Authority is pursuing a project to create a harbor hinterland complex to convert Ulsan Port, 
which is biased toward simple unloading and storage functions, into a high value-added port that is linked 
to the harbor and the hinterland complex. This project makes it possible to support import and export 
activities in the Yeongnam region and oil hub projects in Northeast Asia, enhancing the logistics service 
support function in the industrial complexes around Ulsan Port, and establishing the foundation for the 
development of the maritime logistics system in preparation for the revitalization of trans-East Sea and 
northern trade in the future. In 2018, the Ulsan Port Authority established a policy to designate specialized 
zones for each business type in the hinterland in accordance with the mid- to long-term development 
strategy of the Ulsan new port, and divided the sub-districts that were previously divided into sections 1 to 3 
into 4 specialized zones according to the characteristics of the tenant companies.

Attracting 100% of enterprises in the hinterland complex even before the completion of the first port

The	Ulsan	Port	hinterland(Zone	2)	was	designated	as	an	Eco	Zone	in	2018	to	attract	eco-friendly	energy	
companies	such	as	LNG	and	biodiesel.	With	the	customized	regulations	for	eco-friendly	energy	companies	in	
the	hinterland	complex(Zone	2),	a	partial	revision	of	the	「Hinterland	Complex	Management	Guideline」	and	
contract	negotiations	were	conducted	to	prepare	a	strategic	plan	to	attract	specialized	industries.	Attracting	
LNG-	handling	companies	led	to	creation	of	about	340	related	jobs	and	other	5,455	jobs;	largescale	investment	
of	a	total	of	KRW	673.3	billion	created	value	effects	of	KRW	1.158	trillion	which	helped	revitalize	the	local	
economy.	This	project	generated	about	2	million	tons	of	LNG	traffic	annually	with	KRW	2.2	billion	in	rental	
income,	enabling	Ulsan	Port	to	become	a	‘LNG-centered	Northeast	Asian	oil	and	gas	hub’.

Status of Port Hinterland Site

Hinterland work environment improvement

Difficulties Promotion result

Rest
facility

•		Lack	of	convenient	facilities	for	workers,		
such	as	restaurants	and	convenience	stores	near	
the	hinterland	complex.

•		Improving	the	working	environment	through	the	construction	
of	a	freight	car	rest	area	in	the	hinterland	complex	

		-		Deploying	convenience	facilities	such	as	restaurants,	rest	
areas,	shower	rooms,	gas	stations,	and	solar	power	generation

		-		Area	of	rest	area	of	24m3/Project	site	of	KRW	542.3	million/	
Construction	from	Jun	2019	to	Dec	2020

Transportation
convenience

•		No	public	transportation	via	the	hinterland	
complex

-		Increased	burden	of	commuting	expenses	for	
workers	in	the	hinterland	complex

•		Increase	convenience	for	commuting	by	expanding	city	bus	
routes	through	cooperation	between	local	governments

Ulsan airport

Ulsan airport 

north city hall

north city hall

city hall

city hall

SK energy

SK energy

Hyundai Heavy 
Industries in Nam-gu

international logistics 
center(3 district)

previous

changed

Classification Zone 3 Zone 1 Zone 2(Eco-zone)

square measure 255,000 m2 243,000	m2 182,000 m2

function Complex	logistics,	manufacturing Complex	logistics,	manufacturing Oil	hub	support	facility

Project period 2012 ~ 2017 2010 ~ 2014 2013 ~ 2021

Project cost KRW		40	billion KRW		45.1 billion KRW		42.1 billion

Support	for	manufacturing	and	export	activities	of	local	major	manufacturing	companies
(Shipbuilding,	Petrochemical,	Plant)

Oil	hub	support	site	and	eco-friendly	LNG	
cluster	project	site	for	creating	synergy	with	the	

first	stage	of	the	front	oil	hub

Zone 1

Zone 1
O i l  H u b

Zone 3
PerformancePerformance of promotion

Strategies to attract companies in the hinterland

•	Support	for	strengthening	logistics	safety	and	competitiveness	of	hinterland	through	AEO	authorized	acquisition	support
Consulting	for	

one	company(logistics)	
that	moves	into	

the	hinterland	complex

❶

Reviewing	the	status	of
companies	and	
qualifications

❷

Preparing	applications
according	to	AEO	

guidelines

❸

AEO	Application
Procedure	Support

❹

Document/On-site
Inspection	Support

❺

Acquisition	of	AEO	
accreditation,	such	as	official	
and	follow-up	management

Consulting

Twenty-six	people	hired	by	
two	SME	logistics	companies	

in	the	hinterland	complex

•	Joint	participation	in	the	job	fair	through	cooperation	in	Ulsan	City
•	Support	for	posting	and	operating	corporate	information	through	an	online	recruitment	center	at	Ulsan	Port

Support to 
secure talented 

•	SMEs	risks	DOWN	with	support	for	specialized	legal	advice	for	tenant	companies!

배후단지	
입주(물류)	기업

1개사	컨설팅	진행
Provide	legal	advise	for

legal	interpretationLegal advice

legal firm summary

•		(Sector)	shipping,	logistics,	international	transactions,	
finance,	port	construction,	etc.

•		(Status)	Improving	understanding	of	UPA	advisory	
agreements	and	Ulsan	port	issues

support contents

•		(Subject	to	consultation	)	UPA(existing)	+		
enterprises	moving	into	the	rear	complex(additional	)

•		(Advice	cost)	Full	support	to	one	company	twice	a	year

•	Support	for	vitalization	of	businesses	by	providing	funds	for	cooperative	projects	for	businesses	located	in	the	hinterland

3 company 
low interest loan

support

Financial 
support

Establish procurement system of ‘mutual growth cooperative fund’Promotion background and purpose

Background
when	moving	in	the	hinterland
it	requires	large-scale	facility	
investment

Purpose
Smooth	Financing	and	Early
Management	of	Small	and
Medium-sized	Enterprises

 UPA
supp	ort	inte	rest	

of	2.2%p

 IBK
cooperative
fund	loan

 Hinterland SMEs
project	investment·

management	revitalization

Conclusion	of

Agreement lease	contract

offer	loans

Direction o f 
response
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Energy Hub Project in Northeast Asia

Mid- to long-term road map for creating an energy logistics hub

The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries has built a large-scale commercial storage facility for crude oil 
and petroleum products around the Ulsan New Port as the demand for oil in Northeast Asia increases, and 
to develop Korea as a center of petroleum logistics and financial transactions in Northeast Asia. However, as 
the importance of logistics handling of liquefied gas such as LNG has emerged due to the recent change in 
the energy supply and demand portfolio due to the change in domestic energy policy, the direction of the 
Northeast Asian oil hub construction project based on petroleum transactions includes liquefied gas areas 
such as LNG. Now, it is necessary to further expand into an ‘energy hub’.

Establishment of leading LNG bunkering conditions

Ulsan Port has been building a leading LNG-propelled vessel and bunkering infrastructure compared to 
other ports in Korea to keep pace with the changes in the bunkering market environment. In particular, the 
Port Authority has achieved the effect of an increase of 15.5% in the eco-friendly fuel refueling ratio in 2019 
(11.7% in 2018 and 27.2% in 2019) through efficient operation of the incentive system and securing a safe 
distance for LNG bunkering.

Successfully attracted 100% of top investors for the first phase of the Northeast Asian oil hub project

Ulsan Port is constructing large-scale port facilities and oil storage facilities to establish an energy hub in 
Northeast Asia, and the entire project is divided into the first phase(North port project) and the second 
phase(South port project). For the project, Ulsan Port Authority and Korea National Oil Corporation are 
promoting cooperation with the government, and with the joint venture agreement(JVA) in November 
2019 and lease contract agreement in March 2020, the business(Stage 1) which had difficulties in recruiting 
investors for upper facilities before, is on the right track.

Overview of Energy Hub in Northeast Asia

Stage 1(North Port) Stage 2(South Port)

Project
scope

1	to	85,000	tonnes	of	
5	stones	

(site	302,000m2)

200,000	tons	of	
2	ships

(site	382,000m2)

Storage
facility

Oil	Product	+	LNG
(8.3	million	barrels)

TBD	
(16	million	barrels)

Total project
cost KRW	1.6299	Trillion KRW	1.7649	trillion

Project 
period 2013	~	2026 Dependent	on	

Stage	I	business

Expansion to LNG cluster

Ulsan Port Authority is also making efforts to introduce LNG handling infrastructure in Ulsan Port to revitalize 
LNG fuel. The Port Authority is planning to establish Ulsan Port as an ‘energy hub’ by 2026 by attracting LNG 
storage facilities in connection with the oil hub business to Ulsan New Port in the long term and creating 
added value for related industries. At the same time, by completing the construction of the LNG bunkering 
infrastructure, the competitiveness as an eco-friendly port will also be improved.

LNG Cluster development plan

Future
Business

scope

•			[LNG	storage	and	providing	fuel]	Construction	of	the	rear	industrial	complex	is	scheduled	to	be	

supplied	with	LNG	power	generation	fuel

•		[LNG	Land	Bunkering]	TTS(Truck-To-Ship)	bunkering	for	LNG	fuel	propulsion	ships

•		[LNG	Offshore	Bunkering]	STS(Ship-To-Ship)	Bunkering	using	LNG	supply	ships

•		[Trading]	Commercial	LNG	storage	and	trading

•		[Cold	chain]	Transport	of	frozen	and	refrigerated	cargo	using	LNG-	generated	cold	heat,	etc.

Current
Business

scope

Course of project promotion

2008.10

Selected	as	one	of	the	top	100	tasks	of	
the	government(jointly	by	the	Ministry	
of	Land,	Infrastructure	and	Transport	
and	the	Ministry	of	Land)

2009.08 Preliminary	Feasibility	Study(KDI)	for	
the	Oil	Hub	Ulsan	Area	Project

2010.11 Private	investment	eligibility	and
Feasibility	Analysis(KDI)

2011.12 Basic	Design	Service	for	the	North	Port	Area	
of	the	Oil	Hub(Landscape	Department)

2012.06

Confirm	the	direction	of	the	oil	hub	
development	of	the	oil	hub
(Ministry	of	Land,	Infrastructure	and	
Transport,	Ministries	Agreement)

2012.04
Oil	Hub	Promotion	Council
(UPA,	KNOC,	Ulsan)	Composition
-		2014.03	Ulsan	Customs,	2014.12	Added	Ulsan	Office

2013.11
Construction	of	the	lower	infrastructure	
in	the	North	Port	area	in	the	second	half	
of	the	year

2014.02 Ulsan	North	Port	Business	Joint	Venture
(KOT,	Korea	Oil	Terminal	Co.,	Ltd.)	Establishment

2014.	~
Oil	Hub	Phase1	Recruitment	of	Upper	
Facility	Investors(performed	by	Korea	
National	Oil	Corporation	)

2015.04
Feasibility Study and Basic Plan for the 
Oil Hub Ulsan South Port Project in 
Northeast Asia

2015.08
Oil Hub Phase2 Select Project for 
Preliminary Feasibility of Public 
Institutions(KDI)

2017.06

•			Ulsan	Ulsan	North	New	Port	Sub-
infrastructure(Oil	Hub	Phase	1)	Completed

•		Preliminary	Feasibility	Study	for	
Northeast	Asia	Oil	Hub	Phase	2(South	
Port)	Project	Passed(KDI)

2019.11
Completed conclusion of JVA(joint venture 
agreement) for upper facilities and 
agreement on the use of subfacility sites

LNG Bunkering Revitalization System

Bunkering Incentive Improvement

Stage 1
( ~ 2017)

Revitalize
fueling	market

Unlimited

Tanker	ship

Purpose

Contents

Target

Stage 3
(2020)

Eco-friendly	bunkering
revitalization

Expand	target	for
incentive

All	ships

Stage 2
(2018 ~ 2019)

Increase	incentive	efficiency	and	
introduce	eco-friendly	support	measure

Set	Minimum	fueling	volume(250MT)	and	
create	reduction	standard	dedicated	to	eco-friendly	fuel

Tanker	ship

Expansion of bunker-only anchorage

Purpose •	Securing	safety	clearance	against	activation	of	LNG	offshore	bunkering

Participation •		Listening	to	opinions	of	related	agencies	and	experts(operation	safety,	etc.)		
-	Ulsan	Regional	Oceans	&	Fisheries	Administration,	Pilot's	Association,	etc.

Promotion
result

•	Expansion	of	safe	distance	in	areas	E3-1~2	dedicated	to	bunkering

Improved

3,815m2

Present

2,926m2

Promote ulsan port as north east asia energy logistics hubObjective

Strategies

Existing(Oil hub)

Select	and	intensively	foster	traditional	petroleum
(oil,	oil,	chemical,	etc.)

Changed(Energy hub)

Expanding	types	of	products	(oil	+	eco-friendly	energy)	
and	creating	demand	for	eco-friendly	energy

Past(~2018) Short-term(~2019) Mid to long term(~2024)Mid/long	Term	Road	Map

•			Expand	oil	related	infrastructure	
construction

•	Develop	oil	hub	in	north	east	asia

•		Establish	foundation	for	LNG	
related	infrastructure/system

•		Discover	Business	to	expand	
demand	for	LNG	Use

•		Revitalize	LNG	infrastructure,	
project	operation

•		Take	a	leap	as	North	east	asia	
energy	logistics	hub

Oil Hub[Stage 2]

South Port Zone[Stage 1]

Oil Hub[Stage 1]
North Port Zone

South Port Zone[Stage 2]
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Establish cooperative system 
with related agencies

Realizing Social Value through the Transition of LNG for the Deterioration Reserve

The Ulsan Port Authority conducted the first LNG qualifying conversion R&D in Korea, drawing active interest 
and cooperation from related agencies and contributing to the official government policy of the project. As 
a result, the Ulsan Port has been selected as the first destination for conversion in 2019 to encourage the 
continuous participation of the preliminary operators. 

Overseas Port Development Project

The Ulsan Port Authority is promoting overseas port development(such as the construction of a logistics 
center) project in order to preemptively respond to the government's policy of promoting construction and 
investment of overseas port infrastructure and the acceleration of domestic import and export companies' 
overseas expansion. As a concrete result, there is a new port development project in Malaysia's Linggi area, 
and it is judged that there is a possibility of implementation and development through on-site inspection in 
September 2019, and we will conduct additional adequacy reviews as we discover strategic investors.

Efforts to attract and train global energy traders

In order to secure growth engines as a mid-to long-term energy logistics hub and to revitalize the oil hub 
business in Northeast Asia early, it is absolutely necessary to attract new energy(oil, gas, etc.) traders to 
Ulsan Port. As a result, Ulsan Port Authority has established a cooperative system with the Korea Trade-
Investment Promotion Agency(KOTRA) and conducted activities to attract new oil traders. In addition, the 
Ulsan Port Authority is financially supporting the energy trader training project carried out by the Ministry 
of Trade, Industry and Energy and the Ulsan Institute of Science and Technology(UNIST) for the successful 
establishment of the Northeast Asia Energy Hub project.

Improving LNG bunkering safety through START-UP discovery and joint cooperation

The Ulsan Port has been building a business model by continuously discovering start-ups with excellent 
technology and capacity related to LNG bunkering as part of its future business projects and combining private 
ideas. Therefore, we have established a cooperative system with startups and the Korea Marine Environment 
Corporation based on administrative, R&D, and funding of Ulsan Port by finalizing a business model for the 
development of a hose rail for safe bunkering between LNG fuel propulsion ships and supply tools.

The Direction of the LNG Conversion Project for the Deterioration reserve

Port for Future Growth Overseas port development project plan

Ulsan Port Authority

Ulsan Institute of Science and Technology

•		Various	marketing	and	collaboration	are	being	
conducted	by	international	oil	traders	to	use	the	
port	of	Ulsan.

•		Incentive	system	operation	for	new	oil	traders	
who	broker	oil-related	product	transactions	at	the	
port	of	Ulsan.

			→		In	the	case	of	new	oil	traders	who	have	not	
used	Ulsan	Port	in	the	past	five	years,	they	are	
exempted	from	the	burden	of	using	port	facilities.

•		To	train	domestic	experts	in	energy(oil,	gas,	etc.),	
we	operate	trade	technology	expert	training	
course	in	energy.

			→		Industries	related	to	energy	resources-We	operate	
various	education	curricula	such	as	market	
analysis,	logistics	industry,	international	finance,	
trading	techniques,	and	overseas	exchanges.

Overseas Resource Development Association

•		Annual	energy	trading	training	related	to	crude	oil,	
LNG,	and	minerals	is	being	conducted	to	enhance	
the	capabilities	of	employees	in	related	industries.

Malaysia Linggi area port facility development project process

Business scope

To	be	developed	as	
a	comprehensive	

harbor

Investing	in	the	
liquid	cargo	sector

KLIP

UPA

Participation method

Identify	strategic	
investor

Form	
consortium

Business model

LNG	Bunkering,
Tank	lease

project	promotion

Securing	fixed	
shippers

Risk management

Identify
systemic	error

in	advance

Consistent
management
of	risk	factor

Classification Note

Oil & Gas Manufacturing zone Expansion	of	the	area	for	the	construction	of	structures

OIL & Gas Tank Farm Reflects	customers'	needs	for	storage	facilities

Oil terminal Tank	Farm	support

Loading‧unloading dock/Cardo dock facility Complementation	of	small	port	in	draft	restriction	of	Malacca	Strait

Infrastructure, roads, landscape facilities	for	the	establishment	of	complementary	business

Ship maintenance/ repair Expansion	of	area	for	ship	repair

Management & Maritime complex area Facilities	for	Administration	,	Management	and	Management	Resources
Development

On-site inspection of the planned 
overseas port development site

Selection of candidate areas and 
Internal review of appropriateness 
of project participation

selection	of	the	final	candidate

Decide	whether	to	participate	or	
not	and	Feasibility	study

Launch	Overseas	Port	
Development	Project2024

2023

2022

2021

2019 ~ 2020

• 	Expanded advance payment for design costs 
for LNG preliminary designers, conditional 
grant of 300 million KRW

Contribute to improving sales for 
small and medium-sized enterprises

Target
Ministry of Maritime Affairs and 
Fisheries,UlsanCity‧UPA‧
marine environment corporation

Contents LNG tugboats administration‧system
‧technology cooperation etc.

Operation of Expert Review Committee

• 	When recruiting operators Evaluation of 
Social Value Realization Plan

Participation in realizing social value 
by deterioration reserve operator

Realize
social
value

Participation

Coop
era

tion

Win-
win

Process & Expertise

START-UP discovery/cooperation process

Start-up discovery

Host job creation promotion contest

Discover companies with
excellent technology, capacity

Confirm project model

• 	Develop hose rail for safe LNG bunkering

LNG
Supply truck Hose	reel

Establish cooperative system

• 		Establishment of a cooperative system 
for joint development of administrative + 
technology + demonstration convergence

UPA Administration‧R&D‧
Funding	support

Start-up
Actual	material+
Technology	Development	
Promotion

Marine 
Environment
Corporation

Support	for	demonstration	
of	LNG	carriers

Project feasibility study

•	Good	reclamation	conditions

•	Access	to	the	Strait	of	Malacca

•		Accumulation	of	port	operation	know-
how

•		Growth	of	ships/shares	at	the	port	
concerned

Carry	out	study	service
(in	2014	~	2017)

visit/meet	UPA	project	organizer,	
check	development	site
(Sep.	2019)

Identify issues

Opportunity 
factor

In	the	case	of	repair	shipyards,	the	direction	of	business	models,
demand,	etc.	is	relatively	clear	
-		an	alternative	to	this	project	is	to	collaborate	with	domestic	
shipyards	that	can	make	inroads	into	overseas	markets

Risk
factor

•		The	timing	of	the	project	is	too	early	to	take	part	in	port	development	
•		The	operation	model	of	the	tank	terminal	in	conjunction	with	
the	LNG	complex	power	plant	project	is	suitable	for	review	when	
there	is	a	demand	for	the	plant

Fairness 88% independent
member(7 in 8)

Expertise Separation of Policy/
Technical Subcommittee
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Prediction	of	congestion	and	traffic	volume1

Scheduling	Equipment	Operations2

Job	and	Work	Schedule	Coordination3

Logistics	Infrastructure	Coordination4

Operation of Smart Port Logistics Support Center

Support Center Operating System

Ulsan Port Authority formed a smart port logistics support center in cooperation with universities, the 
private sector and the government to develop the marine logistics business, and is in charge of planning 
all programs operated by the center. Through the support center, Ulsan Port is taking the lead in creating 
a private business eco-system for smart marine logistics by linking the talent training of the Ministry of 
Science and ICT, developing and upgrading start-up items, operating programs to motivate start-ups and 
employment, and operating programs to support growth of start-ups.

Practical R&D

Ulsan Port is promoting R&D on promising items among the results of practical projects and problem 
-solving training. Under Ulsan Science and Technology, Ulsan Port is researching technology(Big Data/
Blockchain Platform Technology, Prediction of Ulsan Port volume based on data analysis algorithm), 
constructing promising technology roadmaps for smart port logistics startups, developing educational 
contents and curricula for smart port logistics talent training, and developing projects such as automatic 
loading and unloading of import and export self-driving vehicles and unmanned cargo trams.

Practical Talent Training

Ulsan Port Authority is striving to enhance industrial awareness by providing university students with 
smart marine logistics experience and to encourage talented people into the marine logistics industry. 
For example, Ulsan Port is attracting the participation of many talented people through the operation of 
projects and problem-solving contests with experts and talented people. 

Establishment	of	40	Practical	Projects	
for	Smart	Port	Logistics,	consisting	of	industry-specialized

mentors	and	college	student	mentees

Creating infrastructure based on 
start-up support projects

Holding	Big	Data	Analysis
Competition	Using	Port	Logistics	Data

Problem Solving Data Science
Talent Training

Encouraging	Start-Up
and	Networking	Program	Operation

Smart	Port	Logistics	
Track	ICT	Mentoring	Project

Start-up
Focused

Employment
Focused

Opening of Smart Port Logistics Support Center

Smart Marine Logistics X ICT Mentoring

2019 SW Talent Festival

Current Tasks & Development Status

Operational Effect

No	extra	manpower	required	and	cost	and	time	saved	for	
ship	boarding	and	unloading	when	using	the	system

Development Status
System	&	Platform	Development	of	world's	first	terminal	

loading	and	unloading	management	system	that	makes	self-
driving	vehicles	move	to	a	designated	location	in	a	terminal	

and/or	ship.(Planning	Research	from	20	19~)

Introduction of
Support System of
Automatic Loading
of Import & Export

Self-Driving
Vehicles

Ulsan Port Authority-Korea Transport Institute agreement for research and 
cooperation on autonomous driving(2019. 6)

Ulsan Port Authority-Korea Railroad Research Institute Cooperation agreement 
for unmanned cargo trams(2020. 6)

Securing energy for innovative growth 
by establishing an innovation network 

for autonomous driving

Establishment of cooperative network to attract 
R&D of unmanned cargo trams demonstrations related to 

smart port logistics business customized to Ulsan Port

Tripartite	Research
Cooperation

Big Data-Based
Container Terminal

Operations 
Improvement

Project UNCT
Terminal
Operator

UNIST
Research
Institution

UPA
Project

promoter

Current Plans

Container
Unmanned Tram

Planning Research

Create common
grounds for

Environmentally Friendly
Future Transportation

Research on 
Policy Planning

(Increase Tram size)

Secure budget
for unmanned

trams

Expect	large-scale	transportation,	punctuality,	speed	
improvement,	etc.	by	combining	existing	vehicle	transport	

with	dedicated	light	rail

Signed	MOU	for	'R&D	on	Unmanned	Cargo	Trams'	with	
the	Korea	Railroad	Research	Institute	to	apply	self-driving	

technology	to	ports.

Container
Automated
Transport

Facility
Construction

Project
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Smart Port

Starting from the development of port logistics talent, establishing an innovative network
to support the growth of companies and employment and start-up jobs

Mission

Operational	Strategy

•		Practical	projects	with	
current	experts

•		Hackathon	&	Capstone	
Competition

•		Practical	R&D	on	the	
Development	and	
Improvement	of	Business	
Items

•		Solidifying	ideas
•		Support	for	applications	
for	intellectual	property	
rights

•		Public	Preferential	
Purchase	System

•		Provide	test	bed	for	
private	products

Details

Maritime
XL

Employment Focused

Smart	Marine
Logistics	X	ICT	Mentoring

Start-up Focused

Smart	Marine
Logistics	Start-Up	Ignite

Central	Tasks

Practical Talent Training Practical R&D Start-Up, Employment Mentoring Market Support



Start-up Mentoring

The Ulsan Port provides a support operating system for start-ups from launch to maturity. We support not 
only technical support for start-ups experiencing difficulties, but also management improvement consulting, 
and assist in patent applications to protect core technologies developed by the company.

Port Logistics Data Economy Revitalization Plan

Build Logistics Infrastructure Testbed

As a testbed for smart import-export logistics, Ulsan Port is designing a connection test for autonomous 
ship-port-marine service systems and an international certification center construction project. For example, 
we demonstrate services related to autonomous ships' port stevedoring work, port-to-port movement, 
maritime communication network, marine service use, and lead discussions on international standards. 
We also review an international certification centers' establishment concerning developing an automatic 
boarding and disembarkation support system for autonomous vehicles in and out of the port.

Development of Logistics Information Eco-system

Ulsan Port is building a logistics data distribution market platform simultaneously as a start-up support 
project. Based on the Ministry of Science and ICT support for data purchase and processing, we are 
revitalizing the port logistics data economy eco-system and creating new jobs through data-based business.

Self-driving Ship and Export-Import Logistics Test Bed

Total 7 Teams(26 Jobs Created)

Company A
(Overseas Start-up Mentoring)

• 	Compare fares and reserve vehicle by matching 
shippers and drivers with smartphones

• 	Provide tracking of cargo with smartphone when 
vehicles in on the move

Company B
(Testbed Support)

• Artificial intelligence analyzes the video of ship
berthing in real time through camera at pier

Sales Support

The Ulsan Port aids in smart marine logistics start-ups to develop overseas sales by connecting with the 
Marine Fund, which was newly established as one of the focus projects of the Ministry of Oceans and 
Fisheries. The Ulsan port also holds cutting edge technology briefing sessions to attract investors.

•	Create	Investment	Network
   -  Field invitation of new technology 

briefing(8 companies)

•	Explain	usefulness	of	new	tech	for	investors

   - Provide IR pitching consulting

Support for overseas expansion through participation in
overseas exhibition and target marketing of advanced ports

Overseas
sales

support

•	World's	largest	marine	tech	fair(US)

   -  Pre-buyer matching(40 Companies), 

consulting for $14.85 milion value

•		Overseas	advanced	port	target	marketing	
(Singapore)

   -  Introduce new technology & items to 
port offices and dock operators

Recruitment of investment companies and
support cutting edge technology to attract start-up investment

Attracting
Investment

IR Implementation

Details

Jobs Created

Establishment	of
Support	Center

Star	Company
Development Third	Party	Training Market	Support

Foster	talent
for	start-ups

Information	Market
operation

Data	Analysis	Processing
Overseas	Data	Translation Data	Voucher

Mentor
convergence	talent

ICT	Expert
(Planning,	Development)

Analyst,
Analytical	Translator Sales	and	Office	Work

Provide Signal
Stage 1

Create Platform
Stage 2

Activate Platform
Stage 3

Data Marketization
Stage 4

Public Logistics
Data

Private Logistics
Data

Port

Public Import-Export Logistics
Data Platform

(Analysis/Sharing/Standardization)

Create new data-driven 
business

Facility	Sharing	
Economy	Platform

Data	Processing

Optimal	Transport
Proposal

Transportation	Service
Comparison	Reservation

Propose	Management
Strategy

Comprehensive Start-up Support System

Find New Items

Working-level	project
competitions,	etc.

Item Advancement and
Start-up Support

Advancement,	R&D,	Patent
Application,	Start-up	support

Join Industrial Eco-system

Marketing	and
sales	support

International Smart Logistics Integrated Test Bed

Mutual Verification

Smart Port

Service Platform

Autonomous ship e-Navigation

Maritime autonomous surface ship
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Convenient Port
Customer Satisfaction Management System

Customer Satisfaction Management Strategy

The Ulsan Port has set ‘implementation of public participation democracy UPA policy-making’ as the vision 
of customer satisfaction management. It has developed and promoted the three key initiatives: enhancing 
efforts to respond to PCSI, strengthening VOC collection and management, and enhancing CS capabilities. 
Ulsan Port Corporation's customer satisfaction management aims not only to satisfy customers of Ulsan 
Port but also to enable customers to grow Ulsan Port further along with the Corporation.

Voice of Customer(VOC) Listening and Management

VOC collection channel

The Ulsan Port operates a VOC process optimized for port service. It actively utilizes it to improve the 
quality of service in operation at Ulsan Port. Also, we listen to and manage customer voices through various 
channels. Ulsan Port classifies customers who use the port directly as ‘core customers’, and collects and 
analyzes VOCs related to business performance and reflects them in improving service quality and service 
system.

VOC response process

Various opinions raised by customers are systematically managed in multiple processes, from collection 
to feedback and internal evaluation, and feedback to the management department through regular VOC 
collection and analysis.

Customer Complaint Management

To quickly identify and respond to customer complaints, we aim to handle it within seven days of VOC 
receipt. Regarding customer complaints reception and handling, we measure customer contact service 
quality by checking quarterly based on the customer service charter performance standards and derive 
improvement points accordingly. Accumulated VOC results are analyzed quarterly and yearly to establish 
countermeasures. A quarterly casebook of civil complaints(FAQ) is updated and posted on the website to 
resolve recurring complaints preemptively.

VOC, Service and business reflection

Ulsan Port continuously discovers customized services based on customers' voices. It continually improves 
customer satisfaction through service improvement and promotion activities.

Propulsion Organization

The CS Working Committee comprises of practitioners at customer contact points and, as a cooperative 
management organization, handles complaints and suggestions made by core customers to realize 
customer-centered management, and promotes practical CS activities at customer contact points. The 
Planning and Coordination Office, a department in charge of CS, identifies improvements by analyzing 
company-wide CS activity: monitoring results, and sharing internal and external information to facilitate the 
relationship between the company and key customers.

Customer Satisfaction Management Operation

Implementation of Public Participated 'Democracy UPA' policy-makingVision

Stakeholder Management

Reorganize	stakeholder
communication	strategy

Public Participation Management

Internalization	of
Public's	Participation

Customer Satisfaction Management

PCSI*	“Best”	Achieved

•		Establish	integrated	management	
system	for	all	communication	
channels

•		Diversify	communication	channels	
by	adding

•		Communication	Committee	Activation

•		Manage	public	participation	projects
•		Revitalize	national	proposal	system	
(Proposal	~	Project,	budget,	etc.)

•		Expand	public	participation	and	
secure	finance(Full	process	of	policy	
establishment&implementation)

•	Enhance	PCSI	response
•		Strengthen	VOC*	collection	and	
management

•		Other	CS	competency	enhancement	
efforts

Target	Project

Performance	Goal

Key	Tasks

* PCSI(Public-service Customer Satisfaction Index): Public Institution Customer Satisfaction Level
* VOC(Voice of customer): Voice of Customer, CS(Customer Satisfaction): Customer Satisfaction

Cases of Improving Port Service for Customers & Public

* 	Oil hub: A project to build and operate storage facility for Oil(220,000 kl) and LNG(2.1 mil kl) by filling the shared water area of the 
North New Port in collaboration with Korea National Oil Corporation.

Customer Needs

•		Case	of	port	adjacent	to	the	local	community,	Difficulty	
in	pulp	treatment	due	to	restrictions	on	handling	pulp	
(dust)

•			Oil	hub*	delayed	operation	period	delayed,	disrupting	
import	and	export	of	raw	materials	for	petrochemical	
manufacturing	companies

Solution

•		Preparing	measures	to	minimize	scattering	dust,	
handling	of	dust	allowed	

			-		Minimize	dust	such	as	pilot	loading,	dust	proofing,		
and	reinforce	cleaing	equip

•		Allow	temporary	disposal	of	liquid	cargo	before	oil	hub	operation	
	-		Introduction	of	external	piping	of	liquid	cargo	connected	

to	pier	and	manufacturing	plant

Customer Satisfaction(PCSI)
(Unit: points)

88.8
89.8

2017 2018 2019

89.0

Inbound Outbound

Homepage(Complaint) PCSI	Research	by	year

Customer	Service CEO-	led	customer	
meeting

Public	Competition Marketing

Customer	Metting Society/Conference

Clean	Report	Center Win-win	activities

Main VOC Channel

VOC Management process 

VOC Collections

B-O-A	System

VOC Implementation

Management	
Monitoring	Conference

VOC Check

CS	personnel,	Person	in	charge
(comment	attached)

Establishment & implementation 
of plans(mid to long term)

Department	in	Charge

VOC Processing

Department	in	Charge

Result Notification

CS	personnel
→	customer

Monitoring

CS	personnel

Not	Promoted

Promoted

Minor	Matters

(information)

CS Propulsion Organization and Operation Process

(Port	Operator,	Shipping
Company,	shipper,	etc.)

Use Service

Main
Customer

(Collaboration	Management)

VOC Treatment/
CS practical work

CS
Working

Commitee

CS Overall Management

Planning
Coordination

Opinion

Relationship	
Management/

Feedback

Customized	meetings(feedback)
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Promoting customer satisfaction

Running neighborhood facilities for the convenience of port users

The Ulsan Port established a Seafarer Welfare Center in Ulsan's main port to prevent actual maritime safety 
accidents and provide convenient services by securing a resting space for crew members using Ulsan Port. 
In June 2015, it was selected as the first excellent port in Korea by the International Seafarers' Welfare and 
Assistance Network(ISWAN). It renovated the existing Seafarer Welfare Center to provide a higher level of 
welfare service. The Seafarer Welfare Center, which reopened in September 2016, offers international calls, 
international video chat, free haircut service, and various amusement facilities(table tennis, billiards, movie 
theatre, etc.) We are striving to create and realize customer satisfaction.

Offering more convenience for large vessels to enter the port by improving conditions

The Ulsan Port recognized the need to expand the anchorage due to the increase in the number of large 
vessels entering the port and increased traffic volume and promoted the expansion of the port ship and 
anchorage by 2.3km2 to alleviate the highest water level density in Korea. As a result, the number of large 
vessels increased from 28 to 128 (357% improvement over the previous year).

Real-time operation information service

The Ulsan Port has opened and operated a disaster safety website to share weather information and port 
control information specialized in Ulsan Port. However, we found it difficult to determine the real-time 
situation because the user must directly access the homepage to check the information. Accordingly, the 
‘Ulsan Port Safety Guard’ was opened in connection with Kakao Talk to share important information in real-
time. Through this, the time to spread the situation was shortened by more than 80%, achieving 96 points 
of service satisfaction in the first year of service. We also contributed to enhancing the satisfaction of port 
usage by sharing port air pollution in real-time through on-site electronic boards and SNS.

Ulsan Port Seafarer Welfare Center

The rest house for workers at the Ulsan port

Designating 
‘Cool Day’

Allowing the Stop 
Work Authority

Establishing 
rest houses

Installing canopies and 
running sprinklers

Providing	iced	water	and	
rest	time	for	those	

who	are	vulnerable	to	
heat-related	illnesses

Workers	are	allowed	to	
report	to	their	manager	

and	stop	working	via	
Kakaotalk	if	they	have	

health	problems

Installing	6	rest	houses	
along	with	air	conditioners	

and	heaters

Installing	10	canopies	
in	case	of	heatwaves	and	

running	sprinklers	
for	34	days	during	summer

Painting
lanes

546m2

4	traffic	
signs

20	speed
limit	tapes

Providing	
drawings

for	emergency
shutoff	valves
2	companies

Anti	-slip
pavement

1,938m2

Hump	type
crosswalk

82m

6	road
reflectors

Replacing	and	
managing	fire	
extinguishers
2	companies

Improving
loading

and
unloading

sites

Ensuring
employee

welfare

20
km

Creating working environments centered on employees

Ulsan Port Authority has improved the loading and unloading site to create safer and more comfortable 
working environments. We painted lanes, added traffic signs, did anti-slip packaging, etc. In addition, we 
installed rest areas and canopies and operated sprinklers. Thanks to our efforts, not a single port worker 
had a serious accident(or died) in 2019, and the number of safety accidents at loading and unloading fell by 
73% compared to the previous year.

2019-Securing	a	water	that	can	accommodate	150,000-ton vessels	or	
larger	with	the maximum number of vessels anchored increased	from	38	in	2018	to	40	in	2019

-	The	number	of	ships	that	use vessels bigger than 50,000 tons went up by 357%	
from	28	to	128	from	the	same	period	which	the	expansion	of	E3	resulted	in.

•		Conducting	a	safety	check	on	
maritime	traffic

•		Capacity	for	30,000-ton	vessels	
rose	by	60%	thanks	to	the	
expansion	of	E1	and	E2	
(20	ships	→	32	ships)

(E1 2.7km2, 8 ships	↑ / 
E2 2.4km2, 4 ships	↑)

①		Lifting	the	ban	on	the	traffic	of	
crude	carriers	in	certain	areas

② 	Reaching	an	agreement	on	
compensation	for	fishermen,	
resolving	current	issues

•	Capacity	for	30,000-ton	vessels	
rose	by	33%	thanks	to	the	
expansion	of	E3(6	ships	→	8	ships)

•		Creating	conditions	to	
accommodate	150,	000-ton	
vessels	or	larger	in	preparation	for	
the	increase	in	VLCCs

•		Enhancing	maritime	traffic	control	
in	preparation	for	its	increased	
use

(E3 2.3km2, 2 ships	↑)

‘Safety protector of the Ulsan port’ ‘Real-time fine dust alert’

•		Establishing	a	process	to	support	customers	in	real	
time	by	upgrading	the	disaster	safety	website	and	
running	a	‘safety	protector’	system

•		Providing	real-time	information	on	weather	conditions	
and	operational	situations	in	inner	and	outer	ports

•	Getting	a	report	in	real	time	on	emergency	and	risks

•		Making	early	predictions	as	to	when	to	stop	loading	
or	unloading	according	to	the	emergency	fine	dust	
reduction	measures

•		Introducing	and	expanding	air	pollution	observation	
equipment	combined	with	IoT	to	manage	the	air	
pollution	in	real	time	with	accuracy

Notifying	the	expansion
plan	of	E3(April	2019)

2019

Preparing	to	expand	E3

2016
~

2018

Notifying	the	expansion	
plan	of	E1	and	E2(March	2015)

2015

Issue Some of the waters
nearby E3 were
prohibited for crude
carriers to pass

Issue The	expansion	project
was	put	off	due	to	the
compensation	issue	for	
fishermen

Solution Re-adjusting	the	zones	
and	getting	a	waver	
from	the	Maritime	
Traffic	Safety	Diagnosis	
Program

Solution Offering	a	compensation	
for	fishers	Reaching	an	
agreement	and	securing	
governmental	budget

Expanding	harbors	and	basins	to	ease	the	concentration	
at	the	Ulsan	port	which is the more serious in Korea due to the lack of berths	

-	A	growing	need	for	expanding	berths	caused	by	increasing	freight	and	large	incoming	vessels
Problems

Achievements
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Economic Performance

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Asset

Current assets KRW Million 59,954	 75,155	 102,580	

Non-current assets KRW Million 737,487	 741,596	 743,522	

Total assests KRW Million 797,441	 816,751	 846,102	

Liabilities and stock
holders' equity

Total equity KRW Million 645,575	 662,957	 681,751	

Current liabilities KRW Million 17,530	 20,218	 31,200	

Non-current liabilities KRW Million 134,336	 133,577	 133,152	

Total Liabilities KRW Million 151,866	 153,795	 164,352	

Summary Statement of Financial Statements(K-IFRS)

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Sales account KRW	Million 82,812 86,153 92,198

Cost of sales KRW	Million 42,035 36,787 40,060

General & Administrative Expenses KRW	Million 9,641 10,067 14,201

Operating profit KRW	Million 31,136 39,299 37,937

Other revenues KRW	Million 2,266 491 1,536

Other costs KRW	Million 398 4,156 2,601

Other Gains (Losses) KRW	Million 5,277 -100 -54

Non-operating income KRW	Million 629 1,239 1,983

Financial Cost KRW	Million - 84 123

Profit Related to Companies Subject to Equity Law, etc. KRW	Million - - -

Net Income Before Deducting Corporate Tax Expenses KRW	Million 38,910 36,689 38,678

Corporate Tax Expense KRW	Million 8,644 7,801 8,857

Net income KRW	Million 30,266 28,888 29,821

Accumulated other comprehensive income KRW	Million -40 23 -97

Gross Comprehensive Income KRW	Million 30,226 28,911 29,724

Summary Income Statement(K-IFRS)

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Government
Ministry	of	Economy	and	Finance KRW	Million

440,488(100%)
384,306(87.24%) 384,306(87.24%)

Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries KRW	Million 264(0.06%) 264(0.06%)

Others Korea	Ocean	Business	Corporation KRW	Million - 55,918(12.7%) 55,918(12.7%)

Stakeholder Status

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Income

Government
Support
Revenue

Direct	
Support

Contribution KRW	Million - - -

Grant KRW	Million - - 1,400

Liability KRW	Million - - -

Transfer	Income KRW	Million - - -

Supplementary	Income KRW	Million - - -

Indirect	
Support

Business	Income KRW	Million 84,787 92,314 96,856

Consigned	Income KRW	Million - - -

Monopoly	Income KRW	Million - - -

Ancillary	Revenue KRW	Million - - -

Total KRW	Million 84,787 92,314 98,256

Other	Income KRW	Million - - -

Supplementary	Income KRW	Million 15,214 2,309 3,178

Investment	Fund KRW	Million - - -

Borrowings KRW	Million - - -

Other KRW	Million 41,554 57,537 69,654

Total	Income KRW	Million 141,555 152,160 171,088

Expenditure

Labor	Costs KRW	Million 8,088 9,153 10,604

Ordinary	Operating	Expenses KRW	Million 7,910 8,659 9,249

Operating	Expenses KRW	Million 34,816 35,526 28,571

Loan	Repayment KRW	Million 3,542 3,542 3,542

Other KRW	Million 87,199 95,280 119,122

Total	Expenditure KRW	Million 141,555 152,160 171,088

Status of Income and Expenditure

Allocation of Economic Value

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

State/Local Government Corporate	Tax KRW	Million 8,644 7,801 8,857

Employees Salary,	Allowance,	Benefits,	
Performance-based	Pay KRW	Million 8,000 8,444 9,759

Shareholder Dividend KRW	Million 11,529 10,928 12,262

Community Contributions	(Contributions	for
Construction	and	Employees,	etc.) KRW	Million 398 676 1,099

※ Consolidated(same as ALIO disclosure)

※ Consolidated(same as ALIO disclosure)
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Environmental and Safety Performance

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Energy Usage

Gasoline ℓ 9,290 6,557 7,413

Diesel ℓ 10,205 9,043 4,306

Electricity ㎾/h 802,898 820,286 797,412

Greenhouse Gas Emission Gasoline,	Diesel,	Electricity	Total tCO2eq 436.816 434.927 399.515

Creation of Eco-friendly Port

Eco-friendly	Ship	Port	
Performance Ships 267 345 424

Freight	Car	Cover	Conversion	Rate % - 10% 54%

AMP	Facility	Utilization	
Performance KW 1,212,862 1,191,720 1,406,897

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Port Safety

Number	of	Safety	Accidents	
(Unloading) Cases 13 15 11

Number	of	Major	Accidents Cases 0 1 0

Disaster	Management	Evaluation Grade Normal Excellent Excellent

Ulsan Port Safety

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Employee Safety

Death	Rate	Per	Thousand	People % 0 0 0

Industrial	Accident	Rate % 0 0 0

Number	of	Safety	Accidents Cases 0 0 0

Employee Safety

Social Performance

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Social Equity  Recruitment

Total	New	Full-time	Employment Persons 6.5 10 7

Youth Persons 4 10 6

Female Persons 4.5 1 3

Disability Persons 1 0 0

Non-metropolitan	Area	Employee Persons 3.5 5 6

Local	Employee Persons 0 0 0

High	School	Graduate Persons 1 1 1

Intern Persons 10 5 12

New Recruitment

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Executive

Chief
Engineer
Officer

Standing	Quota Persons 1 1 1

Standing	Actual Persons 1 1 1

Non-executive Persons 0 0 0

Director

Standing	Quota Persons 2 2 2

Standing	Actual Persons 1 2 2

Non-executive Persons 7 7 7

Auditor

Standing	Quota Persons 0 0 0

Standing	Actual Persons 0 0 0

Non-executive Persons 1 1 1

Other Persons 0 0 0

Standin	g	Executive	Quota(A) Persons 3 3 3

Full Time

Full Time
Position

Quota

Total(B) Persons 88 97 100

(Seperate Quota) Persons 0 1 0

(Elastic Quota) Persons 0 0 0

Actual

Total Persons 110.5 116.5 118.375

Full	Time Persons 108 115 114

Short-time Persons 2.5 1.5 4.375

Permanent
Position

Quota

Total(C) Persons 10 10 10

(Seperate Quota) Persons 0 0 0

(Elastic Quota) Persons 0 0 0

Actual

Total Persons 8 10 10

Full	Time Persons 8 9 9

Short-time Persons 0 1 1

Total employees((A+B+C) Persons 101 110 113

Female Employees

Total Persons 29.5 31.5 35.375

Executive Persons 1 1 2

Full	Time Persons 28.5 30.5 33.375

Part Time

Seasonal
Full	Time Persons 2 2 7

Shout	Time Persons 1 0.5 3

Other Persons 0 0 0

Total Persons 3 2.5 10

Full Time

Transition	Plan(D) Persons 0 0 0

Transition	Performance(E) Persons 0 0 0

Transition	Ratio(E/D) Persons 0 0 0

Nonaffiliated
personnel

Dispatch Persons 0 0 0

Service(private) Persons 95 121 10

In-house subcontracting Persons 0 0 0

Non-affiliated personnel total Persons 95 121 10

Full time
transition

Transition	Plan(F) Persons 0 82 82

Transition	Performance(G) Persons 0 0 65

Transition	Ratio(G/F) Persons 0 0 79.3

Service(subsidiary) Persons 0 0 110

Employees
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Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Green Product Purchase

Total Purchase Amount KRW Million 634 1,156 1,179

Green Product KRW Million 626 881 1,094

Purchase Ratio of Green Products Ratio(%) 98.837 76.173 92.784

Social Responsibility
Product Purchase

Small and Medium Business 
Products KRW Million 26,290 23,545 26,643

Technology Development Product KRW Million 1,370 664 867

Women's Business Products KRW Million 2,192 3,780 2,356

Disability Products KRW Million 449 808 580

National Veteran Goods KRW Million 86 220 32

Total KRW Million 30,387 29,017 30,478

Social Economy
Company Product Purchase

Social Enterprise Products KRW Million 465 677 653

Social Cooperative Products KRW Million 23 30 58

Total KRW Million 488 707 711

Public Purchase

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Training Budget KRW	Million 274 275 275

Annual Average Number of People Persons 90.30 93.85 101.40

Training Hours Per Person Hours 87 106 137

Employee Training Status

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Total Contract Cases 172 173 195

Private Contract Cases(%) 120(69.8) 104(60.1) 125(64.1)

Competitive Bidding Cases(%) 52(30.2) 69(39.9) 70(35.9)

Contract Transparency

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Parental Leave Use

Male	Users Persons 2 0 1

Female	Users Persons 4 6 6

Total	Users Persons 6 6 7

Maternity/
Paternity Leave

Number	of	Maternity	Leave	Users Persons 2 3 2

Number	of	Paternity	Leave	Users Persons 3 8 3

Total Persons 5 11 5

Pregnancy and
Child Infancy
Shorter Work
Hours System

Number	of	Pregnancy	Shorter	
Work	Hours	Users Persons 2 3 1

Number	of	Child	Infancy	Shorter	
Work	Hours	Users Persons 1 1 2

Total Persons 3 4 3

Work-Family Balance Support

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Fundraising

Social	Contribution	Budget
Execution	Amount KRW	Million 330 399 719

Matching	Grant KRW	Million 13 12 12

Social Contribution Activities

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Internal Training Satisfaction Points	
(Grade) 80.85	 82.1	 87.5

Organizational Culture Satisfaction Points	
(Grade) - - 89.6

Employee Satisfaction

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Public-service Customer Satisfaction Index(PCSI) Points	
(Grade) 89.0 88.8 89.8

Customer Satisfaction

Classification Unit 2017 2018 2019

Time Selective
System

Recruitment

Full	Time	Position	
(Contract) Persons 1 0 0

Full	Time	Position	
(Permanent) Persons 0 2 0

Temporary	Position Persons 1 1 15

Total Persons 2 3 15

Promotion/
Demotion

Full	Time	Position	
(Contract) Persons 1 2 2

Full	Time	Position	
(Permanent) Persons 0 0 0

Temporary	Position Persons 0 0 0

Total Persons 1 2 2

Flexible Time
System

Flex-time	Work	Type Persons 34 25 32

Alternative	Work	Schedule	Type Persons 25 46 53

Compressed	Work	Type Persons 0 1 1

Flexible	Work	Type Persons 0 0 0

Selective	Work	Type Persons 0 0 0

Discretionary	Work	Type Persons 0 0 0

Total Persons 59 72 86

Flexible Work Status
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Diagnostic Standard

In accordance with the diagnosis checklist of social responsibility performance 
level developed based on ISO 26000, an international standard for social 
responsibility, this diagnostic report has been written to show the results of the 
evaluation on the Ulsan Port Authority's sustainable management processes 
and seven key topics.

Diagnostic Scope

NADOgive inc. has diagnosed the process and performance of the Ulsan Port 
Authority's social responsibility. For this purpose, we have confirmed the 
mid-to long-term strategy and performance activities of Ulsan Port Authority, 
interested parties, and social responsibility.

Diagnostic Scope

NADOgive	inc.	conducted	the	following	activities	to	gather	relevant	evidence	in	
accordance	with	the	ISO	26000	implementation	level	diagnosis	criteria.

• 	Reviewed the mid-to long-term strategy and management performance 
reports of Ulsan Port Authority

• 	Had interviews with persons in charge of sustainable management of Ulsan 
Port Authority and reviewed performance documents

• 	Identified the sustainability and important issues that can affect interested 
parties of the Ulsan Port Authority and the construction

ISO 26000 Diagnosis Results by Social Responsibility Process

Ulsan Port Authority has published sustainability reports since 2012, making the 
fifth report this year. UPA periodically inspects the work process to strengthen 
its social responsibility management, and its execution power has improved 
steadily. The social value strategy system was newly established in 2019, and 
the level of social responsibility was further enhanced by improvement of 
human rights impact assessment which also led to improvement in the ethical 
and human rights strategy system. 

ISO 26000 7 Key Topical Diagnosis Results

Organizational Governance
Ulsan Port Authority meets the requirements of the board of directors 
according to the government's policy standards, and the company's strategic 
system specifies the principles of social responsibility. Social responsibility 
issues such as ethics, environment, safety, social contribution, and social value 
are discussed within the board of directors and decisions are made reasonably.	
The	Port	Committee,	the	highest	decision-making	body,	has	voted	on	key	issues	
related	to	social	responsibility	and	is	reviewing	performance	quarterly.

Human Rights

Ulsan	Port	Authority	periodically	checks	the	human	rights	management	
promotion	plan	and	performance	through	the	operation	of	the	Human	Rights	
Management	Committee	to	strengthen	human	rights	management.	In	2019,	
UPA	has	established	a	human	rights	management	vision	as	“UPA	with	Respect	
for	Human	Rights”	with	four	key	values	of	human	rights,	empathy,	practice,	and	
respect.	They	also	have	established	a	system	for	the	settlement	of	human	rights	
management	by	specifying	the	direction	of	implementation	and	implementation	
tasks.	Ulsan	Port	Authority	confirmed	that	it	is	carrying	out	various	activities	to	
strengthen	human	rights	of	internal	and	external	interested	parties	of	Ulsan	Port	
by	supporting	the	establishment	of	a	human	rights	management	system	with	
subsidiaries	and	partners,	operating	a	public	human	rights	promotion	council	in	
Ulsan.

Labor Practices
Ulsan Port Authority has been preparing individual safety measures for loading 
and unloading sites, sea and port users, working to spread safety management 
within the supply chain since 2016 by carrying out the 3P5S project. In 
particular, it is encouraging that the ‘excellent’ rating is obtained in the disaster 
management assessment and that the number of severe accidents is kept at 
zero. It is expected that integrated safety and health management system will 
be established to prevent and effectively respond to small safety accidents 
in the future. Ulsan Port Authority established a subsidiary to convert non-
regular workers in charge of special facility expenses, facility management, and 
cleaning.

Awareness of 
Social Responsibility

Review	the	current	situation	of	the	organization
based	on	the	will	of	the	CEO

Identification of 
Stakeholders

Review	interested	parties'	interests	and
requirements	and	establish	strategies	for	participation

Analysis of Core Topics  List	issues	by	reviewing	issues	and	analyzing	internal	
capabilities	of	the	organization

Prioritization and 
Formulation

Establish	priorities,	goals,	and	action	plans	for	issues	to	be	improved	
and	managed	in	consideration	of	organizational	capabilities

Implementation Implement	the	vision,	objectives,	and	action	plans	of	the	strategy	
and	periodically	monitor	social	responsibility	performance

Communication Produce	performance	reports	and	communicate
with	interested	parties

Verification Activities	and	reporting	to	enhance	performance
reliability

Improvement Periodically	review	performance	and	link	it	to
continuous	improvement

Organizational
Governance

Activities	to	respect	the	principles	of	social	responsibility	
and	integrate	them	into	existing	business	practices

Human Rights Activities	to	respect,	protect,	and	realize	human	rights	
within	an	organization's	sphere	of	influence

Labor Practices Policies	and	practices	affecting	the	working	environment	
of	employees	within	the	organization	and	its	suppliers

Environment Activities	that	take	into	account	the	organization's	decisions	
and	activities	to	reduce	its	impact	on	the	environment

Fair Operating
Practices

Activities	that	pay	attention	to	ethical	behavior	in	transactions	
between	organizations,	partners,	and	suppliers

Costumer Issues
Consumer	rights	protection	activities	such	as	consumer	
education,	fair	and	transparent	marketing	information	and	
contracts,	and	promotion	of	sustainable	consumption

Local Community
Participation and
Development

Activities	that	recognize	and	respect	the	rights	of	the	community	
and	strive	to	maximize	its	resources	and	opportunities

Environment
Ulsan Port Authority has been conducting risk assessment and diagnosis 
of ports since the establishment of the energy management system, and 
is striving to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by setting mid-to long-term 
climate change adaptation goals for Ulsan Port. In addition, fine dust reduction 
measures have been established to improve the quality of life of workers, and 
air purifiers have been introduced and eco-friendly vehicles are leased. In 
preparation for possible environmental risks in the course of work, Ulsan Port 
Authority recommends identifying environmental risks through environmental 
impact assessment in the entire process of business activities and continuously 
carrying out environmental impact reduction and status reports.

Fair Operating Practices
Ulsan Port Authority is practicing the Code of Ethics, and executives are 
signing a pledge of integrity. Also, they reports the personal information of 
the reporter in accordance with the internal public interest reporting policy. 
In the case of utilizing the service, transparency is enhanced by operating 
the service through open bidding. In the case of private contracts, the details 
are disclosed on the website. Ulsan Port Authority expects to increase the 
level of social responsibility management from a comprehensive perspective, 
including subsidiaries, suppliers, and local communities, as it is judged that 
the risks involved outside the organization are greater than the risks of social 
responsibility within the organization.

Consumer Issues
Ulsan	Port	Authority	uses	its	website,	all	public	information	in-one	system	
(ALIO),	management	evaluation	report,	information	disclosure	system,	and	
bidding	information	to	provide	all	information	related	to	the	construction	work	
transparently	and	objectively.	A	dedicated	team,	the	Planning	and	Coordination	
Office,	is	established	to	manage	the	voice	of	customers(VOC),	and	meetings	are	
held	to	listen	to	customers'	opinions	regularly.	

Local Community Participation and Development
Ulsan Port Authority is carrying out issue finding and improvement activities in 
the local community with the aim of promoting community values with local 
residents and revitalizing the local economy in conjunction with major projects. 
The UPA carries out activities to revitalize the local economy, such as boosting 
logistics at Ulsan Port and developing new ports, by increasing the effect of 
inducing consumption and production in connected areas and creating jobs 
in the region. Since the launch of the Jangsaengpo Waterfront in 2018, the 
UPA has increased its budget for social contribution every year, focusing its 
efforts on qualitative growth to enhance the effectiveness of social contribution 
programs.

Diagnostic Conclusion

According to the results of the ISO26000 implementation level diagnosis 
by Ulsan Port Authority, the process aspect was 342 out of 360: the 
performance aspect was 610 out of 640 and the total score was 952 points, 
which is equivalent to the SR IV stage. This step means that members of the 
organization have a high level of awareness of social responsibility, and that the 
organization's operating system, policies and practices are refined. As a leading 
sustainable management organization within the value chain, it can be seen as 
a step that requires continuous maintenance by promoting social responsibility 
within the influence of the organization and strengthening solidarity with the 
community. It is expected that Ulsan Port Authority will continue to grow into 
a public institution that leads social responsibility through strategic resources 
and selecting sustainable management issues that should be more focused.

August 2020
NADOgive Inc. CEO Kim Chang-ki 

김 창 기

NADOgive Inc. is a consulting firm established in 2017 that contributes to the health of businesses 
and society through consulting in the areas of social responsibility, social values, ethics and integrity, 
human rights, and internal audit.
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For Employees and Interested Parties of Ulsan Port Authority

Preface
The Korea Productivity Center Quality Assurance(KPCQA) receives a request from Ulsan Port Authority for verification of the Sustainability Report 2019-2020 and 
issues a third-party verification report as follows. As collecting and preparing related information, the Ulsan Port Authority has become responsible for the contents of 
the report. The purpose of this verification is to provide opinions as a third-party verification report from an objective perspective on whether the report contents are 
properly collected and contained in accordance with the rational process of the report preparation process without any major errors.

Independence
The Korea Productivity Center Quality Assurance(KPCQA) and the verifier have not participated in any activities for the profit of the Ulsan Port Authority and have 
maintained independence that does not affect this verification.

Verification Standards and Levels
This report has verified in compliance with the principles of inclusiveness, importance, responsiveness, and impact in accordance with the AA1000 Assurance Standard 
Verification Criteria and has been verified in accordance with the GRI Standards G3 Social Report Guidelines.

Verification Type and Scope
As this report describes the efforts and achievements of the Ulsan Port Authority's sustainable management activities(economic, social, and environmental sectors), 
the scope of verification is to check the performance data for 2019 and some activities for 2020. 
• verification of the economic sector: whether financial information is properly extracted from external audit reports on financial statements.
• Social and environmental verification: policy/operationally generated information is adequately described

Verification Process and Method
The verifier gathered information, data, and evidence related to the scope of the validation using the following methods:
• Identifying interested parties' interests and requirements, assessing gravity, and reviewing interested parties' feedback.
• Review of media documents relating to your corporation's various social responsibilities, ethics, and environmental safety.
• Interviews with executives and employees related to the sustainable reporting of your company.
• Review of performance management systems and performance data for financial and non-financial performance indicators.
• Review of the data information process and enterprise data management system generated by each organization.

Verification Results and Opinions (Verification Principle/Process)
The verifier reviewed and commented on the contents of the draft report based on the results of the data and documents review, search, department visit, and 
interview with executives and employees, and reviewed the final version with some changes.

•	Economic	performance
  We compared your company's financial statements for 2019 and the data contained in the report is appropriate.
• Social and environmental performance
  The information contained in the social and environmental sectors of this verification scope is not considered inappropriate and no major errors have been found.

Reaction
The verifier checked and reviewed the data related to the internal and external interested parties of your company, identified the scope of the report and the interests 
of the interested parties, and confirmed that it was reflected through the assessment.

Gravity
The verifier confirmed that your company's sustainability included critical issues without omission and that no information was found that might be problematic in 
the decision-making process for the important issues listed in the report.	

Reliability
The verifier reviewed and sampled your internal decision-making system, operational process, and various data collection and management systems, but failed to 
identify any evidence to determine that there were significant errors in the data and information contained in this report.

GRI Standards Application Level Review
The verifier confirmed that this report was prepared in accordance with the core option of GRI Standards and based on the data provided by the Incheon Port 
Authority, and also confirmed that the report is true based on the data presented in the following Universal Standards and Topic-Specific Standards disclosure items.

Recommendations for Improvement(Performance/Issue)
In the hope that your report will be widely used as a means of communication with interested parties and will serve as a tool for continuous management and 
improvement, the verifier recommends the following:

- Degree of Efficiency for Sustainable Management Processes

Processes for identifying interested parties' requirements, selecting topics through materiality assessment, and collecting related data and processing information are 
systematized.
Efforts to upgrade the system in the future are needed to improve efficiency.

- Rationality of Interested Parties' Participation and Demand Reflection

Each interested party group has a separate requirement identification channel and a mechanism has been established to reflect the requirements in their work.
A general additional check is required to check the validity of the work reflection and practice results.

- Adequacy Assessment of Economic Performance Verification

Economic indicators were evaluated, and management according to the vision and future social contribution directions and plans related to the core value of ‘pursuit 
of public interes’ are being properly implemented.

- Adequacy Assessment of Verification in the Social Performance Field

Labor, human rights, and social responsibility indicators are applied in a relatively consistent manner. All customer-related matters, such as the grievance handling 
system of human rights indicators, ethical management(anti-corruption), and customer satisfaction survey, are well applied.

- Adequacy Assessment of Verification in the Environmental Performance Field

Adequacy and type effects of environmental and results have been identified. The goal management system, such as the energy-saving performance of the 
construction, is effectively and strongly implemented.

- Adequacy Assessment of Future Performance Improvement Plan

It is necessary to review the possibility of overhauling/integrating/reflecting/advancing the current management system in order to improve the annual performance 
index in the sustainability report.

August	2020
Director of the Korea Productivity Center Quality Assurance		Jeong Uisik

The Korea Productivity Center was established under the Industrial Development Act to efficiently and systematically improve the productivity of the industry, contributing to the improvement of national competitiveness 
and development with the Korean economy. The Korea Productivity Center, which has been the first educational and consulting institution in Korea to disseminate management concepts and foster management experts, 
provides integrated solutions for productivity improvement, including productivity research, education training, consulting, index survey presentation, and certification based on specialized knowledge services to support 
the sustainable development of Korea.
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Topic Disclosure ISO26000 Pages

Topic-specific Standard

GRI 200: Economic Topics

Economic 
Performance

103 Management	Approach 	 64-65

201-1 Generation	of	direct	economic	value	and	distribution 6.8.1/6.8.2/6.8.3/6.8.7/6.8.9	 84-85

201-4 Government	financial	support 6.8.1/6.8.2/6.8.3/6.8.7/6.8.9	 85

Indirect Economic 
Effect

103 Management	Approach 	 64-65

203-1 Infrastructure	investment	and	service	support	activities 6.3.9/6.8.1/6.8.2/6.8.7/6.8.9	 46,	66-73

203-2 Significant	indirect	economic	effects 6.3.9/6.6.6/6.6.7/6.7.8/6.8.16.8.2/
6.8.5/6.8.7/6.8.9 66-67

Procurement Practices 204-1 Percentage	of	expenses	paid	to	local	suppliers 6.4.3/6.6.6/6.8.1/6.8.2/6.8.7 89

Anti-corruption

103 Management	Approach 	 26-27,	36

205-1 Assessing	the	risk	of	corruption	in	the	workplace 6.6.1/6.6.2/6.6.3	 39,	42

205-2 Notice	and	training	on	anti-corruption	policies	and	procedures 36-39,	41,	Website

Anti-competitive 
Behavior

103 Management	Approach 	 26-27

206-1	 Anti-competitive	behavior	Legal	action	against	unfair	trade	practices	such	
as	anticompetitive	behavior	and	monopoly 6.6.1/6.6.2/6.6.5/6.6.7 No anti-competitive 

behavior

GRI 300: Environment Topics
Energy 		302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 6.5.4 86

Bio-diversity
		103 Management	Approach 	 52-53

		304-2 Activities that have a significant impact on biodiversity,
Significant impact of products and services 6.5.6 62

Emission

		103 Management	Approach 	 52-53

		305-1 Direct greenh ouse gas em issions(Scope 1) 6.5.5 86

		305-2 Energy indi rect gree nhouse gas emissions(Scope2) 86

		305-3 Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions(Scope 3) 86

GRI 400: Social Topics

Employment
		103 Management	Approach 	 26-27

		401-1 Number	and	percentage	of	new	hires	and	turnovers
Occupational	safety	and	health 6.5.3 86-87

Occupational Safety
and Health

		403-2 Injury	type,	incidence	rate,	occupational	disease	incidence	rate,	leave	
days	rate,	Absenteeism	rate,	number	of	work-related	deaths 6.4.6/6.8.8	 86-87

		403-4 Safety	and	health	matters	included	in	formal	agreements	with	labor	unions 6.4.6 54-61

		403-5 education	training 6.4.6/6.8.8 54-55,	57

Training and Education
		103 Management	Approach 	 26-27

		404-2 Programs	to	strengthen	workers'	capabilities	and	manage	careers 6.4.7/6.8.5	 49

Diversity and Equal
Opportunity

		103 Management	Approach 	 26-27

		405-1 Diversity	of	governance	organization	and	employees 6.2.3/6.3.7/6.3.10/6.4.3	 48

Human Rights
Assessment

		103 Management	Approach 	 40

		412-1 Workplaces	subject	to	human	rights	review	or	human	rights	impact	assessment 6.3.3/6.3.5/6.6.6 41

		412-2 Employee	training	on	human	rights	policies	and	procedures 6.3.5 37,	41

Community 
		103 Management	Approach 	 26-27

		413-1 Community	participation	and	impact	assessment,
Business	sites	that	conduct	development	programs 6.3.9/6.5.1/6.5.2/6.5.3/6.8	 47,	54

Customer health and 
Safety

		103 Management	Approach 	 54

		416-1 Safety	and	health	impact	assessment	of	products	and	service	groups 6.7.1/6.7.2/6.7.4/6.7.5/6.8.8	 55

Protection of customer's
Personal Information

		103 Management	Approach 	 60-61

		418-1 Number	of	complaints	about	customer	privacy	violation	or	loss	of	
customer	information 6.7.1/6.7.2/6.7.7	 No case

Compliance with Socioeconomic
Laws and Regulations 		419-1 Violation	of	social	and	economic	related	laws	and	regulations 4.6/6.7.1/6.7.2/6.7.6	 No case

Topic Disclosure ISO26000 Pages

Universal Standards

GRI 102: General Disclosure

Organization
Profile

102-1 Name	of	Organization 6.3.10/6.4.1/6.4.2/6.4.3/6.4.4/6.4.5
/6.8.5/7.8 1,	4

102-2 About	major	brands,	products,	services	and	other	activities 4-9

102-3 Location	of	he	adquarters 1,	4

102-4 Business	location 1,	4-9

102-5 Organizational	ownership	and	legal	form 4-9

102-6 Market	area 4-9

102-7 Size	of	organization 8

102-8 Information	on	employees	and	workers 8

102-9 Organization	for	supply	chain 6-7

102-10 Significant	changes	in	the	organization	and	supply	chain No significant change

102-11 Proactive	approach	or	principle 18-19

102-12 External	initiatives 12-13,	90-91

102-13 Association 41

Strategy
102-14 Statement	of	Supreme	Decision	Maker 4.7/6.2/7.4.2 3

102-15 Key	impacts,	risks	and	opportunities 18-19

Ethics 
and Integrity

102-16 Organizational	values,	principles,	standards	and	codes	of	conduct 4.4/6.6.3 36

102-17 Consultation	on	ethics	and	grievance	handling	system 38,	Website

Governance

102-18 Governance	structure 6.2/7.4.3/7.7.5 8

102-22 Composition	of	the	highest	decision-making	body	and	committee 16-17

102-23 Chairman	of	the	Supreme	Decision-Making	Body 16

102-24 Appointment	and	selection	of	the	best	decision-making	body 16

102-28 Evaluation	of	the	best	decision-making	body's	performance 17

102-30 Efficiency	of	risk	management	procedures 18-19

102-33 Reporting	on	material	issues 17

102-34	 Characteristics	of	material	issues	and	the	number	of	reports 19

Stakeholder 
Engagement

102-40 List	of	stakeholder	groups 5.3 6-7,	20-21

102-42 Identification	and	selection	of	stakeholders 6-7,	20-21

102-43 Stakeholder	Engagement	Method 6-7,	20-21

102-44 Core	topics	and	concerns	raised	through	stakeholder	engagement 20-25

Reporting 
Practices

102-45 List	of	entities	included	in	the	organization's	consolidated	financial	
statements 5.2/7.3.2/7.3.3/7.3.4 84-89

102-46 Report	content	and	subject 1

102-47 List	of	material	topics 24-25

102-48 Correcting	information	recorded	in	previous	reports 1

102-49 Chan	ges	to	material	to	pics	and	scope 24-25

102-50 Reporting	period 7.5.3/7.6.2 1

102-51 The	Date	of	the	latest	publication 1

102-52 Durat	ion	Cycle	of	Report 1

102-53 Inquiries	about	the	report 1

102-54 Reporting	method	according	to	GRI	Standards 1,	94-95

102-55 GRI	Content	Index 94-95

102-56 External	verification 92-93
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Awards & Certificates Received(from 2018~2020)

Awarded In Awards Details Organization

Feb. 2020 The	4th	Active	Administration	Excellence	Case	Contest	Grand	Prize Ministry	of	Personnel	Management

Dec. 2019 Selected	as	an	excellent	institution	in	2019 Ministry	of	the	Interior	and	Safety

Dec. 2019 2019	HR	Innovation	Excellence	Case	Contest Ministry	of	Personnel	Management

Dec. 2019 Awarded	for	emergency	rescue	training	in	2019	by	the	Minister	of	Public	Administration	and	
Securit Ministry	of	the	Interior	and	Safety

Dec. 2019 Commendation	for	Government	Innovation	Best	Practices	Contest Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries

Dec. 2019 Commendation	for	Contribution	to	Personal	Information	Protection	in	2019 Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries

Dec. 2019 Awarded	for	contributing	to	safe	national	training	for	disaster	response	in	2019 Ulsan,Ulsan	Metropolitan	City

Nov. 2019 Awarded	ASOCIO	ICT	AWARD	for	the	international	private	organization	for	smart	port	logistics Asia-Oceania	Computing	Industry	Organization

Oct. 2019 2019	‘Fruit	of	love’,	the	emblem	for	charity	donations	to	the	Community	Chest	of	Korea Ulsan	Community	Chest	of	Korea

Sep. 2019 2019	Korea	Employment-Friendly	Best	Management	Awards The	Dong-A	Ilbo

Jun. 2019 Minister	of	Environment	Award	at	the	13th	National	Sustainability	Management	Competition The	Korean	American	Journalists	Association

Jun. 2019 Ulsan	Mayor's	commendation	in	commemoration	of	the	24th	Environment	Day Ulsan,Ulsan	Metropolitan	City

Feb. 2019 Ministerial	Award	for	Social	Contribution,	including	Job	Creation Korea	Enterprises	Federation
The	Korean	American	Journalists	Association

Dec. 2018 2018	Presidential	Citation	for	Safe	National	Training	in	Disaster	Response Ministry	of	the	Interior	and	Safety

Nov. 2018 Presidential	citation	at	the	44th	National	Quality	Management	Conference Ministry	of	the	Interior	and	Safety

Nov. 2018 Encouragement	Prize	at	the	Government	Innovation	Best	Practices	Contest Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries

Nov. 2018 2018	Korea	CEO	Hall	of	Fame	Grand	Prize	in	Ethics	Management The	Institute	for	Industrial	policy	Studies

Sep. 2018 2018	Korea	Employment-Friendly	Model	Management	Awards The	Dong-A	Ilbo

Aug. 2018 Awarded	at	the	2018	4th	Industrial	Revolution	Power	Korea	held	in	Daejeon Ministry	of	Oceans	and	Fisheries

Jul. 2018 2018	Presidential	citation	for	the	best	organization	for	safe	national	training	in	disaster	response Ministry	of	the	Interior	and	Safety

May. 2018 Grand	Prize	for	Public	Enterprises	at	the	21st	Korea	Logistics	Awards	2018 Korea	logistics	society

Details of External Certificates(2018~2020)

Date Awarded Awards Details Organization

Nov. 2019 2019	Fair	Hiring	Excellent	Organization	Certification Korea	Management	Registrar	inc

Oct. 2019 2019	Reading	Management	Excellent	Workplace	Certification Ministry	of	Culture,	Sports	and	Tourism

Sep. 2019 Excellent	organization	certifica	tion	for	hu	man	resource	development(Best	HRD) Ministr	y	of	Education,	Ministry	of	Personnel	
Management

Apr. 2019 Certified	as	an	excellent	educational	donation	institution Ministry	of	Education

Dec. 2018 Certification	of	web	accessibility	quality Ministry	of	Science	and	ICT

Dec. 2018 Certified	as	a	family-friendly	company Ministry	of	Gender	Equality	&	Family(MOGEF)

Aug. 2018 Certification	for	anti-corruption	management	system(ISO	37001) Korea	Productivity	Center	Quality	Assurance
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